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Ladner restructures University work force 
Balancing budget is a difficult and painful process, Interim President says 
y Oerrlcke M. Dennis 
nd Octavia Shaw 
1lltop Staff Writers 
Afucr a s ummer of budgetary 
oul searching, newly-appointed 
uerim President Joyce Ladner is 
aking some tough dcci,ions for 
low.ud Unviersity. 
Namely, Ladner has gained the 
)pproval of the hoard or:,u,tees for 
i Univcr~ity-\\ idc restructuring 
tat. it ,ucccs,lul, will go a long ,I)' tow,,rd, bailing Howard out of pproximatcly $25-40 million in 
>Uhland ing debts. 
"We're really not dealing with a 
nc year deficit ,'' Ladner ,aid. 
1bcsc arc debts that the Uniwrsity 
''l' ,,ccumulted over time." 
The plan includes the elimination 
or consolidation of departments, 
units, programs and positions 
affecting non-faculty and 
administrative operations and 
workers. According to Ladner, 
student services, securities and 
benefits will be spared. 
"Over the summer, we were able 
to ,have off a million here and a 
million there, but there is still much 
more that ncc,b to be done,'' she 
said. Ladner explained that the 
closing and selling of both Sulton 
Plaza and Eton Towers dormitories 
was a direct aucmpt to save the 
University money by bringing in 
new revenue from the sales. 
"I've already had to make some 
painful choices ... but we're dealing 
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Dormitory c' "surcs create confusion 
a.ncl hassles: L .. ck of construction permits 
and lack of fund, close dorms unexpectedly, 
leaving students without housing. 
CAMPUS,A2 
Df>nny's Rest~urant prepare~ to pay up: 
Washington Lawyers' Committee files claims 
for more than 20,000 African-American 
patrons of national franchise. 
c.,BUSINESS, AlO 
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Students learn disadvantages of apply-
ing for easy-access cre dit cards:The 
temptation to charge is hard to resist, but 
students who learned the hard way say 
"Beware." TEMPO, Bl 
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THIS WEE!\ IN BLACK 
H ISTORY 
Noted Tuskegee scienti,'lt George Washington 
Caroer was presented the Spingam Award in 
1923 for du,tingui.shed research in agricultural 
chemiJJtry. 
Howard Law School- AlumnilS John S,nyth, 
who seroed as Mini.ster Resident and Consul 
General to Liberia in 1878, died in 1908. 
Arti8f and authm- Ronw re Bearde,i was born 
in 1914. 
with the survival of an institution," 
Ladner said. "I don't believe our 
children would forgive us if we let 
Howard fail.'' 
In a public meeting held Sept. 
2, in Cramton Auditorium, Ladner 
informed, shocked and tried 10 
satisfy several hundred University 
employees by dispelling the rumors 
of massive lay-offs and discharges 
in order to decrease the deficit. 
"ll1c board recognizes that we 
ha,c to close this deficit. We can 
not go on, " said Ladner to a 
standing room only crowd in 
Crampton as well to those watching 
her on closed circuit TV in the 
overflow accomodations next door 
in the Ira Aldridge Theatre. 
According to Ladner, Former 
President Franklyn Jenifer told her 
that after freezes, and no capital 
expenses, the university was still 
left with a $25-40 million deficit. 
"The schools that will 
survive into the next century will be 
those that can solve their own 
problems. Yale University, the 
University of Pennsylvania, Duke 
University, the Marriot, Bell 
Atlantic. and many others arc doing 
it (restructuring). We've probably 
waited longer than we should have, 
.. Ladner said. "But whatever we 
do, everyone needs to understand 
that admionistrators, faculty and 
staff are here to provide an 
optimum environment for student 
development...cverything else is 
secondary." 
Ladner\ remarks drew 
applause and praise by audience 
members. 
"Things she said made a 
lot of sense. We really work hard, 
but we're not always appreciated. It 
makes us feel good to know that we 
arc appreciated," said a worker with 
the Department of Environmental 
Services. 
Even though Howard 
University is the fifth largest 
employer of this area, Ladner 
believes that in order to make things 
belier. everyone has to make 
sacrifices. "We can't cut the deficit 
without cutting positions." 
''This is a good move. There 
needs to be a cut. People arc 
making money and not doing 
anything. Faculty members that 
are leaching out of their field, and 
no background, and no Ph.D don't 
need to be here because it's 
harming the students," said one 
faculty member who refused to be 
identified. 
Several other University 
employees either refused to be 
identified or comment at all • 
leaving Cramton Auditorium with 
facia I expressions ranging from 
anxiety to amusement. 
Ladner says that a newsletter 
wil I be developed 10 keep all 
employees informed and to answer 
questions. 
Heated mayoral debate addresses 
issues impacting District citizens 
BY. Elaine Lana Myada 
HIiitop Sta« Wnter 
Ille tension built up and the heat 
was on as seven ma1·oml candidates 
expressed thdr ~ iC\vs on the media. 
education. crime and many other 
problems that plague the district 
and its government in an open 
forum debate in the School of 
Business Auditorium. 
The debate, which was sponsored 
by the Undergraduate Trustee, the 
Undergraduate Student Assembly. 
the Howard University Student 
A,spcia1ion and the Gradual· 
Student Assembly wanted to 
provide a chance for students to 
hear from all the mayoral 
candidates in order for them to 
make an informed decision for the 
September 13th primaries. 
The candidates who participated 
in the event included Marion Barry, 
Don Reeves, Curtis Pree, Don 
Folden, Otis Troupe, Aaron Ruby 
and Otis Thorpe. 
In his opening remarks. Don 
Reeves came down hard on the 
media for not giving coverage to all 
the mayoral candidates. 
"The media is spoon-feeding the 
public telling them there is only 'the 
big three' and in seven days. 
600,000 people who don't know 
the other candidates because of not 
enough media coverage will go out 
and ,ote uninformed. Separate but 
cquul is exactly what this election 
is about,'' Reeves said. 
Other mayoral candidates 
applauded uproariously in 
agreement with the comments 
Reeves had made. 
In fact. throughout the evening 
other candidates pointed out the 
media's constant rejection of their 
c-.impaign and what they had to say. 
Candidate Don Folden brought 
up the point that the cameras 
"rolled only when Barry spoke" 
and then, when the: cameramen 
were packing up to leave after 
Barry had left in the middle of the 
debate. Folden stood up and waved 
goodbye to them. 
Barry took the opportunity to 
come down hard on Sharon Pratt 
Kelly and John Ray in his 
comments. 
"I am part of the big three. but 
I respected you enough to ,how up 
here. The problem with the current 
administration is she has not risen 
to the task. She means well but she 
is in way over her head, and the 
other person running for mayor 
doesn't even know how to get in the 
water," Barry said. 
Pree, the youngest contender for 
mayor, stressed education in his 
statements at the debate. 
"I think it is time your generation 
recchcd the tools to compete in 
the real world. This campaign is all 
about educating and inspiring 
young people who arc more afraid 
of living than dying," Pree said. 
Folden also reminded the 
audience that Barry, Kelly and Ray 
were not doing all they could for the 
city. 
"There is nothing that B,ury. 
Kelly or Ray arc telling you right 
now that they can't do right now. 
you been took," Folden said. 
ltoupc. who was the city auditor 
for 13 years, approached solving the 
city ·s problems through economic 
development. 
"I propose that we transform 
RFK Stadium from an old, worn-
out, junk heap into a state-of-the• 
art, renovated 18-deck, 18,000 job 
park. We have all the tools we 
need there: transportation.,, parking 
lots and so on, all we need to do is 
build." Troupe said. 
Ruby, known as the socialist 
worker's candidate. urged people 10 
vote for good leadership in the city. 
"People usually vote for the 
lesser of two evils, bul instead vote 
for all good in the city," Ruby said. 
The night was also highlighted 
by Thorpe's name-calling. 
"You've been robbed. cheated, 
lied and failed by a man who is 
dumb and can't stay off drugs and 
out off jail," TI1orpc said. 
In addition, all the candidates 
spoke about helping the children, 
gelling drugs and guns off the 
streets and holding government 
,,orkers responsible to the public 
for their actions. 
Maisha Sabir, a sophomore 
majoring in accounting, was 
satisfied with the debate and said 
that it made her more informed and 
even helped to change her mind. 
I dtd not realize there were so 
many candidates, and from what l 
have heard I have changed my view. 
I was going for the big three but 
now I have a better understanding 
than what the media gave me.'' 
However, Rodney Mickle, a 
political science graduate student, 
felt that this debate showed just 
how the mayoral race was divided 
on race. 
· The debate was clarifying 
because it showed the callousness 
of Ray and Kelly because they did 
not even have the decency to show 
up. It shows just how much the 
candidates value the white voters," 
Mickle said. 
Permanent president sought while Trustees, 
faculty, students ponder University direction 
By Derrlcke M. Dennis 
and Shonda Huery 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
While members of the Howard 
University Presidentia l Search 
Commiuce agree there are no 
saviors in higher education, there 
are some basic character 
requirements for the University's 
next president. 
Strong leadership abilities, 
excellent interpersonal skills and a 
genuine respect and appreciation of 
all levels of the University are at the 
very minimum, according to 
Secretary of the University and of 
the Board of Trustees, Artis 
Hampsirc-Cowan. 
"We arc definitely going to take 
our time and carefully screen for the 
person that we believe can lead 
Howard Uni\ersity in10 the future." 
said Hampshire-Cowan. 
"Unfortunately, the really good 
candidates already have good jobs. 
In our caw, we are probably going 
to have lo talk someone away from 
another appointment and into the 
presidency at Howard.'' 
According to Hampshire• 
Cowan, there are a number of new 
innovations being implemented to 
insure a fair, comprehensive and 
open presidential search including 
campus "to"n meetings". a 
university-wide committee of 
voting members, the use of a 
professional search firm and the 
willingness 10 investigate suggested 
candidates. 
"These features are all good for 
the process,'' Hampshire-Cowan 
said. ·'But more importantly the 
result will be that it keeps everyone 
honest, open and involved." 
Selection Commincc Chairman 
and University Trustee Harry 
Pierce believes the extra steps the 
commiuee is taking will go a long 
way towards hiring the right leader 
for Howard Un iversity. 
"This search will be one of the 
most important tasks we will face 
all year," Pierce said. "Howard has 
too much to lose and everything to 
win." 
Pierce added that although he 
does not wish 10 put a definite time-
line on the completion of the 
search, he expects the search to 
continue through "the remainder 
of this calendar year." 
Interim President Joyce Ladner, 
rumored to be the leading candidate 
of the search told The HlLCTOP 
that she has not yet made up her 
mind. 
"I want to spend some more time 
working in the position before I 
decide,'' she said. "I'm not being 
coy either, this is one of those 
decisions that you just don't 
consider lightly." 
But aside from the excitement 
surrounding a presidential search of 
such importance, there arc some 
concerns over inclusion and just 
how the final selection will be 
made. 
.. -niis issue has, for the first time, 
brought students, faculty and staff 
together under one common 
mission," said Professor Richard 
Thornell of the Faculty Senate. 
Members of the faculty Senate have 
been outspoken critics of the 
University administration 
especially sensitive academic 
issues. 
Sophomore Business1 major 
Albert Calloway feels the best 
presidential search will be one that 
lives up to the inclusive spirit that 
commillcc members envision. 
"Students must have a Sa)' in the 
selection of the next 
president...after all we are the ones 
that truly make up the university; 
we are the ones that help pay the 
salaries of all university persoMel," 
S:11Ioway said. "It's time for our 
(students') voice to be heard." 
The Hilltop, friends and family mourn the loss of Senior 
Shira Keich Scott, who died August 27. Shira Keich, which 
means "Brave and Intelligent 0ne," 
was a criminal psychology major from Boston. 
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Dormitory closures create confusion, hassles 
Students suffer from planned sale 
of downtown residence halls 
.. 
D.-C. Inspectors shut down Carver, 
lack of ~onstruction permit cited 
By Marvin C. Bryan 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
By Donya Matheny 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
' 
Because or complain1s against 
Cap ico l Entertainment Scn·iccs. Inc .. 
the Un ivers ity has hired a new company 
to transport scudcn1s to and rrom off• 
campus dorms. • ..... 
"The quality of services suff~~.a 
little bit ... and the cost were the basic 
reasons," Rev. James C~ 
Assistant 10 the Dean for Sxotal 
Programs, said of the change. •. • 
According to Rev. 
Coleman. the University 
has used Gold Linc before 
and was pleased wi th the 
results. 
"I'm very optimistic 
about I he serv ice 
adequate!) meeting 
s1uden1 lransportation 
needs," he said. 
• 
' 
. '
residence hall renovation 
campus-wide. 
Sut1on Plaza, a not h 
downtown dormitory located II 
13th Street. just around the 
corner from Eton Towers was the 
only scheduled dormitory 
closing. housing officials said. 
But in light of a $25-40 million · 
budget short fnll. Interim 
President Joyce Ladner made the 
"~urprise" decision 10 close Eton • • 
Towers as well and put them both ' 
up for sale. ' ' 
But for University students, 
who received housing • 
assignments in these dorms,· :' 
Howard's financial woes were the ' • 
least of their concerns. ' 
Sophomore, Regina Green .• 
from Manh.itwn. NY and 
1\"anisha Peterson. !rum 
Timmonsville. SC tound 
themsehes lugging kitchen poh, 
pans, silverware. and micmwa,cs 
(item, 1hey had originally -! 
purcha,ed for their apartments in· ' 
Eton) to Bethune I Jail. Both were· ; 
disappointed by the size ol their. : 
rooms and unsure about ho\\ they·. l 
were going to fit an apartment's;. 
worth of items into a single room. 
When Greene and Pcter,on 
asked Frelow if it would be a , 
temporary situation, both said he ,· • 
responded with "you will li,c in : l 
Bethune for the entire }Car. )OU ,• 
have 10 stay there becau,e )OU • 
have al read) rcceiHd housing." ' I 
•• 
• 
According to Rev. Coleman. lhHew 
service, Gold Linc Bus ComC}ft}ly' is 
negotiating wi th Howard Univci:;it'im, 
"fiscal details" to final ize the 1,,J{iJl<!SS 
agrcemen1. The company is c"t~Atl)' 
operating on a 45-day contracl"\\11ich 
will soon expire and has students 
wondering how they will get 10 and 
from lhc main campus when the 
temporary contract expires. 
But some students 
aren't quite as optimistic. 
A student wai ling for the University s tude nts line-up regula rly to ride the s h uttle bus. 
"The drivers kept harping on it," 
Kenya Murray, a music eng ineering 
student said, adding thac one bus driver 
told the students they ··may have to 
walk" if a con tract wasn't signed by the 
end of that day, Aug. 29. 
Jusl to be sure, Murray asked Rev. 
shuttle one dav had both a complaint 
and a compliment. 
"I like the new buses, bu t 1hey don't 
come on time," Russian major Tora Vise 
said, adding chat it can take up to 30 
mmutcs 10 get to a destination. 
Rev. Co leman said that Che si1ua1ion , 
sounded typical of the Orientation Weck 
bu, schedule, which he described as "a 
courcesy service" that was 
uncharacteristic of the regular schedule, 
when the buses run on 15- co 20-minute 
intcr\'als. 
Some of the now entrants who mu,1 
ride the shu11lc bu, have problem, with 
the bus schedules. 
"Sometimes it's late, and on the 
weekdays ii\ crowded and sometime, 
you have to stand up," Therese Wright. 
a freshman living in Meridian Hill llall 
said. 
r------------------l Upset about th~-$:2a p;;;-c~-, 
: phone charge? 
Itemized phone bills upset students 
I 
I Fl I .I, OUT TIIE FOILOWING 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
□ 
□ 
I support the new $.23 per call 
campus telephone system. 
I don't support the new $.23 per call 
campus telephone system. 
By S h uni DuBone and the price fell 10 .23 per c,111. According to Flai Li, ingston a 
Staff Writer However. when Akoma sen ior in the School of 
Ar 
presented his composition of Communications, it's like havmu a 
ter numcrouscomplaincs from nu111li ·rs and fi h · d ~ 
students about 1he new plionc •" · igures, c pomtc out pay phone in your room. • 
chat tf each student made up to 10 "I mi •he JI 
')stem, I Inward Uniwrs·1·1y Scudciic I 1 11 d g a\ we go co a pa~ phone oc.i ca s a ay ac .23 n.•r call, the out on ti I d Associat ion president Chid'iad i r ie s rect an p,11 n,," COM could cvcntuall• add up 10 in\tead of , ·1· ·1 .. Akoma, is tak ino ac1·1011 . I S ' • vai mg 10 pa) 3ltr. ., a most • 700 n.•r year. Akoma a lso ,1 1 d I · · 
Akoma, and several member' of r . a c .1vmgs1on. 
, mentioned the fact that manv N·11a•h M h d · 
hisstaf_fsat down l,·istTu••sday ,vi·ch d , . •. ·'. a u umma . a Junior ~ Stu cnts interact w ith the L C 
executive board member• 1·n an maJOring tn egal ommunication , me tropo litan area while other p · t d h ' 
auempc to "discuss, propose, and d ?'" e out t at one major Stu cnts aren't on the meal plan chsad c h' 
rearrange" the curr•·nc phone h' h . . · van age to I 1s system ;, the ~ w 1c may const itute for local calls · syscem. _______ ..;, _________ .:.;;;,;,:,_,;,'":;.:;convenience of dia ling a Q,the 
Information Systems number-and lhcn the Q,digit 
and Services, Executive "f • h access code. According to 
Director Charles Moore mig t as well go to Muhummad. the other 
presenled HUSA with ac.ay phone out on disadvantage is the issue or 
charts, graphs. and figures credit. "With the inllux of 
which indicated a t e street and credit •·ardsand phonecardsoo 
$666,000 deficit from last • pay this campus, WC don't need 
year's pho ne system. now instead of anyching else hilled to us nt the 
According 10 Moore, •t • end of the month," Muhumm3d 
1 
! 
·'something had 10 be wai ing to pay later.,, said. 
done." Allison X, an assiscan1 10 ' 
Moore'ssuggestion was -Flai Livingston HUS_A. blamed last )Car's Please return completed 
questionnaire to the Office of 
~tudent Activites, Blackburn Center Room 117 or the 
Hilltop Office located in the Howard Plaza Towers West 
' RoomP-14. 
ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS!! 
L--------
-----------
_____________________ J 
to absorb some of the cost def1c11 on record-keeping. 
of telephone services into 1he cosc of d "Set up a safety net 10 ma e 10 surrounding restaurants. • , , 
'.oom _ a_nd board which could be Ak . mm1m1ze potencinl debts" X cold 
1denllf1ed a t the the time of ·oma s proposal was co get rid executive members. She ;uggested , 
regis1ra1ion. 0:'he ·23 ch_a'.gc 311d charge one nat they charge c:ich student a ,mall , 
.,.,_
1 
fee. In add 111on to dissolving th•· , • . 
. 
'" • ec_ommu nications Manager I I h • ,cc at reg1~tra11on in order to protect 
Al oca c a rgc, Akoma's dcta1'lcd tt h ' 1s_rn Billups, devised a more ic sc ool from massive debcssuch 
equ11able system which would proposal allowed for all late phone as che one acquired last year. 
fees to be added to the student's A h guarantee that each student would accounts. not er meeting will take place 
pay their fair share. The original D to allow cxccucive board members to 
cost_ was esl imatecl at .35 per call espitc thesc compromising work wich I !USA to devise a new 
I II 
attempts, many studenc's concerns 1 
un11 ca forwarding was removed still wem unaddressed. Pan to appease both the student 
body and telccommunicacion,. 
·1 
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Alpha "Week of service and tradition continues 
B)I Stacy Be~ 
HIiitop Staff Wnter 
The Brothers of Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity, Inc .. Beta Chapter 
arc keeping with the rich trndition 
that Grcck-lctterorganua1ioru. were 
founded upon: "scholarship, manly 
deeds and community service." 
And it is these same traditions 
that fraternal organizers of Alpha 
Weck arc seeking to excmpli f y. 
This year's Alpha Weck will be 
held on September 11th through 
f the 17th. Some of the programs j include: a seminar on male/female 
' I 
f 
~ relationships, a jazz and poetry 
session, a call 10 chapel, a gospel 
night and a canned food drive. 
"Alpha Weck was started as a 
annual orogram to showcase all the 
talents of the Brother; of Alpha 
Ph i Alpha Fraternity Inc.," said 
fraternity member Col in 
fhompsc n "All of the brothers had 
3 hand in the dcvclopmcnl of at 
least one program." Thompson 
added. 
to give everyone at Howard and in 
the local community a chance to 
play a part in strengthening the 
African-American community," 
said Desmond Dunham, chapter 
president. "We want to show that 
fraternities can do more in the 
community than just have parties 
and perform in step shows," 
Beta chapter, founded at Howard 
University on 
December 20, 1907. has a history 
of comm itmen t 10 community 
service on campus and in the 
District of Columbia. 
"Our programs this year arc not 
as academically based as last year; 
we arc at1cmp1 ing 10 reach a more 
diverse group of people this year," 
Dunham said. 
challenges 1ha1 President Nelson 
Mandda face will be discussed in 
the School of Social Work on 
"South African Awareness Day." 
The Alphas will showcase their 
stepping talents on the yard next 
Friday at noon. 
"Since we arc at the Mecca, and 
~incc we arc members of the first 
Black Grcck-lcucr organization. we 
consider it our goal 10 re-educate," 
fra1crni1y member Ju lian Gaither 
added. 
"We arc really looking lorward 
to Alpha Weck," Gaither added. 
"This is a lime of lhc year that we 
really take pride in." 
The brothers of Beta Chapter arc 
inviting everyone from the Howard 
University community and the D.C. 
area who may be interested in the 
program~ and other events to 
anend. 
"This year Alpha Weck is going The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Beta Chapter 
Last year', Alpha Weck. which 
included a seminar on religious 
d iversity in Rankin Memorial 
Chapel, was hailed as a success by 
those who attended. " Basically. I 
thought that it was a powerful 
program; ii was really informative.'' 
senior finance major Rob Byrd 
said. 
South African issu::s and the 
The Alphas arc inviting all 
interested ,oluntecrs 10 meet in 
front of the I loward Pla1,;1 Towers 
We~t al noon on Saturday to assist 
in both the canned food drive and 
the clothing drive. 
HILLTOP moves 
to new office 
By Crystal 0. Davis 
H !top Staff Wmer 
With \cveral changes includmg 
t\'.O nc" sectioru. and a new office, 
the 11 1 LLTOP. Jloward 
, University\ student newspaper. is 
once again ready to start the 
presses. 
And not unlike many Howard 
students. the HILLTOP suffered 
from its share of ho1Lsing problems 
as well, which almost prevented 
lbc staff from publishing its first 
~ issue. Over the summer, the 
_ HILLTOP moved from its first 
~ floor room on the "est side of the 
..,t Howard Plaza Towers to anNher 
room in the same building. 
Housing for the MILCTOP fin,t 
became a problem in 1991 when 
construction "'orkers tore down its 
Fourth Street office along with 
several rowhouses 10 make room 
for the Bethune Annex. The 
HJLLTOP was then moved to a 
room in the Towers that was 
initially intended to be a daycare 
center. 
Last year, ho .... cv.:r, School of 
Education Dean Portia Shields 
decided to turn the room into a 
kindergarten fucility for staff and 
faculty members' children, and the 
HILLTOP had to move again, thi~ 
time to a room down the hall that 
was supposed to be a computer 
lab. 
"uu;t spring, (the School of 
i Education) had a presentation with 
I the HI LLTOP to discuss the ~ee," Shields said. " We worked 
,cry dosel) with them. and they 
agreed to move if they were gi,en 
a new space with the sanie setup. 
I thought the I IIUTOP cooperated 
beautifully." 
Portia Uruner. editor-in-chief ol 
the IIILLTOP. on the other hand, 
had initiall, hoped thal the paper 
could move to a storefront office in 
Wonder Plaza. "As the largest 
Black collegiate paper, it's 
important that people who are 
passing by \\'ondcr Plaza can sa), 
'Oh, look. there'< the HILLTOP'." 
The move. which was only 
supposed to last unti l mid-summer. 
wasn't completely finished until 
last week. In the meantime, staffers 
struggled to publish the orientation 
issue with only one production 
computer and three Macintoshscs 
from the yearbook office. 
"We couldn't even publish our 
first issue from our new office, " 
Bruner stated. 
She added that the move couldn·t 
haw been possible without the 
help of Dean Raymond Archer of 
Student Life and Activities, 
Belinda Watkns. the director of 
Student Activities, and HI ILTOP 
ad, isor Leslie Harricl-Lcwis. 
"It's been ... difficult with so 
many unexpected obstacles. and 
it's been frustrating for staff 
members to be without computers 
and phones," Bruner ~id. "But it's 
been a learning e~pcriencc. and it 
shows that we can function even 
with adversity ... We're rolling now." 
Campus Section Meeting 
Mondays at 6 :30 pm in 
The HILLTOP office 
located in the 
Howard Plaza Towers 
West Room P14 
> 
or 
Call Derricke or Monica at 
806-6866 for further 
information. 
Mixed reactions to Bethune Annex 
By Rois Beal 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
As continuing Howard 
Universil) students (especially 
sophomores) scrambled to submit 
housing applications to the Office 
of Residence Life Inst semester, 
many were thrilled by the prospect 
of ltving in the brand ne\\ Bethune 
•\nne, dormitory. 
Bui it, opening this 1\ugust al,o 
lelt some \luden1s angry. '" first• 
time residents found glitches in the 
check-in process. 
Sophomore COBIS major Paul 
Frazier was frustrated by 1hc 
administration's handling of room 
assignments. Frazier received and 
signed a contract for a single room 
last spring. Bui when he arrived on 
Aug. 20 ready to take po,scs.sion of 
his new room. he \\a, told that it 
had been "given a\\ ay." After 
threats. picas. and bcaurocratic 
wrangling, he finally received his 
room on Aug. 25. 
"When I first got here, there was 
no desk, no chair, no dres~cr," he 
slated, glancing up ruefully from 
the manress on the noor thlll serves 
as his bed. "It was a real hassle just 
gelling into the room." 
But Frazier's experience may 
have been the except ion rather than 
the rule. Most students arc glad 10 
experience the relative comfort of 
the :.\nnex,' one of only two co-ed 
dormitories on-campus. 
"It's a hig improvement." said 
sophomore chemi,1ry major James 
Smith. who lived in Drew Mall last 
year. In his ne" dwelling. he noted 
1he conspicuous absence of 
"rodents, roaches and filth" and 
hopes forvently 1ha1 the dorm "stays 
that way," 
Jun ior Andre Mitchell was 
especially thankful to ha,c gotten 
into lhc Anne, in the University's 
Room Selection and Verification 
Plan, also known as the housing 
loncry last spring. Having lived in 
Drew. Carver. and Meridian Hill 
Halls. he can appreciate new 
carpeting, air conditioning, and the 
in-house cafeteria that the Annex 
provides. 
"It's the best dorm I've ever been 
in.'' Mitchell said. 
Freshman hiology major Steven 
Eason echoes the sentiment I le 
cspcciall y appreciates the 300-scat 
cafeteria located on 1hc first noor. -
"h's convenient," he said. 
Graduate Assistant Anthony, 
Roberson is enjoying the Annex as 
wel l. "Just look around you," he 
said, gesturing to the spotless gray 
wal ls and spiffy maroon couches 
decorating 1hc lobby. "It's 
beautiful." 
Besides the beauty, there arc 
mixed feelings about the rccen1ly-
insti1utcd visitation policy. Visitors 
arc allowed from noon 10 midnight 
on Sunday through Thursday and 
noon to 2 a.m. on Friday and 
Saturday nights. Upperclassmen 
mostly feel ii would not be wise 10 
give freshmen 24-hour visitation. 
Bui al 1hc same time, they regret 
that rcMrictions on the freshman 
will 1ransla1c into restrictions on 
them. Even freshmen. like biology 
major Tonyka James concede that 
the policy is "unfair." 
There is a strong sentiment 
ilrnong upperclassmen that 
freshman should not have been 
:wlowcd 10 live in the Annex. 
Jtrazicrdescribcs them as "basically 
immature and des1ruc1ive:· He feels 
i1 is unfair to the upperclassmen 
who as freshmen were initiated into 
the Mecca living in older and less 
aJtractivc dorms. As Mi tche ll 
staled. "They'll never be able to 
appreciate i1." 
Sophomores remember fresh~ an year 
BY, Donya J . Matheny 
H,lttop Staff Wrijer 
As the myriad of minivans filled 
with Howard University Mudenls 
arrived on campus this Augu5t. an 
anxious anticipation of the college 
adventures that lie ahead filled the 
air. 
Dorm life, class tests, football 
games and parties may have been 
on their minds as they unloaded 
1heir cars and moved into their new 
homes. Bui as each s1uden1 looked 
around, other anxious faces greeted 
them with beads of pcrspiratio, 
dripping from their heads 
wondering ii they may be looking 
at a future friend. 
·For all of the freshmen living 
in the Harriet Tubman Quadrangle, 
if you don't have a fan. get one 
now." sophomore Kecia Addison 
said. 
But there arc lines to stand in and 
boxes to move. And as the year 
goes on, problems will come and 
go, but second year students have 
faith that the incoming freshmen 
will emerge victorious. 
"Don't sit and complain ha lf the 
year about something, because a 101 
of other people had 10 deal with it 
before you and they got through i1,'' 
sophomore Aubainc Woods said. 
As the year progresses ,ind 
freshmen begin to develop the 
Stude nts waiting in long lines Is a common sight during registration 
circles of friends that may or may 
1101 remain life-long pals, 
personali ties will clash. Bui, 
according 10 Woods, the solution is 
simple. 
"Don't worry about what other 
people arc saying about you. That 'II 
slow you down a lot," said Woods, 
a journalism major from 
Indianapolis. 
Along with living away from 
home comes a limited amount of 
financial independence as well. But 
some believe in the age-o ld 
warning: ''Let the Buyer Beware.'' 
·'Don't get caught up in credit 
cards," warned sophomore Frank 
Johnson. 
Another one of the amenit ies of 
college life at Howard University is 
living in the Washington D.C. 
met ropoli tan area. Many of the 
country's best kepi secrets arc at 
your fingertips with easy access 10 
the Library of Congress and 
Smithsonian lnstitu1ion. ln addition 
10 the joys and wonders of the 
country's capital, students caution 
that the city, like many others, has 
its sorrows. 
" Watch out for D.C.," Johnson 
said, adding that it can be a 
dangerous city when people are not 
careful. 
"Bui don't let what people say 
about the area scare you, ii ·s really 
nol such a bad place 10 go to 
school," Addison said. 
Other popular pieces of advice 
to incoming freshmen include 
warnings 1101 to buy into the party 
scene as part of the college 
experience. "You've go1 all four 
years to have fun," Addison added. 
Tidbits of advice from Howard's 
new sophomores could go on 
forever, but Charicssa Evans, a 
marketing major offers this final 
Vendors offer alternatives to campus store 
By Haslna D. Harvey 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"Welcome tc the Howard 
University Campus Store. How 
may r help you?" 
"Mow much for 1ha1 jacket'!" 
"S90.25'' 
"What'/ $90.25!" 
"llow much for :1 sleeve and a 
button?" 
Nestled in the back rows of the 
Howa,d Un iversity campus store 
is indeed a " 100% cot ton 
sandwashcd fabric for a gently 
faded look and a rch,xed feel" 
jacket for $90.25. 
Prices like these have driven 
many Howard students into the 
arms of the independent vendors 
that line 6th Street near the School 
store." 
According to Presley, 
his ''lightweight close 
• l knit weave, keeps you 
w;trm and cool." 
But Margo Vickers, 
t Executive Director of Auxil iary Enterprises, suggests that you "can't compare prices without 
qua lity." Unoffic ial 
~----------' 1993 Homecoming 1~ 
Campus vendor displays merchandise Shirts being sold by a vendor last year spelled 
the name of a of Business and Cramton 
Auditorium. 
With prices ranging from S5 (for 
a cap) to $20 for a sweatsh irt, 
campus vendor Stanley Presley, 
said, "There is no comparison 
between them and the campus 
headl in ing concert performer's 
name phonetically instead of 
correctly. 
At close inspection, though, one 
will see that most items offered by 
both the vendors and the bookstore 
arc of the same basic material 
couon. 
A number of the items in the 
bookstore arc of the "Gear" 
designer label. Though a sales 
associate in Neiman Marcus' 
leisure depar1mcn1 assured that the 
"label will not be showing up in the 
leisure section of Neiman Marcus 
any time soon," perhaps the label is 
the cause for the high cost. 
Nobody I spoke with suggested 
the label as a cause for the campus 
store's high prices. Vickers did add 
thal the bookstores have 10 pay a lot 
more than vendors. Lights, rent, 
and sale associates all cost money. 
When Mlccd why the prices arc 
so high, the manager of the campus 
store (who asked to re mai n 
anonymous) said he "was told not 
Homecoming aims to please H~~!.~~"f~.~!!,r ,w" 
By Danette S. Gerald •· Meeting a l the Crossroads", major rol~ in making th!s year's these pro~ra'.11s may feature some will have total control of the will either he free of charge orvcr 
Hilltop Staff Writer renects upon African-American Homecoming the best 1ha_1 11 can be. un,cxpec1ed_ rn lcnl. . . runwav," llairMon said. inexpensive," Erica Watson 
slaves who met al the crossroads Many of the usual favort1e events, fhc fashion show,wh,ch u~ually Some new additions 10 the 1994 executive ,ccrernry of the S1ccrin Many Howard University and made 1he decision 10 escape 10 such as the Ms. I toward Pageant, spo1_lighls the _cloihmg of lc~i_a_lc . 1 b • • 1 d c,,nini,·ticc. s·,,,·d .... I h't" 1·,.· po-, ·,bl R&B Co d II be co npnsed Homecoming cc c rauon me u ea , " s1udcn1s, especially upperclassmen, freedom. knowing this was the the fashion ~how, the ncerl, c 5 ,gners, w, . ' · -1 RFK because outside promoters were n havcbccnunhappyanddissa1isfied only way they would have control The Gospe l_ Con~erl and pri~arily of crealt?ns by male game-day 131 gate party al d h' ., 
with recent Homecomings. But, of their lives. Likewise. she said Howard Fest will remain part of1he designers. Fa_shion, Sho~v Stadium October 8 and a uscThl c•scoY~_ 1aro .. f mo•t of the event 
· · Th I C d. 1 Sher n Ha1rs1011 sa id Homecoming Cabaret. I !aye said ., , besides compla ining about ' people Crom a ll ovcrihcworld meet Homccomingttmcrary. cgospe oor ma or 1 ' h' h -11 h ... ·,11 range froni $6-$8. 1hc tailgate party, w 1c wt ave .. 
unreasonab le prices and lhe at the Un iversity, and while here, "T' fid t th t music provided by WHUR. will Haye encourages everyone 1 
inconvenience of traveling to off- they make choices and decisions .1.. m Very COn en a provide slUdenis. facully, srnff and become involved. She said, "we a 
campus events, manys1uden1s have that will impact the ir lives. She • alumni the opportunity to interact .relying very heavily on the helpo 
done linle or nothing 10 improve feelsHowardUnivcrsi1yisformany everyone who takes part in wilh one another. The s1uden1sbecause volun1ecrsarca 
future Homecoming fes1ivi1ics. sludcn1s, a passport 10 freedom . . C b h" h · e·. seni,·a1 part of cac 
T d · · h h • , r.T • •11 I lomecommg a are1, w ,c 1s 10 , However. Thmara Haye is 1101 he C uca11on they receive ere t is year s .ci omecoming wi be held on Sunday. October 9. will Homecoming's success .. 
your typical Howard University allows them 10 control their h fl" . 1 1 . f Allhou"h the llomecomin SIUdCnl destinies. h . b[ serve as I e o 1c1a c ostng o ,, 
ave an en'Jo,'\1a e Homecoming 1994. II will iakc Comminech,L\bccn\\Olkingundc After having experienced three llayc said, "this is w hat J 
years of Homecoming events ihal Homecoming is really all about. • " place in 1hc Armour J. Blackburn light budgetary con,1rain1s, llay 
Haye said•could have been belier. Students and alumni coming experience... Center Ballroom with a partial said the srnff is doing 1he beSI 1he 
she decided 10 apply for the 1oge1her in celebration of1he future, amount of proceeds going 10 AIDS can with whnl they have. 
'71 r.T h "I'm very confident tha chairperson position of lhc wh ile acknowledging those who • .I. amara .ciaye researc · 
HomccomingSiccring Commiuee. made such a celebration possible." All of1his year's even is. with 1he everyone who lakes part in 1hi 
Believing her ideas would breathe The Homecoming Steering ------------------------- exception of 1he football game and year's llomccoming will have 
new life into 1he annual fall event, Commiucc has been busy planning concert wi ll feature such local 1his year an equal amount of the s1cpshow. which will be held at enjoyable experience, and wi 
Haye was successful in her quest events 1ha1 will involve 1he entire groups as 1he Me1ropoli1an Baptist aucntion will be given to women's the D.C. Armory, will be on benefit from the changes 1ha1" 
and now vows to keep her promise University family. Students, alumni, Church Choir, as we ll as and men's clothing. campus. This decision was made 10 (1hc Steering Commi1tee) ha\ 
of initiating change 1hroughou1 the facuhy, staff and 1he Washington performances by University choral "Another new add ition to this make ii easier for students 10 atlcnd implemented," Haye said. 
1994 celebration. D.C. community will each play a organizations. However, many of year\ fashion show will be an all- all of the planned programs. 
Haye said this year's Iheme, 
Campus Pals give new entrants first glance of Howard 
By Angel D. Lloyd 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
If you are nol familiar with 1hc names Al, Lesli, 
Odell, Kisha, Ernest and Ed, then you arc definitely 
no1 a freshman or a Campus Pal. 
These arc just a few names of lhe Howard University 
s tudents who offer their help, advice, and lime 10 new 
cn1ran1s through the Campus Pals organization. 
The Campus Pals were first seen on l-loward 's 
campus in 1946. Their job is 10 assist the new en1ran1s 
in their transition from high school lo college through 
planned ac1ivi1ies, such as the campus tours. variety 
show and the call lo chapel. Tonight, lhe 1994 Campus 
Pals Orientation comes 10 a close with the annual 
Blackburn Pany. The party, which will be held al the 
Blackburn University Center, will begin a1 lO p.m. 
Considering first-day confusion and Howard 's 
infamous rcgis1ra1ion lines, the freshman probalfl)• 
wanted 10 pack up and return home; however. 1he 
Campus Pals were on hand 10 alleviate their problems. 
Many of the freshman said they were helped by pals 
other than the ones assigned to 1hem, which came as 
a surprise. During the trip 10 King ·s Dominion, Donnie 
Scantlebury, a new en1ran1, said his campus pal found 
him walking alone and invited him 10 join her and her 
friends. "The Campus Pals were very outgoing and 
friend ly to the freshmen," one s tudent sa id. New 
en1ran1 J.R. Session agreed, saying ... , didn't meet any 
Pal 1ha1 wasn't 1alkativc:· 
By far, the trip 10 King's Dominion was 1he 
freshmen favorite. They also enjoyed the ice cream 
As the school year 
progresses,what are you 
... 
hoping for? "'=l 
~ 
'·[ hope to learn ~ 
~ 
''I hope to become a 
better student, 
improve my grades 
and get the best 
education I can 
get." 
~ Marcus 
~ Matthews 
t,t, Glenarden, 
'9 Freshman 
~ ''Basically, I hope to ~ become more academ-
~ ically astute and I also 
r,::, plan to become more 
~ ~ 
acquainted with some 
of !he many FrNE men 
here at Howard Uni-
versity.'' 
MD 
er,nough, s
1
o that in tt:,~ 
our years can get a 
good job that pays 
major cash, while 
still having fun.'' 
Elton Loud 
Oakland, CA 
Freshman 
Business 
" I want to chill, get a r.,~--:::---.,... 
better GPA, attend 
more parties, talk to 'i 
all the women, get in 
closer with my boys L 
and attain more recog-
nition in the School of 
Business.'' 
t1=l 
Q § 
Hope Kemp 
Oakland, CA 
Sophomore 
Business 
._ __ _,_ __ __J James Jones, Jr. 
~ ~ 
~ § 
~ Clj 
~ 
~ 
i"'-----' 
Clj 
~ 
i,,,, 
''I hope to become 
more spiritually sta-
ble, more involved 
on campus and to 
develop relation-
ships that will 
endure beyond my 
years at Howard." 
Piper M!:Keithen 
Baltimore, MD 
Junior 
Political Science 
(;;:I "I want to find out r----..,..., ~ what it is I exactly ~ want lo do here and ~ to have a little fun." 
l:a:.l 
Desta Wallace 
San Demas, CA 
~ Freshman 
~ Political Science 
~ 
Chicago, IL 
Sophomore 
Finance 
"To become more inde-
pendent. I'm looking 
forward to making my 
~wn decisions and get-
ting a good education." 
Desiree Haynes 
Lakewood, CA 
Freshman 
Nursing 
~ 
~ 
"I hope to meet a lot ~ 
of new people and to ~ 
get more involved on ~ 
campus. I really want ~ 
to embody the ~ 
Howard spirit. !ii 
Dame Forbes 
New York. NY 
Junior 
Chemistry 
f 
l -
~ 
s 
~ 
,._ 
• 
., 
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social, mainly because ii gave 1hem a chance 10 mec1 
each other and socialize. 
Ayisha Gordon. a freshman ftom New Jersey, was 
thankful 10 1he Campus Pals and 1he event, they 
planned for lhc new entrants. 
"The Campus Pals made the beginning of my 
Howard experience good; 1hey got things Marled for 
us." she said. 
Ahhough 1he Campus Pals made orientation week 
exciting for the freshmen. ;,ome new entrants had a few 
suggestions for next year. 
Several freshmen. like Diedre Golbson. never go1 
to meet the ir Campus Pals. Golbson recommended that 
there be more in1crnc1ion between 1hc freshmen and 
their Campus Pals because after 1he initial meeting 1hcy 
hardly ge1 to sec each other. However. i1 is hard for lhe 
Pab 10 sec all of their new en1ran1s one-on-on 
Ramonica Rice, chairperson of 1he organiL.J1ion, sa· 
there arc 20 10 25 freshmen for e\'ery Campu!, Pal. 
Other freshmen 1hough1 there should have bee 
bener organization for the King\ Dominion trip, as f 
as handing ou1 1icke1s and departure times. 
Despite their concerns. overall, the freshmen we 
very thankful for 1he help and expertise of the Camp 
Pals. Freshmen agreed 1ha1 gelling acquainted with 1 
Universil) was a 101 easier because of lhe Campus Pal 
"The Campus Pals organization b a very good idea 
Donnie Scantlebury, a new cn1ran1 said. "Usual! 
freshmen feel unwanted by the upperclassmen. bu11 
Campus Pals made us feel comfortable and Y.clco1 
a1 Howard University" 
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ELEBRATES ITS 5TH ANNIVERSARY 
BV ENHANCING THE 5 SENSES 
FRUIT 
Banana 
Apple 
Orange 
Kiwi 
Plantain 
Plum 
Nectarine 
Lemon 
Peach 
Pear 
10 FOR $3 
TOU-CH 
LVCERIME SOAPS 
& SHOWER ~ELS 
Vitamin E $1.SO 
Aloe Vera $1.SO 
Fruit Flavors 
Apple 
Peach 
Lemon 
Apricot 
Orange 
Red Raspberry 
Watermelon 
Strawberry 
Blackberry 
SOAP OR GEL $2.50 
HEARING 
TAPES 
R & B Hip Hop 
Jazz Ofd School 
Reggae 
$10 EACH 
BODY OILS 
Over 200 fragrances available 
TOP SELLERS! 
MALE FEMALE 
Cool Water Calyx 
Blue Nile 360° 
Nautica Nothing •. 
Black Coconut Jessica • 
UNISEX . 
• • Egyptian Musk ·· 
Frankincense . : : 
BOTTLE SIZES: $3 • $5 • $7♦ = 
*Massage oils are available in any 
fragrance of your choice. 
. . 
INCENSE ·· · 
1. Love Supreme 6. Serenity 
2. Kumas1 7. Jasmine 
3. Coco Mango 8. Sweet Smell 
4. Zamfara of Success 
5. Frankicense (2 for $5) 
& Myrrh 
3 FOR $5 
SIGHT 
CLOTHING 
T-shirts Bags 
Sweatshirts Hats 
Jewelry Visors 
$5ANDUP 
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Alumn:us Curtis Pree campaigns for m~yor 
By Miguel Burke II University alumnus, has a long heading the university elections and Pree also added chat if it had not Pree campaign, explained some of so.me pa~n11n!'\ techniques to belle 
Hilltop Staff Writer history of being a politically active running for and working with the been for the guidance and nurturing the issues the~ pl~n 10 tackle. masc the~r c hildren us wel l .. a, a 
soldier on a ncverending quest to lloward University Student of Professors like Ron W:11lcrs, "l11c maJOr issues th~t we're op~r•~mty for1heelderly10 sh~r 
improve the governmcnl. Association President. ,\Ivan Thornton, Pal McCormick going 10 look_ at, .ire the Mtc and their lustor} and kn_o" l~~gc wit Politics. Howard University, 
frustration with the administrations 
of past government officials as •.veil 
as a desire to resurrect the District's 
inncrcity from its wasteland status 
have all played an important part in 
Curtis P,ee's decision to run for 
mayor- a decision wh ich he 
regards with th e utmost 
seriousness. 
"I believe strongly that it is time 
for my generation to have the 
opportunit y to so lve today 's 
problems. It ·sour turn to step up to 
the plate. For 100 long we have 
been forcccl into the shadows and it 
is o ur input that can have a 
profound, positive impact on 
today's problems.'· Pree said. 
He became politicall> active "As a freshman changing the and Dr. Carl Anderson, he docs not scope of the c 11y .' budge_, process. our younger gcner:111on,. 
atl 3, helping to make Lione l University I lous ing Committee. I think he would be running for long-term strategic planning for.the I le_ also pla_ns to_ dcvel~ 
Wilson the first Black mayor of remember bringing vending mayor today. c it y, Ma_na~cmcnt _lnforma1,_on pro~uct1".c rcla11ons_h1ps w11 
..Prcc's hometown, Oakland, Ca. machines and microwaves into For Howard University students S tandard1za11on and mco~ra1111g Cap,tol _Hill and_ the private !>Ccto 
By the age of 17, Pree was Slowe 1 lall," Pree said. with interest in pol itics, he offers pcrformnncc management mlo the and build a bridge between th 
already a student member on the He said that I loward University this advice. budget J>roCcss," Jones_ sa(d. businc~s <;ommunity _an~ the non 
Oakland Board of Education, the played a big role in molding him for "Keep your head high, continue "The image of the D1_stncl needs profit business orgamtat1on~. 
youngest commiss ioner of the his present challenge. to follow tho,e dreams and believe 10 be c hanged drastically. The . ~san advo~atc forcduc~11on, h 
Alameda County Commission for "Politics is something that has that you can make a difference. people seem to have lo,1 hope, so 1s involved in ,uch proicct, a 
the Prevention of Juvenile always been part of my life. I sec Never concern yourself with the we need to change the way people trying to get computer, and variou 
Delinquency and the president of running for mayor as the greatest cri ticisms of being different. think about D.C.," Pree said. learning tools into the publi 
the Oakland City Council which :,pportunity I loward has prepared Chance favors the prepared mind.'' Pree plans to develop programs schools. 
represents some 56.00 students me for. Pree said. "lloward has had Pree said. to require teenage parents Pree is looking for intercstc 
throughout the city. a profund impact on all the Pree's campaign deab with depending on government support students to offer their help an 
Pree was act ive as a student at decisions I have made and it has changing many of the political and 10 allcnd sessions in which they contribute their ideas for th 
Howard University from I 979 provided me with a great deal of community aspects that affect the interact with older citizens residing betterment of his campaign 
through 1983 as president of the know ledge and exposure that people of Washington D.C. in senior homes. These session, I ntcrestcd students should cal 
Cal ifornia Student Associat ion, allows me 10 run today." David Jones. a member of the would be an effort to teach the teem, (202)457-6563. 
Pree, a 33-ycar-old Howard 
Annual Black Family Reunion to highlight peace 
By Rashida Crayton Satruday's R&B concert starts at 6 wealth of undiscovered ac ami y euoion c e u e 
Hilltop Staff Writer p.m. and wil I feature Tisha local talent on Saturday 
Campbell, Raven Symonc and El from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
The Ninth Annual Black Family 
Reunion hopes 10 focus on the 
"historic strengths and traditional 
values of the Black family.'· TI1is 
year's theme for the event is 
'·Another Family For Peace." 
The Black Family Reunion, 
which was organized by the 
National Council of Negro Women, 
wi ll be held this weekend. 
September 9-1 1, on the Washington 
Monument Grounds. 
Though this event, which was 
conceived by Dorothy I. Height, 
p res ident of th e NCNW, the 
organ ization hopes to provide a 
··positive culturally-based event.'' 
The event offers a variety of 
activities, but the two free concerts 
allract the largest crowds. 
DcBarge. and on Sunday from 
Princess Weaver. one of events noon until 5 p.m. 
aturdaJ: September 10th 
oon- 6 p.m. Black Family Reunion Celebration 
p.m. R&B Concert- Tisha Campbell and Raven Symonc 
Sylvan Theatre- Washington M onument Grounds main coordinators, hinted that there Though the Reunion m ight be some s urpri se offers a great deal of 
appearances at the concerl. enterta inment, it i, also 
Sunday's gospel concert also geared toward providing 
begins at 6 p.m. and will showcas~ information and services 
severa l gospe l stars including for the communil)'· The 
1mcla)1 September l J 1/z 
Noon- 6 p.m. Black Family Reunion Celebration 
6p.m. Gospel Concerl- Vickie Winans 
Vickie Winans. Both concerts will Blac~ Family Reunion 
be held at the Sylvan Theatre on the will house several immunization,. 
Washington Monument Grounds. pavillions where event participants The family values pavillion, 
In addition to the two concerts, can get oral and written in formation which is a new addition this year, 
there will be many other forms of on a wide range of topics such as will focus on this year's theme. It 
entertainment such as a health, e ldercarc. work ethic,. will offer town hall discm,sions and 
mo!ivati~nal speech by Les Brown, "!CNW, fami ly values, sports a nd information on how 10 promote 
which wall take place on Saturday fitness. environment and , peace within Blad, families and 
at - p.m. spirituality. communities. 
A.J Productions in as,ociation Inc health pavi llion will provide The Black Family Reunion 
with WKYS arc also sponsoring a not only information, hut health 
talent showc,1,c that will display a services ,uch a, child offcr,,grca! ,hoThppinga_n11d.:~~acking1 oppor u11111es. ere w1 u.: severa 
craft and refreshment and cthni 
food vendor:. as well. 
For those students who plant 
attend the event. Wca,er advi~ 
that they wear comfortable sh 
and c lothing, pick up an eve 
program upon arrival to hel 
pinpoint individual interests and t 
plan to ,pend the day since the 
will be a lot 10 ,ce and do. 
Benjamin Chavis firing D.C. schools opening late 
recel• • d t • By Elaine Lana Myada ~ood) sugg~stcd the delayed explained. --But I am hopeful th ves m1xe reac ions H1lllopStaffWnter opcnmg_becauseuwould"bcmorc everything work.~ out and they g orderly 1fthere were fewer schools the schools fixed up so he can sta 
By Ruby Mays 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Since Benjamin Chavis, Jr. wai. 
fired from his post as the c,xecutivo 
director of the NAACP for abusing 
his power and conducting unethical 
procedures in handl ing a crisis 
situation, the Black community has 
had to once again deal with mixed 
reactions within the Black political 
ranks. 
Chavis had a NAACP 
mcmbcr:.hip lbllowing of 500,000 
people, and from the moment he 
accepted his position, communities 
looked upon and counted on his 
expcrli;e and leadership. 
Some fllld it hard to believe that 
a man like Chavis who has 
dedicated a lifetime to the civil 
rights movement, has advanced 
degrees in theology and philosophy 
and comes from a family with four 
generations of college education 
co_uld resort to concealing bis 
private use of NAACP monies to 
silence a sexua l descrimination 
complaint a by former employee, 
Mary Stansel. 
"Being accused of sexual 
discrimation is damaging for a 
public figure," Mr. Ricky Steward 
said w hile he posted campaign 
signs io Northwest D.C .. 
"Look at Michael Jackson, Mike 
Tyson .... Chavis was used as an 
example." Steward says he doesn't 
agree with the firing. '·J don't think 
he did it." 
On the other hand, there arc a few 
in the Black community who think 
he deserves everything he got and 
more. 
Leroy Lynch, a District 
resident ·s reaction to the allegations 
or Chavis "as simply, "Shoot 
him!." 
Lynch did go on to say. "What 
the foundation builds up reaps the 
fruit the tree will bear." 
Full-time student and dancer 
Njeri Jarvi s of the District 
however.is very upset with th~ 
publ!city the Chavis firing is 
creatmg. 
" I don·1 like African-Americans 
airing dirty laundry." Jarvis said. 
.. As Black people we must 
remember that we arc on display 
and we arc all affected by negative 
publicity." 
Jarvis said that this case is 
similiar to the C larence TI10mas in 
which the alledged victim could 
have avoided a situation be simply 
resignating and moving on. She 
feels that to ~uc at this point is as 
bad as someone "killing somebody 
they care about and suing for money 
because the greive:· 
Local businessman George Hill 
noted that Stansel was hired via 
friendship to Chavb said, .. At a 
certain level you ,houldn't be 
playing around ... ! llon't think he 
should ha,·c paid her. 
llill said the hoard can't afford 
to lo,c funds from big organi,.alions 
like the Ford foundation because 
they it to operate and therefore. he 
feels the NAACP's action, were 
justified. 
Graduate Student Eugene 
Glanton Lee felt that Chavis should 
have confronted the issue of sexual 
haras.sment. 
Shaking his head Hill ,aid, "he 
should have: gone public and 
addressed the allegations when th.:y 
happcned ... Chavis would still haw 
a job." 
Islamic Convention stresses 
educational advancement 
By Nikki Credic 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Bahiyyah Martin came all the 
way from Little Rock, Arkansas 
and felt it was worth it to aucnd the 
·i-velfth Annual Islamic Convention 
because she found the convention to 
be very informative. 
"The workshops were very 
educational because the teachers 
encouraged us to use our minds 
and seek knowledge," Martin said. 
Martin was among more than 
9,000 Muslims that converged on 
the District last weekend 10 educate 
the public on thei_r faith, find ways 
10 cre_ate _a definite public profile 
and d1sm1ss rumors of associat ion 
with Louis Farrakhan's Nation of 
Islam. · 
The convention, which was held 
a t the Washington Convent ion 
Cncter, was headed by Imam W. 
Deen Mohammed, son of the late 
Honorable Elija h Muhammed 
founder of the Nation of Islam'. 
whose. followers n~n~bcr among 
~pprox1ma1ely 1.5 m,11,on Muslims 
m the United States. 
The group is not well known and 
Yahya Abd ulla h, leader of th e 
mosque in Dallas-Fort Worth Tx. 
feels it is because the press ig~orcs 
the group. 
"They [the press] push Imam W. 
Deen Mohammed to the side 
?ecausc he's not controversial. He 
1s basic. He deals with the problems 
of America. That doesn't seem to 
get printed or any reaction from the 
press," Abdullah said. 
W. Deen Mohammed is trying 
to raise his profile 10 become a 
leader in mainstream American 
religion. I le was the first Muslim 
leader to offer morning prayer in 
the U.S. Senate in 1992 and he was 
also invited to participate as the 
representat ive for the religion of 
Is lam in the Inaugural Interfaith 
P~ayer_ Service during President 
Ball Clinton's Inaugural act ivities in 
1993. 
_Mohan:imcd's organization 
practices un,ty and equality and 
docs not condone the m ilitant 
activities of the Nation o flslam. In 
~ac_t'. Mo_hammed encourages 
m,luant-hke Muslims to s hake off 
the _unlslamic pract ices of the 
Nat ,~n of Is la m and begin 10 
pract ice Islam accord ing 10 the 
Holy Ou'ran and the life example of 
Muhammed the Prophet." 
. To _accomplish his goal ol 
inform,ng the public about his 
organization's purpose, he centered 
the convent ion around education . 
"Education: The Ma in Influence 
Beh ind Progress" was the theme of 
the convention and emphasized 
Mohammed's desire. 
The convention inc l udcd over 40 
worksh_ops, numerous 
competitions, sessions, lectures. 
sports activities and banquets. A ll 
these activities were intended to 
creaw relat ionships among 
Mushms across the country as well 
as around the world and ensure 
positive development of the 
Muslim community. 
Because of its concentration on 
the youth, the convention was an 
overall success. Arneesah Dawan, 
a future Howard University s tudent, 
sa ,d . that ,1 was a posit ivc 
experience because the workshops 
she attended were informative. 
. "The ,~orkshops gave me more 
m form~t ,on than previous 
~onvent!ons, and there was more 
mtcract1on between the speakers 
and the participants," Dawan said. 
Keisha Morris thought she was 
going to be starting ,chool on 
Wcdncsda) and had even picked 
out her best new out lit for the day. 
But on Mondav, "hen 
Superintendent Frank Smith 
annnounccd that school openings 
would be dela~ed until Monday. 
Sept. 12th because of fire code 
violations that had not been 
corrected, Keisha was hcarthroken. 
" I was reall) looking forward 
to going back to school and seeing 
all my friend~ ... Morris s:1id. " It \ 
gelling boring around the house:· 
Morris b just one ol 82.000 
students attending the public 
schools and adult education centers 
in the DiMrict. The delayed opening 
has Mudcnts and parents 
experiencing mhed emotion, O\cr 
what to do with the extra time. 
However, D.C. Board of 
Education President Linda Moody 
{Ward 8) feel, it is in the best 
interest of students 10 open on 
Monday. 
.. I don ·1 have an)' prohlcm, with 
the late opening bccau,e it allow, 
us an opportunity 10 d\\ indlc the 
numbe1 of schools clown that have 
fire code violations:• Moody said. 
to worry about." school on Monday." 
School officials still expect fi\'C However. it is not hard to belie, 
schoolswillnothcrcad> toupcnon that students would be more th 
Mond~) be~ause they need happy tu h,1\1: an extended ,umm 
e?ens1vc rupa,r.. The ,ch(lob_ arc brc,1k, c,pcciall) with such g 
Keene blemcntary, Garfield weather. lliat is part of the reas 
Elementary. Noyes Elcmenatary. Jason does not seem to n11n 
Paul Junior lligh and Langley Maying with the ,iner for a fc 
Junior High. . extra days. 
But according to Moody. the .. It i, :,o hot that I don't real! 
school hoard ~opes to ask for want 10 be in school. I just want 
exccp11ons on m111or problems that play basketball and have fun 
may still need to be worked on but White said 
won't endanger student safety. Schooi board member Wil 
~•chcal Mosley, ;i p~rcnt, is just I h,r.cy (Ward I) is looking foma 
hopmg that the repairs wall be to the school\opcnmg on Mond. 
e,,~~plclc. "It ism) hope that we will 
I JUSI hope that the repair, will ahlc to open all schooh 
not be shabby so 1h01 it is safe September I '.!th. If we arc not I J 
enough ftlr my chi ld to return to hopeful 1h01 the contingency pla 
,chool an~ I do not have to worr)\'' arc educationally sound,t 
Mo,lc) said_. . instruction program wall mo 
Judy Wlute. who was hoping to forward and that the buildings a 
send her ,on_ Jason off to ,chool on safe for students. teacher 
Wcdn7sctay, .". upset with the school principals and all the support staf board s dcc1s1on hccausc now she I larvcy SJid. 
h_as to worry about paying for a ~ortyofthc DiMrict\ 165sch 
sme_r.. . . . still ha,c to be certified but sch1 
. _11 s going to be a hulc light as officials met yesterday at::! p.m. 
f:r ,1, money b_ccau,c th_ese c"ra gi,e reports on the -10 schools th 
few days of paying for a ,mer were arc not certified. 
totally unexpected:' White 
WltAT's HAppENiNG • IN D.C. 
September 10 
National Black fam ily Reunion "Families For Peace" 
March 10:30 a.m. 
March starts at Freedom Plaza to Constitu tion Avenue side of 
monument grounds at 11 a.m. 
September 13 
Literary Friends Lunchtime Authors Series 
Noon Eugene Jeffers, 
auth~r of A Rum_or of Distant T,·ibes (fiction). 
Martin Luther King,Jr Library, Main Lobby 
C?mpiled by Elaine Lana Myada 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
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Oppression plagues Black students in Alabam.a 
By Linda Jones 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
WEDOWEE. Ala.- Randolph 
County lligh School has been the 
focus of nalional aneniion since 
I lulond l lumphrics, principal of25 
)Cars. threatened to cancel the prom 
if interracial couples :mended. 
No longer 1he center of a11cn1ion, 
Randolph County I ligh School was 
10rchcd on August 6, fueling an 
already racially hos1ile 
environment. 
"Everyone is a suspect, they arc 
even looking at me. This incident 
ha., anracted a lot of radicals and 
mili1anh. The Klan, SI.in Head,. 
81acl, Panthe". everyone i, a 
suspect," said Charlonc Clarke-
Frieson, President of the NAACP 
local chap1er and the onl) Black 
member of 1hc Randolph County 
Roard of Education. 
The f'BI ha, made no arrests. 
Humphries wa, removed from 
hi, poS1tion J' principal and found 
gui11v .lfviolating the Civil Righ1s 
A ... 
Blacl. rc,idenh of Randolph 
County have complained for 25 
years of the inequalities perpetuated 
and instituted wi1hin the school 
system under Humphries. 
Disgruntled parents blame the 
School Board for the inequalities 
Black students faced because it 
continued to employ Humphries. 
The NAACP maintained 
extensive records of the grievances 
filed against I lumphrics and the 
school system. The Justice 
Departmenl and the Department of 
Education used these records to 
inve,tigate Humphries. 
"I know 1ha1 1he majority of 
Whites feel the school s1·stem i, fair 
l>ccau,c they have not been affec1ed 
by racism,'' Clarke-Frieson said. 
"The quality of education for 
Blacks is inferior because they have 
not been encouraged to pursue 
secondary degrees. Very few 
Blach go on to college and 
upgrade their lc,cl of life. They 
will work in factories or drop out," 
Clark-Frieson said. 
The high school offers two 
degrees, a ,tandard vocational 
diploma and an advanced college 
· Rosa Parks robbed 
By Lawanda Stone 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
DETROIT-Repulsing body odor 
and the stench of alcohol on his 
breath were all Joseph Skipper had 
10 show for a long day of 
panhandling to support his cracl.-
cocaine addiction. Instead of 
heading back to the alley in which 
he lived, Skipper prowled o,w to a 
quiet house in his all-Blacl; 
neighborhood 
On the eight occasion, l>cfore 
this nighl. Sl.ipf"'r intended to rohb 
a nameless cldcrl)· woman. Bot lln 
this night Skipper's v1c11m 
happened 10 be the grandmother of 
1hc civil righh movement. 
Rosa Park,, wai. punched and 
robbed last Tuesday in her Detroit 
home. 
Joseph Skipper. 28. confessed 
and i, no\\ being held on S50,000 
' ca.sh-bond pending a preliminar) 
hearing in the District Court of 
Detroit on September 13. 
Acrurding to Dc1roi1 p,llicc 
officials. Skipper did not know it 
was Parks' home he broke into until 
he confronted the frail old woman 
on her stairway and said, ·•You 're 
Rosa Parks arcn'1 you?" 
Skipper demanded money from 
Parks. When she produced $3. he 
punched her repeatedly. 
"He said, ·you're going to make 
me hurl you if you don't give it all 
to me'," Parks recalled. Skipper 
fled with $53 Park, called a 
neighbor "ho then phoned lhe 
police. 
"He knew who she was. but he 
needed that crack," said one police 
official. 
Skipper's mother and sister were 
instrumental in helping police 
locate him. 1-lowcver, it was 
neighbors who finally turned 
Skipper in. 
"A group of people were holding 
him and as a M:OUI car drove hy they 
yelled. 'he's the one you want.'" 
armed robbery lnvc,1iga1or Daniel 
Bud, said. 
Parh told reporters that lhb was 
the first 1ime in her lifo that she had 
hccn struck by a man. 
"I hate for anything like this to 
happen to anyone," she said. "Of 
cou™!, in these times, none of us 
seem to l>c safo from this kind of 
treatmrnl and viol,11ion." 
Parks ftas mO\ cd to a high-rbc 
apartment building with 24-hour 
security. 
''I'm doing preny good. I \\Jill 
10 get back to my joh," Parks said. 
Wearing a pacemaker. she run, an 
inslilUIC to aid troubled youth. 
Detroit police found Skipper\ 
footprints on Parks· back door. 
"We have her back door and hi, 
shoe,;," Budz <aid. 
Parks initiall> idenlilicd another 
man in a lineup, but two other 
women who said the) were 
assaulted picked Skipper. 
According to Budz, shock could 
have been a factor in Parks' 
mistake. 
"In the dark and at night, iii, a 
traumatic experience for an older 
woman to face," Blldz said. 
In I 955, Parks refused 10 give 
up her ,cal in the front the bus to a 
White man in Montgomery, Ala. 
lier actions prompted Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. to organize a 381-
day bus boycoll. The successful 
campaign was the start of the 
ongoing civil rights movement. 
"Many gains have been made, 
but as you can sec at this time, we 
still have a long way to go,'' Parks 
said. 
AROUND THE NATION 
President Clinton signed 1hc King Holiday and Service Act of l 994 
linking the birthday of Dr. Martin l,uther King Jr. to a day of national 
·crvicc. Clinton said the new law will mark the civil rights leader·. 
irthday every January 15. not with a day off. but with a day dedicate 
o anti-drug efforts, tutoring children, helping the homeless and makin 
cighborhoods safer. 
outh African President Nelson Mandela has accepted an invita1ion t 
ake a state visit to the White House Oct. 4-6. Clinton said he is look in~ 
for\\ard 10 mee1ing Mandela and 1ha1 he believes the visit will be a 
casion for all Americans 10 rejoice in 1he birth of new Sou1h Africa. 
Re,ercnd Jesse J ackson said he may challenge President Clinton b 
unning in the Democra1ic primaries or as an independent in the 199 
•lection. Jackson faulted Clinton for falling far below expectations on 
angc of issue,. Jackson was especially critical of 1he crime bill, whic 
e <--allcd "a wolf in ,heep\ clothing," and the welfare reform plan. Jackson 
id. " 'Rvo years and off for the mommas and 'three strikes and you'r 
ut' for the children is not an urban policy.'' 
NAACP National F ield Director Earl Shinhos1cr was named in1crim 
xccutive director by the board. 01her possible successors: Mary France 
Berry. National Coalition of 100 Black Women president: Jewell Jackson 
\1cC'abe; U.S. Del. Eleanor I lolmes Norton (D•OC): and Bill Gray 
United Negro College Fund director Clinton advisor on Haiti. 
p fhc colleges and universities with the most Black graduates accepted 
or medical school in '93: Xavier University- 49; Howard Univcrsity-48: 
lampton University- 36; Cornell University- 31; Spelman College- 29. 
Blues andjau legends will be honored with commemorative stamps du 
Jut Sep!. I 7. The U.S. Posial Service will feature Billie I loliday, Mudd 
Vatcrs, Ma Rainey, I lowlin' Wolf, Jimmy Rushing. Mildred Bailey an 
Robert Johns.on. 
, US Air 737 hocingjel 1ravclling from Chicago exr,Joded over a house nc:i 
Piu,burg Airport. 126 passengers were on board. There were no survivors. 
ompiled by La Wanda Stone 
ill top Staff Writer 
preparatory diploma. According to 
Clarke-Frieson. pupils arc grouped 
into programs. with a 
disproportionate number of Blacks 
steered toward the vocational 
diplomas. While students arc 
guided by counselors to seek 
advanced diplomas, preparing them 
for college. 
function of the economic disparity 
that children bring from home 
based on economic differences. 
Bui, this is where the role of the 
American public education system 
lits in;· Thornton said. 
Educa1ion program arc r.------------------, 
Pro11101ing higher education for 
Whites while encouraging lnbor-
orienlcd l'iclds for Blacks maintains 
1he division of classes. The Black 
youth, descendants of 
sharecroppers, continue 10 work for 
the white land owners in this small 
agricultural community. 
"With 1hc absence of a Rlack 
professional staff. and the ab,encc 
of a critical mass. the people in 
Randolph County must depend on 
outside groups 10 intervene," said 
Dr. Alvin Thornton, Howard 
University associate professor of 
political science. Thornton is a 
graduate of Randolph County I ligh 
School. 
"Th change society, 10 transform 
a count)', we must eliminate the 
artificial difference, which arc a 
Lucille Burns, the newly 
appointed assistant principal, has 
been in the school sys1em for 21 
years and is the first Black person 
to serve in an administrative 
position in a long time. She said 
students take basic competency 
tests in the th ird, sixth. seventh and 
ninih grades. 
The tesl results arc used to place 
1hc youth in the appropriate 
academic programs. TI10se students 
who do not test on the same level 
as their peers arc given remedial 
work so lhcy can catch up with the 
students in the same grade. 
"That is what they arc suppose 
to do, I'm not sure they arc," Burns 
said. "Bui I will make it my job to 
find out." 
Olncks in Randolph County only 
comprise one-third of the 
population. A large portion of the 
studcnls enrolled in the Spccinl 
Black. Black students arc 
suspended at higher rates 
arid disc iplined more 
severe ly than White 
students according 10 
district records. 
"There is a lot of 
unprofcssionalism in 
terms of discipline in the 
school . If you use your 
most drastic form of 
punishmen1 the firs1 time 
the child makes a mistake, 
what is next," Clarke-
Frieson said. 
While Clarke-Frieson·s 
and Burns' positions 
within lhe school system 
arc encouraging, many 
African Americans feel 
there arc still not enough 
Black people in 
administrative and 
teaching posit ions to have 
a significant voice in the 
decision making process 
of the Randolph County 
School system. Or. Alvin Thornton 
Department of Political Science 
Bill provides funds for crime prevention 
By Jonathan L. Wharton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The United Siatcs Senate and 
House of Representatives passed 
what is being considered the 
Congressional Black Caucus Crime Bill vote breakdown 
toughest Crime Bill addressing the 
nation's violence problems. Under 
1hc agreement reached Aug. 21, the 
$30.2 billion crime bill will include 
authori,wtions to hire new police 
officers. build state and local 
prisons and ins1i1ute other crime 
prevention programs. 
The hill authorize, the use of 
S8.8 bi I lion to hire I 00.000 new 
police olficers o,er ,i, years. 
Bishop, Ga. 
Clayton, N.C 
Collins, Ill. 
Dixon, Calif 
YEAS 
Blackwell, Pa. 
Clyburn, SC. 
Conyers, Mich. 
Fields, La. 
Brown, Fla. 
Collins, Mich. 
- Dcllu,ns, Calif 
• : Flake, N. Y. 
Construction granL~ for pri,ons 
and boot camps total S7.9 billion. 
Of the money. 50% will be 
distributed to ,1a1cs that adopl 
tough truth-in-sentencing law, that 
require repeal violent offenders to 
serve al lea.st 85% of their sentence. 
In addition to conslruction grants, 
S 1.8 billion will go toward 
reimbursing states for the cos1s of 
mcarcerating illegal aliens who 
commit crimes. 
Ford, Tenn. Hasti11gs, Fla. Le~vis, Ga. 
Jefferson, La. Johnson, Texas McKinne)i, Ga. 
Meek, Fla. Mfiune, Md. Owens, N.Y. 
Payne, N.J. Rangel., N.Y. Ruslz, Ill. 
Thonzpson, Miss. Tow11s, N.Y. Whe11t, Mo. 
. 
Six point nine billion dollars will 
be authorized for programs that aim 
to prevent crime. including formula 
grants 10 needy communities for 
crime reduction measures. Wynn, Md. Franks, Conn. 
-.• 
This package includes SJ.6 
billion for 1he Violence Against 
Women Act, a package of federal 
penalties and grant programs 
designed 10 reduce domestic 
violence and other crimes against 
women. One billion dollars arc 
included for drug courts. which 
seek to rehabilitate first time or 
nonviolent drug offenders with 
intensive treatment and supervision 
rather than incarceration. 
Clay, Mo. 
Stokes, Ohio 
• 
NAYS 
Hilliard, Ala. 
Waters, Calif 
As the legislation made its way conferences adopted a 10% Under the modified bill. 
through Congress, many rcduc1ion in prevention programs convicted. violent sexual offenders 
constituents voiced strong opinions and eliminated S900 niillion in job and people who commit crimes 
10 their representatives in favor of training for youths who agree to agains t children wi ll have to 
the proposed law. Still. few avoid crime and drug use. register their addresses with stale 
understood the ,pecial provisions of Money going bacl. to selected law enforcement agencies. The 
the federal legislation. congressional dis1ric1s considered police "ill be permined to not if)' 
Black members of Congress "pork projccis" concerned Black lhc communi1y into which a sex 
were especially concerned with the members of Congress as well. One offender is to be released. 
Crime Bill . It contained 60 new pork project was a S!O million The death penalty wil l be 
crimes leading 10 capital dollar grant for a crime prevention authorized fordozcnsofcxistingor 
punishment, such as carjacking and center al Lamar University, lhe new federal crimes, such as murder 
drive-by shootings. Many Black college of Congressman Jack of a federal law enforcement 
lawmakers strongly believed this Brooks (D-TX). official, treason or kidnapping that 
capital punishment amendment was The Crime Bill passed with a ban results in death. 
racially biased, particularly in the on assault weapons. Many The "three strikes and you're 
inner-cities. Republican members and the out" provision. mandating life 
"I don't think anybody in this National Rifle Association strongly imprisonment for a third violeni 
country could agree with any opposed the ban on guns. The felony. will be adopted. The release 
crcdabili1y that Blacks and manufacture and possession ofl9 of inmates sentenced under this 
Hispanics will 001 be affected.'' assau lt weapons and copycat provision who arc over 70-ycars-
Rcp. Melvin Wan(D-NC)said. modelswillbebannedfor IOyears. old and have served at leas1 30 
The modified bill cut $2 billion The measure wi ll exempt more than years will be allowed. 
from programs 1hat aimed 10 650 semiautomatic weapons and Juveniles, 13-ycars-old and 
prevent crime. To make those cuts. a llow gun owners to keep guns they older wi ll be tried as adults in 1hc 
.. 
Scott, Va. 
Watt, N.C 
violenl crimes. 
Finally, the burden for funding 
programs will begin with federal 
money, and later be handed down 10 
local ililics. 
Congressman Charles B. Rangel 
(D-NY), whose district is located in 
I larlem. was pressured by President 
Clinton and the democralic party 10 
vole for the bill. 
"President Clinton was selling 
his presidency, the party and the 
fact thal we will not get a bencr bill 
than 1his. I don't think anyone 
challenges that," Rangel said. 
'·Parents will breathe a linle 
easier. Police officers will no longer 
be threatened by gangs and thugs 
with easy access 10 deadly assault 
weapons designed for war. Violcnl 
criminals/Ire going to learn quickly 
that the revolving door on our 
prisons has been locked and bolted 
shut.'' President Clinton said. 
already own legally. federal court system for certain 
courtroom marred by obscenities Simpson 
By James Bolden 
Special to The HILLTOP 
LOS ANGELES-In a show of frustration after 
a series of severe blows to the defense of his 
client this week. Rober! Shapiro, lead auorney 
for football superstar 0.J. Simpson, fou nd 
himself apologizing for an obscene word he 
ullcred as prosecutor Bill Hodgman was 
addressing the court. 
" I apologize to Mr. Hodgman, it was 
unprofessional of me," Shapiro later staled in 
court. "f meant no ill by it." 
Shapiro·, remark came as I lodgman explained 
10 Judge Lance llo how "suhstantial" compliance 
was made by the prosecution with respect to the 
reciprocal discovery process. 
His response was no surprise to cour1room 
observers. The well-dressed veteran criminal 
anorncy was noticeably unhappy with ho's latest 
ruling with less than a month remaining before 
his client is scheduled 10 stand 1rial for the 
murders of ex-wife Nicole Brown-Simpson and 
Ronald Goldman. 
On Monday. lawyers for Simpson shifted 
allenlion from blood samples to the four Los 
Angeles policcdctcctives at the scene of the June 
12th murders. At issue: The personal files of 
LAPD Detectives Phi llip Van nailer, ' lbm Lange, 
Ron Philip and the defense team 's ma in target 
Mark Fuhrman. 
Ito denied 1hc defense's motion 10 view the 
files for ''Possible complaints that might detai l 
allegations of incidents where the detect ives 
failed to follow policies and procedures.'' Special 
allention by the defense was placed of Fuhrman, 
who defense auorneys said had a history of 
rcsen1men1 toward African Amer icans and 
Hispanics. 
Fuhrman, according to a motion filed by the 
defense, once attempted to get a police disability 
pension by claiming he could no longer control 
h is anger toward Blacks and llispanics. 
Fuhrman. 1he motion con1inued, also had 
problems with regard 10 the races during his Stint 
with the United States Marine Corps. 
"His credibi li1y is in question." Simpson 
anorney Johnn ie Cochran Jr. fll contended. But 
after hearing the arguments of Fuhrman and 
lawyers for 1he city of Los Angeles, Ito 
disagreed. 
The dc1ectivcs were al the Bundy Avenue 
condominium of Brown-Simpson collecting a 
majority of he evidence that wil l be used against 
Simpson. 
"If you don't like 1he message, slay 1hc 
messenger," said Fuhrman's anorney Robert 
Tourelot. "The police officers on the scene did 
not murder NicQle Brown-Simpson and Ronald 
Goldman. 
. ·.:. . .' .· . : ' ,• ' ... -. 
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Debate lingers over Guantanamo Bay refugees 
Coalition, a local grassroots 18% were in favor of granting them By Arthur O. Mantle 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
President Clinton reversed a Cold 
War policy of accepting all Cuban 
refugees and started 10 ship them 10 
the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba last month . 
Not since the Mario boatlift in 
1980. when Fidel Castro pcrmiued 
refugees 10 leave the communist 
island had there been so many 
Cuban boatpeople risking their 
lives in shaky rafts 10 cross the 
Florida stra its in search of the 
.. American dream." 
Thousands of intercepted 
refugees placed in detention as 
minimum security prisoners al the 
base would rather brave possible 
hunger, civil unrest and breakout of 
infectious diseases than return to 
Cuba. 
Another alarming threat is 1ha1 
the base can onl)' house 40,000 
refugees. To date, there arc about 
28.000 refugees from Cuba and 
Haiti, and the number is increasing 
rapidly with each passing day. 
Bryan Adams. the coordinator 
of the D.C. "Hands Off Cuba" 
political organi7-1tion that lobbies political asylum. Panama. however. 
for changes in the U.S. foreign has agreed to lake in refugees for up 
policy toward Cuba, believes 1ha1 10 six months. 
many Cubans are 0ceing the island On campus, students have mixed 
because of economic deprivation views toward the Clinton 
and not political repression. administration's policy on Cuban 
"The U.S. should live up 10 its refugees. 
1984 visa agreement wh ich Prudence Layne, president oft he 
promised 10 take in 20,000 Cuban Caribbean Student Association, 
annually, nol by boat, but with visas believes 1ha1 Clinton's move is long 
on planes. However no more than overdue. 
2,000 have been legally admilled 10 ··U.S. foreign policy should not 
date," Adams said. be dictated by political ideology or 
A spokesman for the Clinton race. 11 would be interesting to sec 
administration said recent ialks in where Clinton is going and what he 
New York were aimed al raising the hopes 10 achieve,'' she said. 
immigration quota but Cuban She expressed this view in light 
representatives are ancmpling 10 of what she feels is a double "The U.S. policy towards Cuban ponders over the fate of a nation 
shift the ta lks 10 address issues standard on the part of how I laitian f • h h , · where commun·,sm has its last re ugees, as w11 any 01 er ,ore,gn 
surrounding 1 he economic refugees areGtreated. . crisis, operates only in the "national stronghold and scrutinizes the U.S. 
embargo. Denise eorgc, the executive . ,, d 1 'ore·,gn po1·,cy. the crisis has had a . 1111eres1 an on y a11emp1s 10 seem " 
The talks also anempted 10 se11le secretary of the _Howard Unifvers~ty like they really care, but there is not disruptive impact. 
possible unrest at Guantanamo Bay Student Assoc,ation, has am,ly a sincere effort 10 he lp the In Key West, Fla .• 1he tourism 
where refugees arc threatening to and friends living in Cuba and said refugees," she said. industry has suCfered. Nationally, 
goon hunger strikes if their demand 1hal she supported the refugees. George added that Clinton is the American people arc uncertain 
for political asylum is not met. She also works for the U.S. taking advantage of the media about the effect granting political 
A recent poll conducted by Time Department of Immigration and coverage of the crisis 10 distract asylum will have on the distrihution 
Magazine and CNN shows, 74% of pointed out Iha! she has seen cases the American people from loca l of li mited resources for social and 
Americans do 1101 wanl the refugees where immigrants were deported bl economic reform. Supporter.. of all 
· h US h I ' I · · pro ems. 
C u 
• 
sec as a bias toward the Cllbans. 
While more tal ks are scheduled, 
more refugees will risk their lives 
in troubled waters, more 
demonstration will be organized 
and more med ia a11en1ion will be 
placed on this issue. 
Critics hope the refugee situation 
wi II not be pushed 10 1 he back 
burner 10 make room for another 
crisis 10 take the spotlight for the 
,akc of "national interest.'' 
to come rnto I e ... w ere on y ,or no cg111ma1c reason. As the international community refugees arc upset with what they 
Haitians suffer human rights violations, casualties 
By Leslie Harris Peace Center oh August 24 about how she was anacked numerous examples of human rights violat!ons. R7~ons1r_uc1ion F~nd sa_id that there is no question that 
Hilltop Staff Writer . with a machete by anti-Aristide soldiers. 1 The following were some of the cases listed: Jan., m1 l1tary 1111erven11on will be necessary. 
The a11ack left lacerations all over her body, a half 1994, Oman Desangcs. president of_a politica l group . "1:'c on ly thing '?at will ~ove [th_e mi!itary 
Clothed in a simple white dress, the sleeves fail ing 
10 hide the black scars on her arms. Alene Belancc, a 
Haitian woman, told an audience al tbc Washington 
severed tongue, and an arm so mangled 1ha1 it had 10 called the Young Progressive Assoc1a1,on, was f?~nd regime l •~ m1h1ary fore~. Ille quest.'?" re~a,ns will the 
be amputated. Her only crime was her husband 's dead with his eyes gouged out near the Ha111an 1111erwn11on be an ousting of the m1h1ary Junta by force 
participation in 1h1 election of Bertrand Aristide, Haiti's Internat iona l Airport; May. 1994, 1he bodies of four or will it be a peace enforcement and nation building 
firs I democratically elected pres ident who was Haitian political activist were found in Cite Soleil, Port• operation," he said. 
Alerte Belance 
-·· 
. ' 
overthrown in a military coup in September 1991. au-Prince; July, 1994. the bodies of twelve young men, Nocrpcr added that military intervention would 
" I though that because I was a woman they would covered with bullet holes. were found in Morne-a- hopefully stop the human rights abu~. 
leave me alone. But they came into my house and Bateau. "The human rights violations have been atrocious 
dragged me into a car. fhcy took me into some bushes, Local residents said the massacre. led by the Haitian fort he la.st three year<,. lltere have been 3,000 murders, 
threw me on the ground and hacked me with a military regime, resulted from a World Cup soccer a large number of disappearance, and according 10 a 
machete," she sa id as she started 10 cry. "The others in celebration turning into a pro-Aristide rally. UN figure. there have been 60 rapes bct\\ecn January 
the car asked if I was dead and the soldiers said that I According 10 a Un ited Nations figure. 3,000 people and June of this year. This i, part of the reason that the 
had 10 be dead.'" have died at the hands of the de facto government. militar) intcr,ention is needed," Noerpcr added. 
Miraculously. she survived this ordeal and is able Laviolc11e believes the only way 10 slop the vicous 
10 tell others about her experiences. She is one of the cycle of human atrocities is the ,..,.,----------~ 
thousards of Haitians who were victims of such auacks restoration of democracy and the 
because they supported Aristide. return of President Aristide. 
According 10 Lionel Lavioleuc. the cultural auache Recently, the United States won 
for the Haitian embassy, people arc st ill being killed. the support of several Carribbcan 
including prominent Catholic priest Rev. Jean-Marie nations for a possible invasion of 
Vincent. Haiti if the economic sanctions do 
··There arc two categories of victims. The first not work and if the leaders of the 
category is comprised of random victims, who the military regime will not 
Haitian military chooses 10 give civilians a good voluntari ly step down. The 
scare. The second category is made up of victims Carribbean nations that pledged 10 
who the Haitian military carefully selects. They arc assist the U.S. were Jamaica. 
usually leaders of grass roots organizations or of the Trinidad and Tobago. Barbados 
community," he said. and Belize. 
In agreement with Laviolcue, papers distributed Unlike Laviole11c who docs not 
by McKinney and McDowell Associates, a public believe that an invasion would be 
re~ntions firm registered with the Department of 1he answer, Stephen Noerpcr, 
victim of Hatitlan military abuse 
Jusllce as an agent of the Haitian government, cited execut ive director of the llaitian Belance and her three children 
Refugees f~ar home 
By Patricia Hardin 
HillTop Staff Writer 
Although the number of refugees 
leaving Rwanda has decreased, 
hundreds arc still evacuating their 
homeland in search of safer areas. 
1n neighboring Zaire. thousands 
of refugees, mostly Hutu. have 
taken up residence in overcrowded 
camps. bringing the total number of 
refugees in Zaire to nearly 800.000. 
Because of the overwhelming 
population in Goma, the country 
now mandates that all entrances 
into Zaire must be made at one 
border checkpoint in the city of 
Bukavu, where new camps arc now 
being established. 
The plight of refugees stems 
from a massive fear that the new 
Tu1si-domina1ed government will 
retaliate against the Hutu for the 
thousands of Tutsi lives lost during 
the war which erupted last April 
between the Hutu government and 
the Tutsi-led Rwandan Patriotic 
Front. 
"The two parties (I lulu and Tutsi) 
should sit down and sec the disaster 
being caused," sa id Howard 
University Chemical Engineering 
Professor, Mobolaji Aluko. "This 
event did nol occur overnight: it 
was bound lo explode. The 
superpowers should have analyzed 
the event. then tried 10 stop it," 
Aluko said. 
Despite appeals made by the 
United Nations for the refugees to 
return home. many Rwandans feel 
that it is not safe and will not go 
back. 
"After people leave, it is not 
enough 10 say come back- it's 
safe. There should be some type of 
security from the UN and the 
Rwandan government. The 
government is responsible for 
providing safety," says Boniface 
Karani, Acting Chief of Missions at 
the Rwandan Embassy. 
According 10 Karani, major 
efforts must be made in order 10 
ensure thal the people can return 
peacefully and be able to live. 
··There exists two ethnic groups 
in Rwanda. and !here should be 
some type of platform where the 
two groups can cooperate.'' said 
Karani. " l think in order 10 create 
a comfortable environment, the two 
groups must work together." 
The war began April 6, when an 
airplane carrying Rwandan 
President Juvenal Habyarimana, a 
1111111, mysterious! y crashed. Hours 
later. Hutu forces began mass;icring 
anyo ne believed to oppose the 
government. 
At the same time, Tutsi-led 
~orcc~ relaunched a war previously 
,o existence before the two groups 
signed a peace agreement. 
Howard University associate 
professor of economics and 
international trade. Mary K. 
Perkins contended 1ha1 1he 
problems which existed between 
lhe I lutu and the Tutsi ,ribes arc 
deeply rooted in economics and 
will be a difficult crisis 10 solve. 
''The economy in Rwanda is 
predominantly an agricultural one. 
Both the Hu1us and the Tutsis are 
involved in agriculture. The Tutsis 
arc more into raising ca11le. such as 
cows, goats, lnd sheep. 
The Hut us arc most! y farmers 
. . ' grow mg ,grams and differn1 types of 
crops. It s probably becau,;c of 1ha1 
difference that the whole crisis 
began," said Perkins. 
According to Perkins, a theory 
known as racial determinism 
brought about the wave of killings 
in Rwanda. 
"When Belgium controlled 
Rwanda, they believed the Tutsis 10 
be more intelligent because they 
raiscd_caule and also because they 
perceived the Tutsi 10 have 
European blood. 
Therefore, Belgium gave the 
1\1tsi control over the llutu " 
I • ' exp amed Perkins. "As a result, 
w~at we now know today to be a 
lnbal rivalry is really more of a 
class struggle between the haves 
and the have nots." 
Mandela strives for peaceful climate 
By Celestin Bekrou 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In April, Nelson Mandela became the first 
Black president of South Africa. a country once 
known for its ins1 i1u1ionalized discrimination 
aga inst its mainly Black population. He now 
faces 1he immense challenge of govern ing this 
country- a country drained by decades of 
economic sanctions and centuries of ethnic 
confrontation. 
However, the numerous electoral promises 
given by the African National Congress do not 
offer much hope in tempering the people's 
demands in the pos1-clcc1oral era. These 
electoral promises had once raised some 
suspicions about Mandcla's capacity 10 auain his 
mandatory objective. Several political observers 
including western experts believed that the 1h~ 
ANC's inexperience in running stately mailers 
m1gh1 cause strong, popular dissatisfaction as 
well. 
Also, ANC voters had 10 realize that Mandela 
is no more a mere political activist striving 
solely for 1hc be11erment of his people. He is a 
statesman who has 10 face national as well as 
international issues. The new president of South 
Africa has lo improve the welfare of his fellow 
country men and women and, al the same time 
' 
he must position his country a, a regional 
superpower in the ,outhcrn region of Africa. 
During the presidential campaign, Mandela\ 
agenda essentially addressed the concern, of the 
Black majority electorate. His I 0-year plan 
intended 10 generate employment for 2.5 million 
people th rough extensive pub! ic worh 
programs. providing running water. nushing 
toilets and electrified housing 10 millions of 
families. 
At present. these promises arc taking the ,hapc 
of a national rcconMruction and development 
plan known in South Africa as RDP. 
President Mandela 's pos1-clec1oral allentions 
arc selectively, but rea.sonably so, focused on the 
dispossessed and the disenfranchised South 
Africans regardless of race and ethn ic origins. 
He reportedly is planning 10 provide free medical 
care for chi ldren under s ix and all pregnant 
women as well. Mandcla's administration is 
looking forward 10 implementing a more 
reasonable taxmion level 10 satisfy the white 
Afrikaners and other South Africans involved in 
business. 
T he most important achievement of 
M_andela 's admi nistration. however, is the social 
climate of peace 1ha1 has prevailed since last 
May. Despite the tension between the automobile 
workers and their authorities. no ser ious ethnic 
confrontation, have been reported on South 
Africa. Man> a11ribu1e the current situation 10 
Mandel:,\ skillful poli11cal move in appointing 
Chief Bu1helczi to command the ministry of 
home affair, and former South African President 
F. W. DcKlerk as deputy president. Another wise 
political choice. critics say, was the appointment 
of Winnie Mandela. hi~ former wife. 10 the 
ministr} of arts. culture, science. and technology. 
The appointment of Winnie Mandela represents 
a tribute 10 the South Atrican women who played 
a major role in the libcrdtion process. 
In total, many i1ppoin1ments made by Mandela 
were seen as controver,ial. I le had 10 respect the 
agreell_lent made b<!fore elections 1ha1 stipulated 
the winner of the election would nominate 
members of all parties who obtained at least five 
percent of the vote 10 his cabinet. As a result, the 
present cabinet i, comprhcd of people who arc 
ideologically diverse. 
Mandela will have to display patience 10 
maintain a cohesive government. For his action 
will not be judged on the ,ole ba,i, ot South 
African domc~tic issues but he will be assc~ 
on his foreign policy as well. l11cn will come the 
time when South Africa will have no excuse not 
to intervene in continental crises because of the 
fragility of iii. democracy. 
A GLANCE AROUND THE WORLD 
By Steven Remy 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
PUERTO RICO 
an Juan 
Throughout drought ridden Puerto Rico 
ouscholds have been subject 10 water ration; 
incc June of this year. As a result, people arc 
nable 10 take baths, cook or clean. Government 
fficials blame the drought on the water crisis 
hile critics of the government said that th; 
vater c~isis was the result of neglected water 
reservo,r_s and the water utility company's 
quandenng of resources. 
EnvironmcntalisL~ explained that the severity 
f Puerto Rico's water shortage is mulitplied 
ecause the government refused 10 "ration 
nstruction permits." ConMruction on the arid 
land causes the topsoil 10 run into 1hc reservoir 
hich causes the sedimentation of the reservoi; 
h ich is now inoperable. 
G?vernmenl and water utility company officials 
a,d 1ha1 the will ho efull reh drate most 
homes by as early as 1996. 
(Washington PoM) 
JAPAN 
Tokyo 
-Pri~1~ Ministcr'lbmiichi Murayama 'sJapanese 
Soc_,ahst Party has repudiated its longstanding 
pacifist pohcy wh,ch opposes war and violence. 
The ~rime ~ini~tcr said he hopes 10 carry his 
party s polices 1n10 the polit ical mainstream 
and wants Japan 10 hold an obvious but 
nonthreatening military role. He said he ~iews 
Japa~•s military as "the minimum necccssary 
workmg organization for self defence" 
(Washington Post) · 
SOMALlA 
Mogadishu 
-The tumult _in Somalia has esca lated so much 
that the Un,ted States is closing its embassy 
the~e. Three years since the collapse of Somalia ·s 
na11on-s1a1e, government peace-keeping forces 
have not come an closer 10 formin a new 
government. 
'" If they don't want 10 have a na1ion-stn1c 1ha1' 
their .righ1. . .The world cannot force pedple 1 
con,111ute a government;' ~a id U.S. Ambassado 
Daniel Sampson. Experts ,ay that the most th 
world can expect to sec evolve from Somalia i 
a collection of city states. 
(Washi11gto11 Post) 
ENGLAND 
London 
-The prime ministers of Great Briiain and th 
Irish Republic met once again 10 urge Protestan 
rebels to uphold the peace initiative started b 
Northern Ireland. On Monday. Sept. 5, Brilai 
declared that no further steps toward maintainin 
!he initiative will follow until Britain is confidcn 
of a permanent truce between the two areas. Th 
I RA has tr ied to uphold the truce, but on Sept 
4, a car bomb detonated and caused mino 
damage 01 Sinn Fein headquarters in Belfast. 
• 
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Chicken Wings Styles: 
Eat In • Canv Out • Free Deliverv 
234-WING . 
FAX IT (2021 234-8942 
1005 "Li" Street -- (The New "Li") 
Hours: 
Sunday 12pm - 6pm 
Monday to Thursday 11am • 12am 
Friday and Saturday 11am - 2am 
S 10.00 Minimum for Delivery 
Prices do not lac/ode ux 
• Buffalo: The onginal recipe m 4 temperatures 
THE HILLTOP 
I. .. Mild'" 2 . .. Medium·· 3. '"Hot'" -1 ... K.O.'s·· • Cajon: 1\ew Orleans to the bone. 
• Bai-8-Que: You know ·em. So try 'em. • Lemon & Pepper: A blend of lemon and spices. 
Hickory Smoked Que: Summer's here . 
Teriyak.i: The 1radi1ton of Japan lives on. 
Teri-Que: Have a Japanese summer. 
Honey Mustard: They're sweet. ye t sour. 
• Parmesan & Garl ic: A house favonte . 
• Spicey Bar-8-Que: \\'o" '. 
• Curry: A little Cambcan tlavor. 
Sen-ed 'With o ur o wn Ranch Dressing 
Sizes: 
Wing Dinner 
Small ( 15 pcs. > 
Large t-15 pcs.) 
S6.95 
S4.50 
Snack Attack ClO pcs. I 
Medium 130 pcs.1 
X-Large 160 pcs. i 
Supreme Team (25 lbs or more/ 
Grilled Chicken Sandwich* 
S l 2.99 
S1.90 lb. 
S2.89 
Grilled Chicken Garden Salad 
S2.99 
S8.75 
S15.99 
S3.99 
•t \forrnottd m our nh n sptnal 1ouct , 
Vegetables (change daily): 
Fresh Colla.rd Greens S:!.25 
Skin on Mashed Potatoes S2.25 
Fresh String Beans & potatoes S2.25 
Vegetable Plate 1cho1ce of 3 vegetables) S5.95 
Side Orders: 
French Frie~ 
Fried Okra 
Onion Rings 
Pies: 
Famous S" eet Potato 
Famous Pecan Pie 
Famous Stra" berry Pie 
Beverages: 
Slice 
S1.50 
S2.:!5 
S2.25 
Sl.00 
S1.75 
SI.SO 
\\'hole 
S7.25 
SS.50 
S8.50 
Fresh Com-on-the-Cob 
Macaroni and Yeh eeta Cheese 
Fresh Candied Yams 
Fresh Cabbage 
Mozzarella Sticks 
Breaded Mushrooms 
Breaded Zucchini 
S 1.75 
S2.25 
S:!.25 
S2.25 
S2.50 
S2.80 
S2.50 
Lemonade "1th cherry SI.SO Fruit Punch S1.50 
'r•REE DELIVERY TO ALL HOWARD UNIVERSITY DORMS 
.r-----------1 
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I I 
I I 
I
I l 
Oae IO Piece, A.., Style f 
I I fn,ad, fry I 
I I Lanoude I 
I $,.99 I 
I I 
$5.00 
(MINIMUM 
DELIVERY) 
r. - - ---- - --- - - ;i 
I I 
1 I I LATE NITE FOR TWO 
f 
-----------., 
SPECIAi~ . 
' Oae '-' Piece, Ally Style 
I fn,ad,fry 
IOaloaR!q 
4Lc--edes 
$15.95 
I 
I 
I 
LOVE 
your 
brother 
LOVE 
your 
sister 
LOVE 
your 
mother 
LOVE 
your 
father 
LOVE 
your 
man 
LOVE 
your 
woman 
LOVE. 
your 
pet 
LOVE 
your 
school 
LOVE 
your 
God. 
I 
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. Cit~ • litngs 
234-WlNG 
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_ _ __ __ ____ _ J 
LOVE 
yourself. 
Do You Want Credit Cards? 
Now )SIU can ha.., the mO!II recognized 
cm:111 card In the ...,rid EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN 
CR.EOrr or HAVE BE£N 'IURNEV DOWN BEf'OREI 
Masi,,rOu-d• the c redit can! )'Ou 
deRrw, and need f~ U>-BOOKS-OEPARTMENT 
STORES-1l/lTION-EIO'ERTAJNMENT-
EMEROENCY CASH-TICKETS-R£5TAIJRANJ'S-
HOTELS-MOTELS-CAs--<:AR RENTALS--
REPAIRS-ANO TO BtnLD YOUR CREOrr RATINOI 
No tum downs! 
~ No credit checb l 
~ ~tP''~ No security deP4nlt! 
cu.....-.;.~1,~"" o,.,.o SEND nm COUPON TODAY 
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING! 
YES! I want MASTERCAROe tmmcdlatc.ly. 
100't\ OUARANTEEDI 
NAME --------- ----
ADDRESS -----------
CITY ----- STATE - ZIP---
STUDE.NT'I · Yes No s.s• _____ _ 
SIGNATIJRE _ _ ________ _ 
HOff.: Mutae.sd b • ffPilt'mf trMtmatk ti MMn0lrd fnltm auonal. tnc. 
MAIL TIIIS NO IUSK t'Ol ' l'O'- 1011,\\' 
-------------------------
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Chevy Chase Bank to invest 
money in Black communities 
"I want to help keep the Black 
dollar turn ing over in chc Black 
community. I am currently seeking 
10 tra nsfer my Cit ibank 
membership to a local Black bank 
after learning of chc discriminat ion 
charges filed against Chevy Chase," 
sophomore Karry Ann Dacosta 
said. 
By Shenikwa Stratford 
Hilttop Staff Wrtter 
Afcer allegedly violacing che 
federal Fair Housing and Equal 
Credit Opporcunicy Acts, Chevy 
Chase Federa l Savings Bank 
announced plans on Aug. 22 to 
invesc $11 million in Black 
neighborhoods in \¼lshington, D.C. 
and Prince George's Councy. 
The Vniccd Staccs Juscice 
Depa run enc claims thac chc bank's 
fai lu re 10 esiabl ish offices in 
prcdomimtncly Black communities 
was discriminatory. 
"To shun an cn1irc community 
because of ils racial makeup is just 
as wrong as to reject an appl icanc 
because they arc African American. 
Some neighborhoods may not even 
have banks to wh ich Blacks can 
turn," Uniced States Attorney 
General Janet Reno stated inThe 
Washington Posl . 
Chevy Chase's agreement to 
establ ish addi ciona l automa1ive 
teller machines and convenienl 
branch offices in Black 
communities could mean a sharp 
increase in profits for the area's 
' largest thrift bank if Blacks are 
w illing to disregard all eged 
discriminatory pract ices. 
However, many Afr ican 
Americans have been insulted by 
the red lining incidenl and have 
chosen 110110 invest their dollars in 
Chevy Chase Bank. 
"They never would have come 
to che Black neighborhoods if the 
Jus1ice Deparcment had nol filed a 
suil againsl them. It's a form of 
segregation. They tr ied 10 be a 
'Whites-only' bank." Sophomore 
Le Yan Wrighl said. 
Film major Steven Ramey plans 
to boycott Chase because "fchc 
bank's] lending practices arc 
obviously not sincere and ju,1 an 
enforcement of the Justice 
Department. I wou ld rather bank at 
a Black bank that would be more 
sensitive to African Amer ican 
needs.'' 
Many African Americans 
Doyle Mitchell, President, 
Industrial Bank of Washington 
anticipate the coming of Chevy 
Chase 10 their predominantly Black 
neighborhoods because of the 
convenience and its widespread 
name recognition. 
Others have opted to join area 
Black-owned banks such as the 
Industr ial Bank of Washington, 
Independence Federal Savings, or 
the United Bank of Washington. 
Doyle Mitchell, President of the 
Industrial Bank of Washington, 
stressed banking at an African-
American bank helps to keep 
money inside the Black community. 
"The Industrial Bank of 
Washington offers the same 
services and products as Chevy 
Chase, whi le helping to circulate 
dollars back into the Black 
community," Mitchell said. 
Chevy Chase denied all 
allega1ions of redlining Black 
communities. ahhough 97'1> of its 
loans from 1976 through I 992 were 
underwritten in predominantly 
White communities. 
Working froin honie becomes 
option ~or inany U.S. w-orkers 
the "Six Months to Success'' 
program offered by FFR guarantees 
an 85% refund of initial investment 
if funds do not double after six 
months. Many feel that this type of 
program gives a 101 of inccn1ivc to 
people trying to get started in a 
home business. 
"Working from home wou Id 
allow me to have my own freedom. 
sci my own business hours and be 
closer to my family," Richardson 
said. 
BY. Shaune Jackson 
H1lltop Staff Writer 
With unemployment on the rise, 
many people arc finding chat there 
is little, if no, job security. This 
instability led hundreds of people to 
the Washington Renaissance Hotel 
last Wednesday and Thursday to 
participate in a two-day Home 
Business and Technology 
Conference. 
The conference, which was 
sponsored by the Financial 
Freedom Report (FFR), META 
Institute, Apple Computers and 
the Amer ican Home Businesses 
Association, featured speakers from 
across the nation who provided 
information on how 10 make a 
profitable living by working from 
home. 
"There is a pr ice to pay, risks to 
take and changes to make. You can't 
sit back wishing that you had other 
people's wealth," said David Craig, 
who has deve loped several 
multimillion dollar companies. 
According to Link Resource 
Corporat ion, a home bus iness 
begins every 11 seconds in 
Amer ica, and nearly 30% of 
-America's workers operate out of 
• their home coday. 
• FFR, which has been in business 
for 18 years, has held more than 
three thousand such conferences, 
and has worked with more than one 
mi llion entrepreneurs. Originally 
starting in real estate, FFR has 
branched out to include other home 
businesses such as vending 
• IJlitchine operations, 1-91)0 lines, 
.i:r;ivel fir ms, math and reading 
programs for students and tee shirt 
cqmpanies. 
Gordon Haton, who hosted the 
1wo-day conference said the success 
rate for home-based businesses is 
85 %, however, these endeavors 
should not be thought of as · get-
-rich-quick' schemes. 
• "You must put in your best effort. 
~•s not something where you can 
JUSt add water and cxpecc a 101 of 
growth," Haton said. 
The Sept. 1993 issue of 
Entrepreneur Magazine reported 
that the average stare-up cost for a 
small business is $27,000. This 
initial startup cost docs not 
guara111ee success. In fact, 90t; fai l 
over a five-year period. However, 
Of course, getting started is not 
going to be the easiest task to 
undertake. Gcneal Nelson, a client 
care representati ve for FreeCom 
Communications Inc., said the FFR 
great ly helps en trepreneurs in 
gelling 1heir feet in 1he door by 
supply ing manua ls, prov iding 
counselors, customer service 
rcpresentaii,cs and other business 
service:-;. 
"FFR docs their pan, but 
sometimes people give up too 
quickly. They expect money to 
~ome in a month, when many times 
ll takes a year," Nelson said. 
There are risks in establish ing a 
home business, but many people 
feel that the advantages can be 
rewarding. 
Aisha Richardson, a sophomore 
m.ijoring in legal communications, 
said she would consider working 
out of her home after she graduated. 
Ano1her advantage of having a 
home business is freedom from the 
pressures of a supervisor. according 
10 Liz Saunders whose mother 
worked from her home as a licensed 
daycare provider. Saunder.,, a junior 
majoring in television production, 
said her mother, Shirley Blackman, 
enjoyed being self-employed. 
Many Americans arc catching 
on to the notion of home-based 
businesses because they arc 
creating ,ast wealth for millions of 
people. and arc giving them a sense 
of self-satisfaction. 
"Home-based businesses arc 
definitely growing. They arc 
becoming more popular and will 
cont inue bringing people ,uccess 
and wealth in 1he near future." 
Nelson said. 
For more information on gelling 
started in your own home busine,,. 
call FrccCom Communicacion, at 
1-801-272-3500. 
Co-op makes students more marketable 
BY. Beth Gonzales 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Moward University 's 
Coo~erative Education Program 
provides studen ts wi th the 
opportuni ty to obta in paid 
professional work experience in 
their academic fields of study. 
"There are two types of 
programs. In one you work 40 
hours a week. [In the] second, the 
parallel program, the student works 
20 hours a week. Co-op is different 
from work study because you go off 
campus and work in a professional 
setting," Gloria Prentiss 
coordinator of the co-op progra~ 
for the School of Arts and Sciences 
and the School of Communications, 
said. 
The co-op program, which is 
administered through individual 
schools and colleges, has a 
curricu lum that usually extends to 
five years. Prentiss suggests that 
students be sincere when they 
register for co-op because of the 
lime commitment. She also 
su_ggcsts !hat SIUdcms work closely 
with the,r academic adv isor and 
"Thi\ yc_ar a'?<Jul I IO lstudenti,] 
are part1c1pating and 23 were 
placed ,~i th _jobs. Everyone 
mvolved 1s domg well." Graves 
said. 
Because che program takes time, 
Prentiss docs not encourage :,cnior, 
to become involved because there is 
not enough t ime for them 10 
participate and take advantage of 
the whole program. 
Co-op is available in all of the 
schools and colleges throughout 
the University. In order 10 
participate in the program. 
undergraduate students must be 
full- time students, have a minimum 
grade point average of 2.5 and have 
completed at least 30 credit hours. 
Graduate students must have at 
least a 3.0 GPA and must also 
attend school full-time. All 
interested students must fill out a 
co-op application and be financially 
validated. 
To learn more about co-op check 
with your school or college 'or call 
202-806-5672. You can also visit 
room 109 in the North Faculty 
Building. 
THE BUSINESS SECTION IS LOOKING FOR YOU!! 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR BUSINESS 
CALL MELISSA AT 806-6866. 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
s,,,.m.,, 10, 1994 I s 
Denny's to settle 
race lawsuits 
BY. Dorothy J. Brown 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A landmark race discrimina1ion 
lawsuit against the Denny's 
Restaurant chain has been sculed. 
In light of the settlement, the 
W,L.,hington Lawyers' Committee 
(WI.C) is now process ing 
application, from over 20,000 
people" ho kel that I hey should 
claim part of the sctrlcmcnt 
because of what they felt was 
discriminatory behavior on 
behalf of employees at Denny's 
restaurants. 
According to Corrine Hensley. 
C laims Administrator for the 
WLC, in order to take part in the 
claim, a person must have been 
discriminated against between 
July I, 1987 and May 24, 1994 at 
a Denny's Restaurant anywhere 
in the U.S. cxcepl in the Stmc of 
California. Hensley explained 
1hat only Blacks and companions 
dining with them may file a 
claim. If the person subjected to 
the discriminatory incident is a 
minor, then a parent can file on 
the minor's behalf. 
Thus far, people have been 
reporting to WLC that Denny's 
required them IO either prepay 
for their meals. pay a cover charge 
before being seated, or required to 
pay a lip. Others have said th3t 
they were subjected to derogalory 
remarks from Denny's employees 
or that they were denied service 
all lOl!ether. In light of 1hesc findings. 
rcprcsentamcs of the Denny's 
Restaurant cha in have enacted 
several policies to make their 
employees more sensitive to their 
Black customeri;. For example, 
every Denny's employee musl 
sign a consent decree of 
nondiscriminatory policy. In 
addition, all non-management 
employees must comple1e a 
training program, which inl'ludcs 
viewing the video "What Color 
I? " am. 
Students on lloward 
University's campus have mi,,ed 
feelings about the discrimination 
case. 
·•1 haven't eaten at Denny 's 
since I heard about the sc1tlemcnt. 
Even if they were 10 implement 
new policies, I still wouldn't go 
back because they're only doing 
it to bring back money from the 
Black communit).'' sa,d senior 
finance major. Jeanette Edward,,. 
" I have eaten at Denny's in the 
past. and I didn't experience any 
bins or prejudice. Personally. I 
feel tha1 there will be a lot of false 
claims filed, but if Denny's did 
dhcriminate then they should 
pay," freshman management 
major. Kavin Edwards said. 
If you believe you have been 
discriminated against on the basis 
of race or color al a Denny's 
Restaurant, and if you world like 
10 be considered for a share in the 
settlement as a class member, 
then you must file a claim by 
Septcmbcr 30, 1994. 
For complete information call 
toll free I -800-8.~6-0055. 
Lower prices 
increase personal 
computer sales 
BY. Shaune Jackson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A recent drop in costs has many 
people rushing out to purchase 
personal computers. 
Consumer- arc di,co,ering thac 
certain computer models which 
were once too costly arc not only 
more affordable, bu1 1hcir extra 
components arc le\'- cxpcn,ive a, 
well. These extra features include 
CD-ROM,, stereo ,ound. and 
sophi,ticated --0ft"'"c program,. 
!'he price reduction resulted 
Imm computer manufacturers 
cutting prices on older generation 
models in order to reduce 
warehouse stocks, thus making 
way for newer one,. 
The introduction of the Power 
PC chip made by Apple Computer 
Inc. in conjunction with Mo1orola 
and I_BM is the lat~st technology. 
and 11 has other rival compu1er 
companies racing to keep up. 
This new Power PG 
microprocessor chip enables 
computer sy,tems to operate with 
more power and ,peed. For 
example, a computer functioning at 
44 megahertz is now able to 
increase to about 66 megahertz 
with the Power PC chip. 
Compaq and M.icin10,,h arc 
among the many computer firms 
,~ho arc tri~1miog their price, in a 
bid to remam compctithe. 
Since the recent slash m prices, 
local computer retail s1ore, have 
seen an increa:,c in sales. Al Payne, 
che as,istant supplies buyer for the 
Howard University Boobtorc, said 
the More's computer sales have 
increased 120,..c from last year 
alone. 
Ron Jone,. who head, the 
computer department at the 'fysons 
Corner Circuit City, has seen 
customer, flood into the store 
looking for lower pric.:d units. 
"The incre,1,c in ,ale, has been 
quite phenomenal and ,ale, will 
definitdy continue to ri,e as " c 
prepare for 1hc back-10-~chool 
sca~n ... Jones said. 
nie drop in computer pric~ is 
also a real advantage for lloward 
University ;,tudcnts who arc 
working wi1h lower spending 
budgeL,. 
Hayden Nedd, a junior 
ps~chology major and compu1cr 
owner, thinks the,c nc" low prices 
will allow more students 111 buv a 
persona l compuler for their 
dormitory rooms. 
Nedd, who owns an IBM-386 
paid about $2,000 for his unit i~ 
1992. This model, and other 
models similarto it arc now -.clling 
for S 1.()0(). I le felt that the price 
was good tit the time of purcha-,c 
but now he said, "cheaper i~ 
better." 
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ST. MARTIN'S 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
PRAY MtlsstS: Saturday 5:00 pm 
Sunday 8:30 am 
Gospel Mass 12:00 noon 
SING Join our Traditional Choir or Gospel Choir 
SERVE Tutor 
Work with Y oulh 
Teach Sunday School 
112 mile from campus at North Capttol & T Street 
ST. MARTIN'S CATHOLIC CHURCH 
1908 North Capitol Street, N.W. 
(202) 232-1144 
Serving the African American Community Since 1950 
1994 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 
9:00AM - 4:00PM 
BLACKBURN CENTER 
ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED 
ANY ORGANIZATION WISHING TO 
PARTICIPATE SHOULD STOP BY 
ROOM 117 BLACKBURN CENTER 
PARTICIPATION rs FREE 
sponsored by 1he Office of Srudcnt Acrivires 
Leadership/Management 
Positions Available 
Second Lieutentant of MARINES 
Benefits: ■Guaranteed Law program~ 
■Guaranteed Pilot programs 
■Guaranteed Challenge 
Sta..-tins at S27,87S - S33,161 
For more info contact: Capt. Meehan or 
First Lieutenant French at (30 I) 436-2006 
THE HILLTOP 
\ 
HOUSING 
Makethe 
SmartMovel 
-
• 24-hour Statc-of-tl1e-Art g ~: • Wall-to-~11 Carpeting 
Coded Security System CEO!m=A""-vt .:;;'-'_.=-.....,- • Fully Equipped Kitcl1cns 
• Secured Reserved Parking • Oak Ca~ts 
Spaas Available • Recreation Room 
• Pest Control Service • On-Site, l,aundry Facilities 
• Heating & Cooling 011,111El{llJI • Great Views of DC 
(I11divid11ally Controlled) APAJme,s through Spacious \Vindows 
•Cable TV " 
, " 
• • w 
' 
, 
ACT NOW• CALL 202-265-5359 
... 
' 
• , n 
• _.. I l 
... 
,.,, 
. " ~ 
HOWARD DELI 
PRESENTS 
THE FRIDAY SPECIAL 
ACROSS THE STREET FROM 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
6:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
-AFRICAN-AMERICAN OWNED-
2612 GEORGIA A VENUE,' NW "' WASHING TON, DC 20001 
TEL: (202) 332-5747 7 l 
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THE HILLTOP 
8 Newly Rellovated To-wn Homes 
*4 Bedrooms, 
*3 ½ Bathrooms 
*3 Levels 
*Wall-to-Wall Carpeting 
*Central Air Conditioning 
*New Kitchen 
*Rec. Room or Rental Unit (available) 
*Walk-Out Deck( available) 
*Washer/Dryer Hook Up 
*Off-Street Parking 
$135,00Q 
$145,000 with One Bedroom Rental Unit on First Level 
**********Secure 6.5%, 30 year Mortgage thru D.C. Housing Finance •vhile it lasts!!********** 
1 September 9, 
Properties In The Howard University Area 
Howard University 
* 3 Bedrooms 
* Separate Dining Room 
* Full Basement 
* Extra Storage Space 
in the Garage. 
$67,000 
1 Block from New 
Petworth Metro Rail 
Station 
* 4 Bedrooms 
* l½ Bathrooms 
* Built-in Garage 
* Extra Storage Space 
in the Attic. 
* Full Basement 
$135,000 
Near Howard University 
Attractive office building with large auditorium, 
atrium, 77 parking spaces in the garage, etc. 
For more information call Shawn Caison 
at (202) 672-7398 
Houses • Rentals • Churches 
Apartment Buildings • D.C. & • 
Land 
Maryland 
WE CAN SERVE YOU ! 
~~~21 
I . • 
Dodson Realty, Inc. 
5623 Georgia Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 2001 '1 
(202) 882-2121 
[B 
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Color of Night Review • I 
P,_ULSEIB_4 
Bison win tlieir. 'fi._rst game 
SP.ORTS/B6 
Pro.1pectiCJe ,noJeli ,CJork it' dttring Ho11uconiing '94 f a1hwrz .1ho,CJ auJitwrM 
By Melinda Spaulding 
I lilhop Staff Writer 
Over 200 Howard students made their way 10 Cram-
ton Auditorium last week 10 put their best look forward 
and prescm their most impressive '•walk'" in hopes of 
being selected for this year's Homecoming fashion 
show- "Vive Noire" -Black lifo. 
Varying in shapes, sizes, gender and skin1ones, each 
anxious con1cstan1 aimed 10 please the select panel of 
judges by performing the "walk" 1ha1 was earlierdemon-
s1ra1ed by co-coordinator N ickoria Hicks. 
As she took her place on the auditorium ,1age. Hicks, 
a professional model, displayed her own "walk" which 
consisted of an open ing pose, a stroll down 10 the mid-
dle of the runway complete with two half turns. a pose 
at the end of lhe runway with another half turn, and a 
"press·• or walk back 10 her original position. She con-
cluded with a closing pose and exit. 
Unfortunately. all of the contestants did not perform 
up 10 the desired standards of I licks or 1hc show's other 
coordinator, Sherin I lairs1on. 
'·L1dies and gentl emen, will you please be ener-
gized!" stated a disturbed Hicks before asking the first 
live con1es1a111s 10 make their way back 10 1he runway 
and try 1he "walk'' aga in . 
Allilude. Thal is what the judges were looking for. 
As well as "runway style, expression, stage presence and 
technique," according 10 I lairston. 
As the first group made their way back 10 the stage 
and 10 the runway once more, signs of improvement 
were evident. The boring walks and bland facial expres-
sions were replaced with new mobi lity, vitality and alli• 
1udc. 
From 1ha1 point on, the real competition began. Hips 
started 10 move, arms began 10 sway .and faces became 
alive as the rest of1hc con1cs1ants tried to prove 1ha1 they 
could "work ii" on the runway and were worthy of a spot 
in this year's show. 
Although the overall confidence of the con1es1an1s 
improved, many were still nervous about being exam-
ined under lhe bright lights of the audi1orium. 
''I 'm kind of nervous, but I've modeled runway 
before," said Keisha Sumner, a I 9-year-old sophomore 
majoring in chemical engineering. 
/\s the night progressed, and the scores were t.illicd, 
the judges discussed the confirmation of the "call-
backs" for the next night. 
The Homecoming Steering Commillcc is anticipat-
ing a great show for this year. much different from the 
somewhat obscurely themed shows of the past. 
"This year's show is following an exact Iheme. II will 
be a peck into differenl lifestyles and various aspects of 
Black life:· added llairs1on. 
In an effort 10 simpl ify the show and still dazzle the 
audience. 1hc coordinators and this year's select group 
of models will endure up lo four nights a week of prac-
ti ce and hours of preparation 10 ensure 1ha1 "Vive 
Noire" will be a success. 
Dangerously Over the l,i11,it 
Studentc1 learn duadrantag&1 of bCL1tay applying fo,;9 credit cardc1 
By Rashida Syed of America, a credit card consultant group, ____________ had 10 switch my account over and tic ii into freshman 10 inform and warn them of the 
Hilltop Staff Writer is concerned that credit card companies my checking account," said Andre Har- credit card trouble 1ha1 may lie ahead. 
Students. t,eware! Credit card compa-
nies arc here and they arc after you. 
Their portable offices have been spo1-
1cd on campuses across the country. 
Howard University students have been van-
gaurded by these companies 1ha1 seem 10 
target anyone who might happen 10 pass 
their s1ands. 
Eye catchers such as candy bars and 32 
ounce cups lure many students 10 the tables. 
And credit card companies intend 10 do just 
1ha1. But what most card companies do not 
do is gi,-c students the complete facts about 
the responsiblity of owning a credit card. 
Many Mudents stop lo fill out these appli-
cations simply lo receive the free gifts that 
the credit card companies offer. but others 
arc more caul ious. 
"l would never apply for cards at one of 
those stands because they look 100 shifty. 
Why would they make themselves so acces-
sible 10 us? We're already in debt. II shows 
how despcra1c we can be. You sign your 
name on the dolled line and get a free 
candy bar. lna1 ·s tacky.'' said Vanessa Ver-
sailles, a junior majoring in speech pathol-
ogy and audiology. 
According 10 Albert Crensha". a busi-
ness news reporter for The Washin1on Post 
. "some schools are more restrict ive than 
others about allowing [credit card compa-
niesf 10 be on campus. But many credit card 
companies have marketing arrangements 
with ~1udcn1 organizations ... where the 
organization gels a contribution." 
Whal most credi t card companies 
neglect to tell s1uden1s is that there is a thin 
line between convenient spending and 
unbearable debt. Some company represen-
tatives do not inform the students of their 
annual interest rates, monthly fees and con-
sequences for late paymcn1s, etc. Students 
who do not inquire about 1his information 
can easily find themselves over the limit. 
Ruth Susswein of Bank Card Holders 
are being unfair 10 young college vey, a sophomore majoring in 
students who are solicited chemical engineering from 
without being told the Cleveland, Ohio. 
1ru1h. n1e problems 1ha1 
She explained, many college 
"We're not s I u d c n I s 
opposed 10 inevitably 
studen ts ___ ____ face due 
having Credit Card Companies Interest Late IOCred-
crcdil t 
Rates Fees 
16.65% $15 
AT&T Universal Card 17.15% $15 
$15 Citibank 16.65% 
Student Visa/Mastercard 16.34% $18 
Nations Bank Card Services 17.9% $15 
ca rds . 
We' r c 
opposed 10 
the heavy-
duty marketing 
tactics 1ha1 arc 
used without provid-
ing information about the 
responsib ilit ies of having 
credit. When you get out of school 
and really need credit .. . if your credit 
report shows a 101 of negative information 
or even a decent amount of negative in for-
mation you can end up jeopardizing your 
chances of gelling 1ha1 apartment, that car, 
and even 1ha1 job.'' 
20.15% 
Some students have received a rude awak-
ening after owning their first card. 
·'[The credit card company] charged me 
an annual fee after the first year. So then I 
prompts 
many con-
cerned debt 
counse lors 10 
question what can be 
done 10 prevent the use 
of credit cards by students 
who are ignorant of the harsh con-
sequences of not paying bills and on' 
lime. Susswein and other consu ltants at 
Bank Card Holders of America have 
prompted the United States Congress 10 
take preventive measures, like offering 
classes 10 high school seniors and college 
WANTED: 
"Everyone. schools, cred it card issuers, 
parents and Muden1s. should educate them-
selves ... know what they're gelling into 
before they accept these cards. We testified 
before Congress ... 1ha1 cred it card issuers 
should be requ ired 10 provide seminars on 
campus about credit before they pass out 
these cards:· Susswein said. 
8111 the credit card companies know 1ha1 
with knowledge about credit. many stu-
dents would not apply so quickly. 
Chris Green, a sophomore majoring in 
pre-pharmacy, think~ students should pay 
allen1 ion 10 advice from fellow Students. 
"I suggest 1ha1 students read all of the 
information first before you sign your 
name," he said. 
"There's a good reason that credit card 
issuers target college students .. . Students 
tend 10 be loyal 10 the first credit card they 
receive ... 111cy expect 1ha1 people's par-
ents will pay 1ha1 debt, but if students arc 
old enough 10 enjoy the benefits of having 
credit. then they're old enough 10 deal with 
the responsibilities," Susswein explained. 
As Susswein advisJd, ii is a good idea 
10 have cred it. However ii is a bad idea 10 
charge items 1ha1 you know you can't afford 
to pay for later, or items that you wouldn't 
pay for even if you had the cash 10 do so. h 
is also a good idea 10 get a credit card while 
in college because ii is the only time when 
you don'I need a credit histor)\ a permanent 
job, or a stable residence. The most impor-
tant th ing is to know your limit; if possible 
use the card only when you have 10. 
Having good credit means that aflcr 
graduation you will be considered a 1rus1-
wor1hy customer, however having bad crcd-
i1 can mean years of credit prison. 
Experienced feature writers for Tempo. Call Melinda Spaulding, Tempo Editor at 
(202) 806-6866/4 728 • ; 
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Alumna Brings Journalistic Guidance and Expertis~ 
Pearl Stewart: A Gentle Giant in the World of Newspaper Journalism 
·- J 
By Traci N. James 
Hil1op Slaff Wile< 
She had just returned from a 
meeting with the dean in the School 
of Communications when she was 
b:1rraged with problems needing 
her a11ention in 111e Communi ty 
News ofliccs. TI1e pressure would 
have sent many screaming from the 
room while pulling their hair out, 
but not one single curl movcd ,out 
of place on Pearl Stewart's short 
natural head of hair. 
As the first African-American 
woman to become editor of a daily 
metropolitan newspaper in a major 
city, Stewart is no stranger to hectic 
schedules or down-to-the wire 
deadlines. In fact, she has learned 
to handle pressure with graceful 
aplomb. successfully refuting 
critics· claims that ~he lacked the 
experience to handle her position at 
the 118-year-old Oakland 1ribune. 
Returning to her alma mater, 
Howard University, Stewart's 
career has come full circle and she 
could not be more pleased. As the 
professional journalist in residence, 
the former editor in chief of THE 
HI LLTOP wi ll serve as the 
academic adv isor 10 The 
Community News, the publication 
produced by students in the School 
of Journalism. 
·'When I left Howard in I 971, I 
had this idea in the back of my 
mind that my ultimate goal was to 
come back somehow, but I wasn ·1 
sure how it would work. I wanted 
to be a journalist. not an 
academician. Working as a 
journalist gave me the opportunity 
to come back as the journalist in 
residence," she said. 
Since 199 I, a grant from TI1e 
Freedom Forum has given a 
professional journalist the 
opportunity to teach one year at a 
Historically Black College or 
University. 
Stewart has returned full of ideas 
and plans to prepare Howard 
students for the realit ies of the 
competitive world of journalism. 
' ' I want to help students 
envision what they're gelling into 
and the skills they're going 10 
need in this ever changing 
business," she said. 
According to Stewart. 
preparing students 10 meet the 
challenges of an increasingly 
technological ly ;,dvanced society 
and industry should be placed 
high on H.B.C.U.'s list of 
priorities. 
"Black colleges have 10 move 
to bring the resources to their 
students. If you want to dispel the 
myth that Black students can't do 
the job. they have 10 have the 
resources. II 's not enough 10 have 
bright students. Black students 
have 10 have the benefits that other 
student~ have," she said. 
Students like Donna Huie-Neal, 
the editor of The Community 
News, welcome the chance to 
work with a professional of 
Stewart's caliber. 
"We need guidance and 
assistance. I know she wi II make 
our jagged edges smooth," Huie-
Neal sa id, 
Huie-Neal is pleased with what 
Stewart has accomplished at the 
paper in such a short time. 
"I found her very cager to help 
us. She comes across soft-spoken 
and has an easy way about her 
wh ich eases her into your 
confidence. It's definitely an asset 
that she uses 10 take over," she 
added. 
Stewart's soft-spoken manner 
belies her tenacious altitude about 
pursuing her goals and standing by 
her principles. 
Even as a young girl growing up 
in Rochester, NY, Stewart knew 
what she wanted and went about 
achieving her goal with a 
vengeance. 
"She initially wanted 10 be a 
C 
I 
wr iter. She started that dream 
early," her father, William Stewart 
recalls. 
When most girls were playing 
with their dolls and dreaming of a 
prince charming. Stewart and her 
friends were publishing a 
newslc11er and diMributing it 10 
their neighbors. 
During the 1960s, Stewart 
attended a predominantly White 
all-girl Catholic high school where 
she excelled, but not without an 
occasional run-in with the nuns at 
school. 
"The only complaint we had 
from the nuns was they had a hard 
time with her when she disagreed 
with them. She would hold out,'' 
Stewart ·s mother, Robbie Stewart 
Few gifts actually improve with age. 
Your bank sells one of them. 
You <.'lln count on 
one hand the gifts 1ha1 
actually get beuer as they 
gel older. There's only one, 
though, you can buy a1 
your bank: a U.S. 
Savings Bond. 
ll1e longer 
Savings Bonds are held 
' the more they're worth. 
You buy Savings 
Bonds for half their 
face value. They 
earn competitive, 
market-based 
interest- compounded 
semiannual!)', when held for five years or 
more - with a guaranteed return. And 
they're absolutely safe. 
. . -
. . 
', . 
Take, 
~tq,c~ . 
in Ai:nerica 
' 
Savings Bonds are easy 
10 buy, too. Order them 
at an)' full-service bank, 
savings and loan or credit 
union, and ask for a gift 
certificate 10 give 
now. When 
the person 
receives the 
Bond in the mail, 
you and your 
gift will be 
remembered for 
years to come. Visit 
your bank for I he gift 
that improves with age: a 
U.S. Savings Bond. For more information 
. . 
wme: Office of Public Affairs, U.S. Savings 
Bonds Division, Washington, DC 20226 . 
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Vital Statistics 
Name: Pearl Stewart 
Hometown: Rochester, New York 
Profession: Professional Jou1 
nalist in Residence at Howard UniversitJ 
Words of Wisdom: "I want to hel, 
students envision what they're getting 
into and the skills they're going to need i 
th,i,s ever changing business." 
.r:. Q.,__ _____________________ ~ 
said. 
"Pearl's very kind and 
considerate. but she's tough a~ nails 
when she thinks she's right,'' she 
added. 
Stewart ·s strength of conviction 
stems from her parents who 
actively fought against segregation 
by helping to organi;i:c sit-ins and 
boyco11s in their owo communit), 
Stewart carried that spirit of 
activism 10 lloward University 
where she participated in the 
student takeover of the 
administration building in the late 
1960s. 
Raymond Archer. the current 
Dean of Student Activities at the 
University, was Stewart's cla.,,mate 
and he remember, her well, 
"She was a progressive editor 
with great news instincts and acute 
cultural awareness:· he told the 
Black College Communication 
News Journal. 
Stewart began her career in 1971. 
reporting for the United Press 
lnternatil)nal new, wire in the Ba, 
An·a. 111 1976. ~he moved to th~ 
Oakland Tribune staff as a reporter 
and worked her way up the ranks to 
feature editor. The San Francisco 
Chronicle wa~ her next ,top on her 
way to the top. She spent 11 years 
there covering the Oakland and the 
East Bay area. 
In 1992, her knowledge of the 
Oakland area helped her land the 
position of community affairs 
con,uhant to the president of 
Alameda Count) Ooard 
Supervisors where ,he wor 
until her 1993 appointment to h 
the Tribune. 
The confidence instilled 
Stewart by her parent, and yca1 
hard work helped her make 
transition from a rep(>rter with mc 
than tw cnl) years experience 
editor in chief of the fribune. ~ 
"You haw 10 ha,e sclf-assura 
I've spent moM of my life a 
reporter. " she ,aid. "You ha, 
feel that you have 1he capahilit 
achieving }Our goals. If I di 
have that assurance I would h 
faltered often." 
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Kankouran keeps spirit of West Africa alive 
By Miguel Burke 
and Arnesa Howell 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
According to the Mandingo 
culture of Senegal, West Africa, 
young boys who participate in a 
manhood initiation celebratio11'are 
guided and taught a way of life 6y 
the spirit of KanKouran. 
Thanks to The KanKouran West 
African Dance Company, the 
KanKouran and many other sacred 
cultures of the West African region 
have been preserved and interjected 
into the lives of many African 
Americans who desire to rediscover 
their heritage. 
·,The KanKouran West African 
Dance Company is sacred. It's so 
rare because it's one of the only 
tradit iona l African dance 
companies on the planet," sa id 
annoD, an adult community dance 
c lass instructor of KanKouran. 
"They arc keeping the spirit of our 
people alive throughout the Black 
communities." 
Regine Clement, a senior 
majoring in international business, 
thought the KanKouran's recent 
performance, entitled ''Visit 
Casamance," at George 
Washi ngton's Lisner Auditorium 
on Sept. 4 was beautiful. 
"The performance had spiritual 
meaning ... every dance reflected 
the structure of the communit)\'' 
Clement said. "The dancing and 
the drums symbolized the ending of 
harvest and the beginn ing of 
hunting season." 
Clement also said that the 
performance was a form of 
celebration because un like many 
communit ies today, th e West 
African cultu re has a place for 
everyone. 
"There's never anyone left out 
on the streets without a home," she 
s tressed. "We [United States] 
shouldn't go to o ther countries and 
put irrigation systems in the 
villages, because it disrupts the 
balance in that communi ty." 
The non-profit, Washington 
D.C.-bascd dance company was 
fou nded by Assanc Konte and 
Abdou Kounta in 1983. For the 
past 11 years, they have been 
tra ining African Americans of all 
ages in the ancient arts of dancing 
and drumming. In addition, they 
have toured across the United States 
and the Virgin Islands, receiving 
international acclaim. 
Kontc, who is the director of the 
dance company and a professor of 
dance a1 Howard University, said 
the international llavor added by the 
organization's partic ipants is 
wonderful. 
·•1 feel very good about it. Every 
year the company progresses. We 
have g uest teac hers from 
everywhere," he said. 
Janice Cobb, acting business 
manager and development officer 
also praised the group for its 
emphasis o n the youth. 
"Most of the programs arc 
designed for chi ld ren and teens. Its 
mission is to deve lop the next 
generation so they can make a 
positive influence on society," Cobb 
stressed. 
Cobb also emphasucd that the 
Kan Kouran's programs focus on 
self d iscip line, se lf control and 
build ing self-esteem. 
"This is ach ieved by mastering 
the dance and drum technique," 
Cobb said. 
In order to participate in the 
organization, Cobb said one must 
first enroll in a community class, 
then s tudy as an apprentice and 
finally be accepted as a company 
member. 
The KanKouran West African 
Dance Company trains dancers of 
all ages. According to a dancer's 
age, they a rc put into one of three 
companies. 
Senior company dancers arc 
those in their mid-20s and older, 
while the junior company is for the 
teen dancers. There's is also a 
children's group. 1 
There arc currently 95 members 
enrolled with the company. 
The Ka nKoura n West African Dance Compa ny embodies Africa n tradition 
through music and da nce. 
Ex-dancer Lyndon Williams, a Kan Kou ran dancer as well as the 
who had been performing in the organization's consultant anorney. 
KanKouran for 13 year,, reflected She ,aid every person join~ the 
upon th.: time spcnc with the companyforhisorherownreasom,. 
company. "Some people come for the 
"Being a dancer is like being an exercise because it i;, very 
athlete. once you've reached a invigorating. and some people 
certain level of training. you try 10 come for emotional and spiritual 
keep your 'chops· up by taking as reasons because they see the drums 
many classes as possible.'' he said. as a healing instrument," Coleman 
Paula Wright Coleman is a 1970 said. "Some people come for the 
a nonjudgmental element 
African dance m contrast 10 o 
dance form," 
Anyone who is intercstc 
learning African dance can en 
in classes held on Monday 
Wcdncsda) nights at 7 p.m. an 
Saturday afternoons at I :30 ~ 
For more information call ( 
396-0841 or (202) 737-4941. 
graduate of Howard Univcrsil)' and communal clement bccau~e there's 
International group links service and friendshi 
of the geographic region. The four program facet;, are Caribbean and African countries. lnternati 
Patricia Russell-McCloud 
The Links, Inc. national president 
By Nata lie Y. Moore 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
United together through sisterhood, The Links, 
Incorpora ted, based in Washington D.C .. is an 
organizat ion commincd to serving the Afr ican-
American community through educational. cultural and 
civic projeclS. 
"We're a group of dedicated women," according 10 
Mary P. Douglass, who has been the National Executive 
Director of the organization since l 983. 
With 9.000 members in 39 states. as well as Nassau. 
Bahamas and Frankfurt, Germany, this 48-year-old 
organization was founded in Philadelphia by the late 
Sarah Scon and Margaret Hawkins. 
According to the organization's creed, their vision 
was. and still is "to increase participation nationally and 
internationally for a stronger partnership" ich people 
of good will and good deeds" and 10 make an impact 
on lhe quality of life for humankind through communit) 
service. 
The national headquarters, with the support of 
various chapters across the country, has continued the 
goals of 1he founding mothers by raising money for 
groups like The United Negro College Fund, The 
National Urban League. Sickle Cell Research and the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People. 
Each chapter enriches its area depending on the needs 
Arts & Entertainment Clips 
The Washington Book Festival ... A Rend lo! 
BZB International, Inc., the Howard University Press. 
the Black Review, AT&T and Vertigo Books are 
tsponwring a multicultural event Sun., Sept. 25 from 
lla.m. to 6p.m. at Freedom Plaza. There will be 
~lebrity guest appearances, book readings, food and 
more. For additional information. ca ll (202)332-
BUSY. 
'Open Mie'' Auditions 
Allention all writers, poets and authors. 
Anyone in1ercsted in main ,tag" readings at the First 
Annual Washini!lon Book Festival on Sept. 25, contact 
Emma J. O'Ncal of BZB International at (202) 332-
BUSY. 
Greater Washington Urban Leag ue Classic 
The Howard Bison will face Hampton University or 
Sept. 10 at I p.m. at RFK Stadium. 
National Heritage Awards 
The_ George ~Vashington Univ~rsity is hosting the 
National Heritage Awards at L1sncr Aud itor ium 01 
Sept. 23. Admission is free. but tickcLs arc required. 
For additional information, call (202) 994-1500. 
Rela tionship Not Going As Expected? 
A c ademics Causing You Stress? 
S-weet , Sour a nd Spice, The HILLTOP Advice Colu.ninists, 
a r e -wait ing to h e lp you r e ach a res olution to your fan1ily, 
friend, h e alth or other problen1s . 
S o 9 a nyone -wanting advice fron1 the threeson1e: 
1. W.,.-ite or t ype a one page l e tter 
2. M a il your letter or drop it off at: 
The Hilltop, West Tow-ers 
Attn: Pulse Section 
2251 Sherman Ave., N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
international trends and services; national trends and concern~ such as the African Water Wells Project 
services; the arts; and services 10 youth. the llaitian Refogee issue have prompted 
Douglass, who is respom,iblc for the organization's organization to send financial aid. 
day-to-day operations. wa, anracted 10 The Links Although membership in The Links is im ital 
because of its in,olvemcnt in the community. only. young Black women who are interested ma) 
"Some local chapters conduct self-esteem. substance participate. 
abuse prevention and sexuall) transmincd disease Natalie Rance. a junior political science major, 
a"areness workshops:· she stressed. As a former Vice- a dcbutante in the Minneapolis chapter. 
President of a public relations firm, her leadership skills As a dcbutante, Rance was able "to meet a I 
helped her to ,tun a chapter in Prince George County. other intellectual African-American women with 
Howard University Freshman and Radio-Television- same background and career goals." 
Film major Kristina Washington agreed that the According 10 Rance, The Links sponsored activi 
organization is a staple in the Black community. for the debutantes once a month for a year. 
"I saw the) were supporti,·e toward helping "They had seminars dealing" ith race and \\O 
organiLations that needed money," Washington ,aid. in sociCt), .. she stated. "There were fun things 
'·They also assisted in giving scholarship money 10 makc-o, ers and e~ercisc workout,. It was a g 
needy students. experience:· 
In order to be a dcbutante in the Chicago Links There are 13 Link, ch,1pter, in the \\a~hinc 
cotillion, Washington was required to volunteer a Metropolitan area. One of the biggest local ch~f 
minimum of 25 hour, for The Links. She chose 10 work events "as a health fair Ja,1 spring that pro,il 
at a local museum in 1he children's science center. prostate. mammogram and glaucoma 1es1i 
"I interacted with kids who had never been exposed Dougla,, stre!.scd thlll the organization alwa>s n 
to the world of science. It was very rewarding," volunteers. 
Washington said. "(The Links) impact positively and "The D.C. chapter. will be more than happy 10 a 
arc linked together in friendship and service." help from tho,e willing.'' she added. 
~nder the .l~adership of newly elected _National lb those interested in receiving more informat 
Pres1dcm Patncm Russcll-McCloud, ~.O .. 1 he_Lrnk, or volunteering. contact The Links hcadquart 
arc looking ahead globa lly- parucularly ,n the loc,ned at 1200 Ma ... -.:1chusc11s N. \'✓•• at (202) &l:?-84 
'Color of Night' spotlights 
murder, mystery, eroticis:ri 
~lluminated the screen yet again wi~ 
innocence that captivates the audience. 
bears ··,ome" in thi, film. whil e 
seemingly shy Willi, ,how, ,er) linlc 
no ,urprise chat the ,teamy scene, bet 
March and Willi, fog up the screen. 
The Monda) night group therapy , 
as a dysfunctional family unit fol 
member,. Clark (13r.1d Oouril) pla 
obses,h c compulsive, who. along · 
Martinel., brings many memo 
moments of comic relief 10 the film. 
Lance Henrik\cn, laM seen in "A 
and "Alien 3." reemerge, on-screen 
character of Buck, an ex-cop who a, 
=------~==::!!:!....J the qucMions .1bou1 subjech no one \I 
Bruce Willis a nd J ane March play twisted romantics to face or answer. 
• 
.. 
In "Color of Night." Sondra (Lesley Ann Warren) 
di,orcec and sex addict chat cani' 
enough. In "Color of N1gh1" she u, By Myriam Jos eph 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Di rector Richard Rush's latest thriller "Color of 
~igh1,·: is a psychological roller coaster rid~ that gives 
IIS audience a rush that will make them want 10 sec 1hc 
movie 1~vice. Without a doubt, this psychological 
whodumt mystery keeps !he audience gasping for 
breath. 
The cast is a carefully chosen group of actors and 
actresses with extensive backgrounds that bring the 
screen to life: Although there weren't any "traditional" 
guns or semi-automatic weapons used in thi, film (as 
m,ght be expected in a typical Bruce Willis movie) 
th~re were many form, of creative violence such as a 
nail g un as a murder weapon. 
Dr. Bill Capa (Bruce Willis) is a psychoanalyst from 
~cw .York who rel?Cates 10 Los Angeles. Capa, who 
is gom,g through his own trauma, sits in on Dr. Bob 
Moore~ (S~o.11 Bakula) Monday night therapy session. 
Moore 1s ~1c1ously murdered and the members of the 
Monday night woup become suspects. 
H_ector Martinez, played by international fi lm and 
mu~1c sta! Ruben B_lades, portrays a Los Angeles 
police officer who thmks Capa commincd the crime. 
Just_whcn Capa thinks his life couldn't get any more 
complicated,. he _meets an erotic seductress who turns 
all his fantasies mto a reality. While Capa desperately 
observes t!tc ~crsonalities of the Monday Night group 
to detc!m,nc 1f any are capable of murder, he falls in 
love with t,he mystery woman, Rose (Jane March). 
March s character, last seen in "The Lover" 
• 
sexuality to get everything ,he wanh. Kev 
O'Connor ("Peggy Sue Got Married" and " 
Ma_gnolias"). ~~' an excellent job showing his di 
act)ng capab1h11cs through his role as Casey. a C)1 
arust. 
Director Richard Rush has continued the sue 
he garnered from his last movie, "'Inc Stunt Man." 
metophysical action comedy that took 10 ycai 
make received three Academy Award nominatio 
The "Color of Night" feed, America\ need 10 
ps).chologist by keeping the mind of the audl 
acuvc throughout and ,1ftcr the movie. Th.,. 
thriller keeps all eyes on the screen with its 
directed use of the camera Director Richard Ru 
a winner on his hands. 
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OailY 
SS.00 A.dulls 
(Per Serles) 
&3-00 Cltlldroo 
<Unc1er ta) 
1994. 
CINEPLEX 
OOEON 
West End 
1-4 Theatre 
1101 23rd St. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 
SPONSORS: 
MOTOWN RECORD COMPANY, L P. 
THE WALT DISNEY STUDIOS 
TOWER RECORDS/VIDEO 
o..p1u .. by Ralph Sco<t 
$2.00 off ANY AdulT TickET 
wiTk Tltis AdVERTisEMENT 
It Takes Preperation To 
LEAD 
Consider Joining Howard University's 
LEADERSHIP EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
A New Approach to 
DEVELOPING TOMORROW'S LEADERS 
Eligibility: 
· 1. Junior or Senior Status 
2. A minimum GPA of 2.5 
3. Be highly motivated to make a difference 
4. Be available to attend a workshop 6:00 • 8:00 p.m. each 
Monday, and able to work for 10 hrs. per week beginning in 
January. 
'5. Complete an application form by 9 / 19 / 94 
1st Semester Leadership Workshop 
2nd Semester: Paid Internship 
MEETING 
Hilltop Lounge, Blackburn Center 
Monday 9 /12/ 94 
6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
For information and applications contact Dorothy Fogle 
Frederick Douglass Hall, Room 144 
Department of Political Science, 806-9384 
Dr. Ronald W. Walters Dr. Donn G. Davis 
Director Associate Director 
I 
I I 
I 
A.Ce1epted at 
n1.ore se1hc>ols 
than you Were. 
C VU.a U.S .A. In c. 1994 
• • 
. . 
• 
It'$ everywhere 
youvVa,rtt to be 
• 
I' IU :'\CI I' I.ES 11/ SO l ' :'\ I) RE TI IU·: ,\\ E :'\ T I:'\\" ES ·1 I:'\(; 
••CREF Stock Account ... . . . .. *****'" 
••CREF Bond Market Account ... *****'' 
•'CREF Social Choice Account .... ****"" 
ISN'T IT NICE WHEN 
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING 
YOU'VE KNOWN ALL AWNG. 
O ver 1.6 million ~pie in education and r<s•arch know 1ha1 choosing TlM·CREF 
was a smart move. And now everyone else does 
too. Becau$c 1\'\omingstar-one of the nation's 
leading touroes of variable annui1J,' :ind mutual 
fund information-has some stellar thing& to s.,.y 
about our retirement invt.nment accounts, 
•11111 comtoruble combfn■tlon of 
rt.k and r•tum ha. earned the CREF 
St ock Account• flv•atar , atfrt,g.'" • 
Afier studying CREF's performance hi110,y, 
Morningstar gave fivMlara- its highest rntina-
10 both the C REF Stock and Bond Marke, 
Account.s. and a.n imp~ssive four,.s ta.ra to the 
CREF Soci.-J Choice Accoun1~ In fac1, 1he 
CREF Stock Account was singled out as having 
~ .. one of the 1,c., lO-yoar .-..,ords amoJ18 variable 
Ensuring the future 
annuities."••· or course, past performance i.s no 
guarantee of future resuh.s. 
• ... CREF lo far ond away tM cheopHt 
varfa~• annuity out there.• 
/\lomingst.tlr also called a u cntion to C RE'FS 
• ... rock-bcmom .. fees-something that can really 
add to 1he siie of your nest~egg down the road. 
\Vhat's more, TIAA's traditional annuity-
which orTtn guara.ntecd principal and interest 
p lus the opportunity for dividends- was cited 
as having 1he highcs1 fixed account inte tcst ra te 
among all annuities in its class. 
\Vc're hnppy to accept Morningstar$ glowing 
ratings. 8ut nice M it is io focus on stars. we 11 
keep focusing on something more down-to--ea.rth: 
buadiJ18 1he financw future Y'?" want ond deserve. 
For more information :dx:ut our Morningstar 
ratings or T IAA·CREF. jus1 call 1800 842-2776. 
for those who shape it.'" 
. , 
I 
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SPORTS 
NEWS 
& 
NOTES 
Compiled by Ki sha Riggins 
HU SCORES 
-Football 
Howard 27, Mississippi ½lley St 
25 ' 
Soccer 
Howard 2, Villanova I 
Howard 0, Vi ll anova 2 
P To p 25 College Footbal 
Programs 
I. Universil)' of Florida 
2. Nebraska 
3. Notre Dame 
4. Florida State 
5. Michigan 
6. University of Miami 
7. Arizona 
8. Colorado 
9. Pennsylvania State 
I 0. Wisconsi 11 
11. Alabama 
12. Auburn University 
13. Ton11cssee 
14. UCLA 
15. ·11:xas A&M University 
16. Oklahoma 
17. Southern California Univcrsil 
18. University of North Carol in 
19. Thxas 
0. Ohio Stale 
I. Virginia Tech 
2. Illinois 
23. Washington 
4. Clemson 
. Stanford 
BASEBALL 
At press time, the Major Lcagu 
Baseball players were s till o 
·trike. The owners have set a cut 
ff date of Sept. 15 for an end 10th 
trike or the rest of the season will 
cancelled. 
San Francisco Giants outfielder 
Barry Bonds, petitioned the court 
o cut his month ly suppor 
ayments to his wife and childre 
from SJ 5,000 to $7.500. Althougl 
he judge temporar ily gran te 
Bonds' request, he later rcsdnde 
his dec ision and required th 
rncmployed Bonds 10 pay th 
riginal S 15,000 a month. 
OOTBALL 
-Wash ington Redskins waive 
former lloward corncrback 
Dondrc Owens on August 23. 
-Jerry Rice. a wide receiver for th 
an Francisco 49crs. surpassed Ji 
Brown as the career NF 
touchdown leader with 12 
touchdown scored. includ ing 
.. 
ouchdowns rushing. 
New York Giants signed formc 
Howard wide receiver/pun 
returner. Gary " Flea" Harrell as 
free agent. Terms of the contrac 
were not disclosed 10 the press. 
PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
LFONSO "PEP~ HAMILTO 
Hamilton, a junior from Charlotte 
N.C. performed well in just hi. 
ccond start as c1uarterback on th 
ollegiate leve l. Hamilto 
espondcd by rush ing for on 
ouch down and passing for anothc • 
hilc completing 16 of his 35 pas 
ttempts. 
.U. UPCOMlNC GAMES 
ENNIS 
9/12 at 3 p.m. AWAY 
H.U. vs. U. Maryland Baltimor 
unty 
9/13 at 3:30 p.m. AWAY 
11.U. vs.UDC 
Bison urin close season opener, 27-25 
By Ed Hill, J r. 
Special 10 The HILLTOP 
Few players at lloward 
University have been as dominant 
as Jose White was dur ing last 
Saturday's 27-25 wi n over 
Mississippi Valley State University 
in the Second Annual Gateway 
Classic at Busch Memorial 
Stadium in St. Louis, Missouri. 
The 6'4", 270-pound senior from 
H.D. Woodson High School in 
Washington created havoc for the 
Della Devils' offensive line, 
recording 10 tack les, 2 sacks, a 
blocked punt and a rumble 
recovery. 
"There cannot be many players 
at this level who can dominate a 
game the way Jose' did," said 
Howard Head Coach Steve Wilson. 
following the game. ·'He just made 
big play artcr big play. The 
important thing is lhat he made 
them when we needed them most.'' 
'[T~ 
-
The Bison ( 1-0) got on the board 
ea rl y after a ni ne-play, 68-yard 
drive that was capped off by a live-
yard touchdown ru n by senior 
fu llback Rupert Grant. 
Sophho more placekicke r Jason 
DeCuir, who would later figure in 
the victory, split the uprights 10 
give Howard a 7-0 lead with 6:21 
left in the first quarter. 
reccpt ionns, 54 yards) and the other the game. using a halfback option pa,s from Other standouts in the wi 
on a three-yard walk into the end Bui the Delta Devils could not Dave Arli ngton 10 Ario Hender,,on mcluded I lamilton (career high I 
zone by Hami lton just bcforc the sustain any drives. mostly due to that resulted in a touchdown. The of 35 p;.1Ssing for 213 )ard, and 
half that gave lloward a seeming))· the strong Bison defensive effort. Delta Devils again failed tocomert rD). ,ophomore wide receive 
comfortable, 21-6 advantage. So Jloward got a liulc breathing on a two-point auempt and trailed, Marco Ward (career high si 
"Sometimes you get that in room when DeCuir nailed a 27- 27-25. catches for 88 yards) an 
games. particularly the first game yard field goal with 3:32 lcft in the f'he Bison\ 13-gamc regular Cunningham ( 188 yards of all 
of the year when one team gets an third period to up the score 10 24- season winning streak appeared in purpo,e running). 
early lead,'' explained I lead Coach 12. jeopardy when Grant fumbled after The Bison take on the Pirate~ 
Wilson or his team's !~down. MVSU. fcclingthcpre\Sureof a 16-yard gain on a screen pa,s. l lampton Unher,ily tomorrow i MVSU countered with an 
cflicicnl. IO-play. 69-yard drive that 
was capped off by a ni ne-yard 
bull et from 6'5", 225-pound 
quarterback Honoree Britton to 
wide receiver Steve Booze. The 
Delta Devils, who were plagued all 
day by a poor kicking game, missed 
the first or three conversion 
aucmpts on the day and trailed 7-6 
with 2:54 minutes remaining in lhc 
half. 
"There is a tendency to relax." the fourth quarter. responded b) But White personally made sure the First Annual Grcatc 
The Delta Devils recognized it driving 70 yards on IO pl;,ys. the that the ,treak would remain intact Washington Urban League Classi 
and took advantage when Cornelius final 20 coming on another Britton for at least another week. The at Robert F. Kennedy Stadiu 
Turner returned the second half to Booze hookup. That narrowed prcscason all-America candidate Kickoff is slated for I p.m. 
kickoff 66 yards and set up a quick the de licit 10 24-19 earl\• in the and a legitimate pro prospect made The Pirate,. who enter the gam 
score by Britton that narrowed the fourth quarter. • huge back-10-back plays. MVSU with a 15-gamc winning strea 
margin 10 21-12. As the game wore on, Grant had a third-and-5 at the Bi'-On 39. dating back to 1992. arc coming o 
Despite MVSU\ spirited second became more and more or a factor White broke through and s;1cked a 24-15 win o,er Morehous 
half play,. the Bison had at least and it was hb running ( 13 carries, Britton for a 12-yard loss. Then on College in their season opener la 
three opportunities to put the game 60 yards, I TD) and pa,, recch ing the nc~t pla). a fourth-and- I 7, Saturday at home. 
away. One came arter White (4 receptions, 57 yards) that White applied prc,surc and forced "Tne, arc a well coached tea 
blocked a punt that g;1ve his team allowed the Bison to control the Brillon into an offhalancc 1hro,, with few wcaknessc"." sa) From that point, the Bison began 
10 Lake control of the rest of the hair, 
scoring two more times. once on a 
beautiful 27-yard touchdown pass 
from Pep Hamilton to James "The 
Jct'' Cunningham (three 
field position. But the Bison failed clock until DeCuir connected on a that ended the drive and the Delta 110\, ard Coach Wilson in hi 
10 convert on fourth and short. 33-yard field goal that increased the Devils· hopes or victory. aloSe~ment of I lampton which" ii 
Then White recovered a rumble lead to 27-19. "We needed someone to step up be moved up to Division I-AA nex 
deep in ~he Delta Devils' territory. On.the ensuing ,crie, of downs. in tho,c ~i1uation~ and White )ear. "We will have to pla) well t 
But again. Howard bogged down the Bison foiled to move the ball responded,'' ,aid Wilson. ··11e is win." 
on offense and MVSU was Mill in and MVSU took advantage by just a great football player:· 
Women's volleyball team kicks off n ew season 
By Shana Harris 
Hilllop Slaff Wriler 
What Howard University team other than 
the footba ll team were the Mid-Eastern 
Athletic Conference (MEAC) Champions 
last year? What team had a Fab-5 make up 
of four freshmen and one transfer rromjun ior 
college? 
:he answer to both questions is the Lady 
Sp1kcrs Volleyball team. The Lady Striker;, 
arc back_ s~~m!lcr than before while predicting 
and ant1c1pa1mg yet another championship 
season. 
Last year, it was c,cpectcd that the team 
would be talented; yet with four super 
freshmen, Brittany I Iugh.:1,. Shannyon Hollie. 
Carla Ell is, Ericka Rockwood, and a transfer 
student, LaMctricia Johnson. blending 
together and becoming a team was probably 
a concern . 
Obviously the adjustment was not too 
difficult because the Lady Spikcrs ended the 
season with a 20-9 record. 
This year, all concerns have been put aside. 
The squad is in good shape having lost only 
one player while picking up two talented 
players, freshman Adri an Lofton and 
sophomore walk-on, Margaret Nipscy. 
"We plan on picking up right where we 
left off," said junior Stacey Williams. 
Accord ing to Head Coach Linda Spencer, 
the team should have success in the MEAC 
with no problems. Her main concerns arc the 
ta lcmed teams that the Lady Spikcrs play 
ou tside of the confere nce. Teams like 
Georgetown, American and Towson State 
offer serious competition. 
If the _team stays focused and h1,mgry, 
success will come. "This team can't be 
overconfident. yet they have to have enough 
confidence," Spencer says. 
A~cord_ing to Spencer, thei r biggest 
compet111on m the MEAC is Florida A&M 
EPTEMBER 
IO Hampton Univcrsily 
Open 17 
24 
OCTOBER 
Florida A&M University 
1 Towson Stale University 
8 Bethune-Cookman 
15 Norlh Carolina Central 
22 Norlh Carolina A&T 
28 Morehouse College 
1994 Lady Spikers 
Univcrsi_1y. The games have regularly gone 
to the wire. 
"This i, a tradition that I want 10 break" 
Spencer said. ' 
One clearly re.tchahlc set b, the team is 
to improve upon the number of player~ 
selected 10 the AII-MEAC team this year. 
Last year only two player;, were selected 
despite the successfulnesi. of the team in the 
conference last year. 
"This year I would like to sec at lea,1 three 
to four of my players make it," 
Th~ team was strong in so nrnny aspects 
of thc,r game last year that it might be 
difficult 10 find areas of improvement. Last 
year. the Lady Spikers concentrated on 
defensive aspects of the game whi le offense 
came naturally to the team. 
" I want lo make a concentrated effort to 
work more on the offense and run more 
plays," Spencer said. 
'The three captains of the Lady $pikers ,ire 
,cn1or,, I aMclricia John,on. Brcsha" n 
l larri, and Requan Washington 
Harris, a senior ,ettcr on the team has 
duties that arc similar 10 the duties of ,1 
quarterback. Much of the offense runs 
through her. She is al~o the vocal leader who 
ca lms the team and dictate, the pace of the 
game. Harris wants to ~ccome ,111 opposing 
force or threat toward, mter-confcrcnce and 
outside teams. 
"I feel the team can improve our 
wcaknessc, and build on our strengths. 
Personally I would like 10 become a better 
player ovcr,1 II and keep constant 
communication with my tcammalcs." 
. Ac:ording to Spencer, Washington, a 
senior middle blocker. has grownn a lot in her 
three years on the team. Last year, 
'\\,ashington earned a MEAC Pla,cr or th 
\\ eek in the MEAC , 
•·1 reel that the real competition is outs1<1 
of the conference. I also e,pcct thi, team t 
be good for quite a while. I lughcs. Hollie 
and Rockwood will provide the leadcr,,hip, 
Washington said. 
Brittan} l lughes. a member of the heralded· 
freshman cl:1\S from last )·car is vCr) 
confident in the team's ability. 
"I kno\\ this team i, re all) talented and'! 
has the poten1h1all lor an undefeated ,ea'()n 
We can beat an}0nc and there is no ren,o 
wh~ we should lose tu am 1e;1m." ll ughc 
bchevc,. 
c: • La,1 w cckcnd the I.ad) Spiker 
part1c1pated 111 the Georgetown l.aoor Oa 
0 Clns.s1c 'Rmrnamcnt and captured third pl.ice 
after losmg 10 Georgetown in three ..ct, and 
~niven,it) ol Murylnnd, Baltimore Count) 
in three sets, while beating Loyol.o 
Universit} in five sets. , 
"I was satisfied "ith the results of th 
tournament because no" we know what w 
need to do in order to beat non-conference 
teams," Washington said 
The Lady Spiker-. \\Ould like to encourage 
all I loward students and volleyball Ian, 111 
come out and watch all home game,, which 
are free. Each home g,1me will be dedicated 
10 ;i _certain organi✓ation or group on campus. 
Tonight at 6 p.m. in Burr G)mnasium, the 
Lad) Spikers pla) against Robert Morri,. 
and arc ,pon,oring Greek Night. 
"We arc extending an invitation to all 
Greek fraternitic~ and wroritic, on campu, 
10 come to the game and show their ,upport 
of the team and their organization,: 
W,1,hington said. 
"We arc trying I(> mcrcasc the number of 
fan, at our game, bcc,m,c we want the 
,tudent body to become aware of the \\Omen\ 
volleyball team here at I loward." 
SEPTEMBEJ994 Volleyball Schedule t 1994 Howard Soccer Schedule 
RFK 
Away 
Home 
RFK 
Away 
RFK 
Away 
9 Robert J\,lorris 6 p.m. ,' SEPTEMBER 13 Towson State 16 C 6 p.m. 10 U.M.B.C. Va. ommonwealth Tournamenl TBA 14 21 George Mason University James Madison 
23-24 St. Peter's Tournameni 1?rfArn. 17 New J ersey 'Jech. 27 J\,forgan Stale University 6 21 Navy 
28 American University p.m. 24 Mount St. Mary's 
I p.m. 
J p.rn. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 1>,m. 
2p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
0 
30 MEAC Tournament 7r p.m. 28 George Washinglon 
CTOBER BA OCTOBER 
l M~AC ~ound Robin (cont'd) TBA S Va. Commonwealth 7:30 p.m. 
NOVEMBER 
5 
12 
19 
South Carolina S1ate 
Morgan Stale Universily 
Delaware Stale Universily 
Away 
Home I 
Home I 
6
7 8
u m".ers1ty of Maryland/Eastern Shore 6 p.m 7 American Uni v. 7:30 p.m. 
- W1111hrop Tournament TBA · I 2 Loyola Universi1y 4 p.m. 
11 Robert Morris 3 19 George Mason 1 p m 13 Delawa~ State University 6 P::· 25 William & Mary 7:30 · · 18 University of Maryland/Eas1ern Shore 6 p m · p.m. . 
20-21 Howard University Classic TifA · 29 St. Francis College 1 p.m. I 
I 
I 
I 
Bold game is Homecoming. 
25 Morgan S1a1c un ·, ·1 · 1 NOVEMBER verSi Y 6 p.m. , NOVEMBER 
I Coppin S1a1e Collesc 6 t 5 U.D.C. 4 Delaware Slate Un(versi\y 6 P:~: : 
11 -12 MEAC Champmnshtps TifA 1 
Home games are in bold. 
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1-800-COLLECT ., 
HOWARD INTRAMURALS AND RECREATI.ON 
BILLIARDS 
VOLLEYBALL TENNIS TOURNAMENT 
ENTRIES DUE ENTRIES DUE ENTRIES DUE 
October 3 - 1 3 September 5 - 15 September 5 - 12 
LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION 
Lower Burr Banneker Takoma University Center Recreation 
Gymnasium Tennis Cou rts Area Game Room 
TEAM MEETING TEAM MEETING PHONE 
October 14 September 16 
PHONE PHONE 
806-7226/7227 806-7226/7227 
1-800-COLLECT ® 
Save The People You Call Up To 44 %.* 
806-7226/7227 
! news flash! 
Undergraduate photos are now being taken in the 
music listening room in the Blackbum center until 
September 16th, 1994. You may take your photo 
between 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Senior photos will be taken September 19th -
October 22nd. 
Attention 
to all interseted in participating in the 
production of the 1995 Bison Yearbook. 
The interest meeting will be 
September 15, 1994, at 7 p.m. in the 
Forum in Blackbum Center 
All returning howardites 
If you have not picked up your 199~Bison yearbook, 
come by the Bison office, Blackbum G-6 with 
identification to get it. Hurry before they are 
g One!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
. . ' 
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Since 1924 
No .. Way, Jose' 
Around the globe for decades, tb.c possibility of 
coming 10 America has dominated /he dreams of 
would-be immigrants. Men and women fleeing wars, 
genocide, poverty and religious persecution h~ve 
arrived in this country with more hope,than anythm,g 
else, and have sought to make realJlies out of thcu-
respcctive American dreams. 
Encouraged by pro-United State~• public relations 
campaigns on a global scale and ·anli-communisl 
propaganda, they envisioned the United Stales as a 
friendly ncil!,hbor that always had room for a few more 
dreamers. Aowcvcr, recent Clinton admin istration 
policy changes and its management of Haitian and 
Cuban boa• people have altcrco that vision. 
Immigration has become America's worst nightmare 
and the call to close the borders is more widespread and 
heard with greater a(lpeal than possibly ever before. 
Potential immigrants from Haiti and Coba-presenlly 
E>_Ondcring their predicament in a, purgatory called 
Guantanamo Bay- are finding out tl!c, hard way that 
Americans arc sickening of the worlcj's /ired, poor and 
huddled masses. 
' ' 
It seems that for immigrants seeking America's 
shores the beckoning of the Statue of Li6crty's torch 
has been replaced by a neon "no vacancy" sign: Th~sc 
fleeing Cuba, welcomed for d~cades a~ smalf v1ctor1cs 
in a philosophical and 1dcolog1cal war wi th 
communism, are no longer met with open arms. 
The United States' immigration policy has been 
labeled racist by those who see a clear difference 
between 1bc way European immigrants arc treated. and 
the way their Cari_bbcan 31)0 Lat in ~me~1can 
counterparts arc. As with most things, racism mcvuably 
infects American foreign policy. But the decision 10 cap 
the flow of immigrants represents prudent policy, not 
racism. 
Clearly, America can no longer afford to permit a 
deluge of immigrants to overflow its borders. The 
resources that immigrants absorb- health carc1 food 
and housing subsid.es- arc desperately necacd to 
address the myriad of citizen's needs. 
This is not racism and it is not xenophobia. It is the 
reluctan1 realization that America must increase 
immigration control across the board- and it's about 
Criffle Bill spells 
trouble for brothers 
In any election year you can bet your life that every 
(lOlitician from senator to alderman is going to turn up 
ihe volume on anti-crime rhetoric. TJris year, of course, 
has been no different as office scckc;,rs-of every stature 
campaigned to make sure their constituents know that 
if the votes fall their way, criminals will pay. 
Congress recently approved the strongest crime bill 
ever. The polls open in November. Enough said. 
Unfortunately, partisan bickering over components 
of the crime bill during its development dominated 
news coverage and dislracted the American public. It 
also prevented a closer analysis of wha~stiffer sentences 
mean to African Americans when applied to an already 
racist criminal justice system. 
Past election day results have shown time and time 
again that such "get tough on crime" rhetoric does well 
with the voters. [I is the type of language that cases the 
fears of citizens who are confronted daily with rampant 
lawlessness and violence. It is precisely what Willie 
Horton ads arc made of. 
That is why crime legislation was second only to 
health care on the agendas of Capitol Hill lawmakers 
this summer. It is also why Democrats and Republicans 
competed so desperately to wrestle ideological control 
and ownership of the crime issue away from each other. 
To these politicians the goal was clear: whichever 
party (and mdividual legislators for that mailer) 
succeciled in winning the battle over the toughest 
crime bill ever would surely win the hearts and votes 
of the American public. 
ln the end, the Republicans lost. However, young 
Black men will be the real losers. • • 
As evidence, the new legislation creates over 60 new 
crimes for which the death penalt)' can be applied 
including treason and carjacking. This means that 
more Black bodies will continue to fry and in even 
more lopsided numbers. 
ln an aucmpt to soften the deadly blow this 
legislation will have, the COngressional Black Caucus 
tried to tack the Racial Justice Act onto the crime 
package. This addendum would have allowed death 
row convicts to introduce statistical information on 
capital punishment in their appeals. This data could be 
used 10 depict the racis1 imbalance in executions and 
assist the convict's appeal. 
I 
The measure was quickly shot down by 
conservatives who probably viewed it as another quota 
bill: "They arc not going to tell us how many Black 
people we can fry!" 
Additionally, the pO()ular "three strikes and you're 
out" l)rovision m this bill will undoubtedly result in 
more Blacks being thrown behind bars. This law will 
require that any person convicted of three violent 
felonies be incarcerated for life. 
For young Black men and women who have made 
mistakes earl)' in their Jives. this law could mean the 
destruction of any meaningful and lawful future. It 
seems that (in the eyes of this new Jaw) anyone 
convicted ofibrcc armed robberies can not possibly be 
rehabilitated. No mailer how young or how promismg. 
Crime is a P,roblem that affects the African American 
community hke no other and, as a result, a great deal 
of support for this bill has developed within our ranks. 
Indeed, the bill docs have some components that wi ll 
go a long way toward decreasing the level of crime on 
our streets and in our neighborhoods. 
The $30.2 billion bill provides funding for the hiring 
of 100,000 new police officers that will make the 
streets safer. It bankrolls the construc1ion of jails across 
the country and provides funding for the creation of 
boot camps for youth offenders. 
Crime prevention programs will be created with 
formula grants given to communities in need of crime 
reduction. An additional $1 billion will be spent on 
drug courts, which seek to rehabilitate first-time or non-
violent offenders with intensive treatment and 
supervision rather than incarceration. 
The sale and manufacture of 19 types of assault 
weapons and copycat models has been banned for 10 
years. The embargo will, hopefully, save lives and slow 
the tlow of blood: 
The criminal justice system is racist. Plain and 
simple. However1 if we arc ever going to change it, we must start by Keeping a watchfu l eye over the 
development of the Jaws and penalt ies that will 
continually incarcerate African-Americans faster than 
any other group. 
Had more atlcntion be given to this new crime bill 
during its embryonic stages, perhaps we could have 
prevented what is surely 10 come. 
Not in my back yard! 
Like most Howard Un iversity students, I am not a 
permanent resident of the District of Columbia. But I 
have spent the belier part of three years here and can't 
help but feel a little auachcd to this city. 
Artcrall, the icons of our national government yield 
an awesome view from my little room in the Towers. I 
can't help but live and breathe D.C. politics. rvc 
endured the oppressively humid summers. I pay my fair 
share of daily taxes to tlic city. And I 'vc paid more than 
my share to the District's fine Bureau of Traffic 
Adjudication. 
Thus, I feel compelled to call this dynamic city my 
home. So like any otl!er resident, I get mad when people 
trash my home with obscene grafiui. And a few 
advertisers from FOX Thlcvision's "Melrose Place" 
have done just that. 
In an effort to promote the season premiere of the 
network's prime time hit, the ad crew behind ''Melrose 
Place" have strewn profanity across metro bus stops all 
over our neighbor~ood. The ad features the sliow's 
blonde-haired, blue-eyed, all-American bad girl star, 
Heather Locklear. And etched in script just above a 
prissy smirk reads, "Mondays arc a Bitch." 
I beg your pardon. I can nardly stand the sight of 
that word printed here in The HILCTOP, much fess in 
my own backyard! 
As if children today don't get their ample dose of 
profanity and obscenity in music, on television and 
from expressive I-shirts, now they tiave one of the most 
disrepectful misnomers for women clearly spelled out 
' . 
. . 
for their viewing pleasure. Quite a spcllin,¥ lesson for 
the young ones on their way to school isn t it? 
I can only speculate about the rationale behind this 
indiscriminate placement of such blatantly offensive 
ads. Perhaps some creative bunch of clever advertisin;: 
gurus concluded that the use of such profanity ts 
publically condoned in our community. 
Maybe they figured no one would mind since the 
"b-word" is sucfi a common feature of society's 
vocabulary. Did they really think the word is so 
ingrained m our ps>.:che that we wouldn't care enough 
to resl)Ond when it sprinted casually on the corner of 
Georgia and Florida Avenues and every other local bus 
stop? 
Whatever the rationale was1 it was totally off base. Every ad has its target auaience and I think my 
temporary neighbors at Howard University, as well as 
my permanent neighbors in northeast, northwest, 
southeast and southwest Washington, O.C. should be 
offened that "Melrose Place" chose to target us this way. 
1 don'1 want the young. imprcssiona61e kids in my 
commumly to have to read that. l don't want the sweet 
little old women waiting for the bus to have to read that. 
I don't want to have to read it. But it never fails to catch 
my eye and subsequently tick me off. 
So FOX, I ask that you take your trash 10 another 
Place ... try that area around zip code 90210. Or did you 
not want to offend the fine cit12ens ofthat commumty? 
Alumna speaks 
• t • I Each mornmg when I wake up, I whisper a sarcastic 
hello to a world that seemingly does no't welcome me. 
The hello is sarcastic because it also serves as a silent 
prayer !0 a ,yorld th~t can verY. wcH get.the best out of 
me while st tll creatmg my rum. Yet-.aoiJ,still, I say to 
you, welcome and hello! Not in 1he traditional sense 
but rather a welcome to the harshness that life seems 
to offer these days. And hello to tho ''.real," not-so-nice 
world we live in. · • .. 
As you become familiar with iou'r ·s~rroundings 
remember that Howard will be your 'home" fur the next 
four years. In your temporary htimc, crime rates 
escalate daily, gang violence increases steadily and the 
dropout rates soar alarmingly. Certainly, talkmg about 
these problems will not make them q1sappear. In an 
effort to prc:>motc humanity and good"'.ill, you should 
lend a hclpmg hand to the community that may be on 
the brink of destruction. 
To those of you for whom this is the first time you've 
been away from home, you will be faced with a variet>.' 
of scenarios while at "The Mecca," and in this nations 
capitol. Some of those scenarios will no doubt 
strengthen your character, while others will seem too 
weaken your pride. Do not be dismayed by the 
experiences that life will deal you. Just remember that 
your futures ~re being shaped by all your past and 
present experiences. 
Kn?w_your past in order not to repeat it. The 
nature of hfe 1s to change. Knowin_g your past allows 
you to recognize where change 1s needed in your 
present. How3!d Unive~ity has a rich history matched 
by our even richer heritage. As students of such an 
illu~trious institution, you have a legacy to keep and 
an 1m~gc to. uphold. lo keep ing this legacy and 
upholdmg th!s image, make sure that you ac:quaint 
yourselves with the people for whom the buildings in 
which many of your classes are held and some of you 
reside and named. 
We arc a faa_tily. Our family stretches far and wide 
spanning the Diaspora. Cherish your family. 
Dedicated to freshmen class by Maleika S. Mosley 
. . 
., 
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Letter froin the 
Editorial Editor 
To HILLTOP readers, 
As Editorial Editor of the 1994-95 HILLTOP I find 
myself fortunate enough to be in an extremely 
rewarding position. My post enables me to stay 
connected with the intellectual and ideological pulse 
of this magnificent institution which is at once diverse, 
well-informed and provocative. The scope of ideas 
generated by students, faculty and others at Howard is 
expansive and enlightening. Without ques1ion. these 
ideas, plans, thoughts and points of view deserve to be 
heard and spotlighted. 
COntrary to what some would have you believe, 
Howard Umversity maintains a bountifur cornucOJ?ia 
of varying views and agendas. We arc not easily 
labeled and cannot be lumped together within a singular 
framework. It is important that we support and culuvate 
this diversity as it is what makes this mstitution special. 
In keepmg with 1hat mi~ion, this year every bsue 
of the HILLFOP will foaturc a column by one of four 
student columnists. Between them, our columnists 
represent varying schools of thought and frames of 
mmd. More than likely, they will incite campus wide 
conversation surrounding topical issues and student 
concerns. Read the columns and let us know what you 
think. 
Additionally, the HILi.TOP provides a weekly forum 
that presents the views of our readership. The 
Perspectives page represents our continued effort to 
WI: W &LCOMI: YOUR L STTa,1a AND COMM~NTS 
highlight the issues that affect our community and 
initiate dialogue from within. This forum provides an 
arena in which debate is conducted and conccnsus is 
built. However, it is largely up to studenL~. facult)', 
administrators and alumni to keep the conver,;ation 
flowing. 
This newspaper eagerly accepts and encourages 
feedback from our rea<lers. If there are issues tllat 
concern you and you feel others should be concerned 
as well, write a letter to the editor. If you are enrolled 
in a thought-provoking course more people should 
know about, construct a personal commentary 
delineating its merits. 
A myriad of economic, political and social 
impediments currently block our ascent as a people. In 
order to address these barriers and attempt to remove 
them, we must first recognize their nature and their 
injunou~ effectS. The sofutions to our problems are 
undoubtedly located within the minds of the Howard 
University family. We must begin to evaluate them and 
develo_p a course of action. 
Simply put, the HILLTOP serves as a "'-onderful 
medium for the exchange and discussion of your ideas 
and thoughts. What are they? 
Sincerely, 
Paul Arnold 
THE HIL.LTOPWELCOMES YOUR VIEW& ON ANY PUBLIC ISSU •• FACULTY. ADMINISTRATORS. STAllf·P', 
STUDENTS AND ALUMNI ARE ENCOURAGED TO SttARIE TH&IR ORIGINAL. IORAS A N D OPINIONS. 
W I: PUBLISH ONLY MATERIAL ADDRESSED TO US. WE ROUTI N ELY l!DIT LE.TTl!RS ,-OR SPAC& AND 
CORRt£CT ERRORS OF STYLE. SPELLING A ND PUNCTUATION. LETTt:RS AS WELL AS COMMIENTARICS MUST 
DE TYPED AND SIGNED, COMPLETE WITH FULL ADDRl!.S5 A N D TELl!PHON E NUMBER. 
THI! OPINIONS EXPRESSIED ON THE EDIT·ORIAL P AG E OF TH£ HIL.LTOPARE SOL.ltLY T HII'. Yl & WS OP' 
THI! EDITORIAL BOARD, AND 00 NOT NECESSA RILY REFLECT THlt OPI NIONS OF HOWARD UNIVERSITY ITS 
ADMINIST·RATION , THE HILLTOP BOARD OR THE STUOl!NTa. • 
PLEASE ADDRESS LETTER$ ANO COMMENTS TO: 
EDITORIAL EDITOR 
THE HILLTOP 
2251 SHERM A N AVE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, 0 .C, 20059 
PHONE: (202.) 8011•88811 
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PERSPECTIVf~S 
Dr. J oyce A. Ladner 
Reclai1ning Ho\Vard's glorious past 
Howard Universi1y has a glorious appropria1ion has remained na1, which in the bes1 and most compe1i1ive education ac1ions 1ha1 must be 1aken if our institution 
In 1his firsl column of mine for 1he 
HILLTOP, I would like 10 ~ay a few words 
aboul developmems here at Howard since 
1he summer vacation. I will begin, however, 
by 1hanking 1he cdi1or and staff for 1his 
opportunity and by welcoming you 10 
I loward for 1hc 1994-95 academic year. 
history, one on which I need not dwell on REAL terms, taking inna1ion into account, possible. is 10 survive and prosper through the 
in the HILi.TOP. which itself ha, chronicled means a decrease in funding. We have opened a new dormitory this nineties and into the 21st century. 
the rise of many of our graduates into By and large, these fac1ors have not been year, and several other dormitories have TI1erc is, of course, no joy in this process. 
posi1ions of leadership. The University is taken into account in our spending. From undergone repairs and refurnishing. And But neither is there an alternative. 
second 10 none in the production ofleadcrs this point on, they MUST be. We have no although Carver is still under renova1ions, Howard must be- and must remain-
of African descent. The names of our choice. Like other institutions 1hroughout al l students affected by that projec1 have fiscally stroag if ii is to be strong as a 
graduates arc like a who's who of the country- the Cal ifornia System, the been domiciled elsewhere on campus. A serious educational institution. We must be 
leadership in 1his country and in various New York city and state universities, Smith, new gender equity program has been free 10 set our own agenda, 10 set our own 
II promises 10 be an exciting year. What 
can be more exciting or significant 1han 1he 
appearance here on Oc1obcr 7 of Sou1h 
African Presiden1 Nelson Mandela! This 
will be a banner day in the his1ory of 1hi, 
great institution. 
countries abroad. II muM remain w. 1hc Un iversity of Pennsylvania, c1c.- we initiated. And I have scheduled monthly goals, and lo work al our own pace in 
We must continue to serve, as no other must trim spending. meetings with student leaders 10 s1ay acaomplishing the mission of Howard 
institution can, a deprived constituency. Even our major corporations arc not abreast of student concerns. And let us not University. We must nol allow others 10 do 
Howard University must continue 10 be an immune- Xcrnx, IBM, General Motors, forgc1 1he campus clean-up- a measure any of these things 1hat are-and have been 
oasis with a goal of academic excellence all have been forced into a recognition of sure 10 improve "the place where we live." for more than 127 ycars--1he responsibility 
and a clear record of unparalleled new and more stringent economic As to 1he •·restructuring;· a number of and the privilege of the Howard Universi1y 
"Rc,1ructuring," a word which you have 
been hearing a great deal since your return, 
is a process in which we are involved 1ha1 
is designed 10 guaramec many more such 
days as we move inevitably 1oward the 21s1 
century. Like many olher ins1i1u1ions in 
American socie1y- business. 
manufacturing, social services, even 
government- Howard University is 
having to confronl 1hc economic and fiscal 
reali1ie, of 1he ninc1ics. To many, such 
reali11c~. he,• .'<r real, are not comforting. 
accomplishment. conditions in thiscouniry. The lesson is, we steps have been taken. For example, there fami ly and its leadership. 
In order 10 do so, however, we must must set priori1ies 10 begin 1his process of is a hiring freeze in force. There is also a A weakened Howard is vu lnerable to 
remain strong. And if we do lhis, we mus1 doing more wilh less. freeze on spending. This year's budget is threats from both insiders and outsiders. In 
face the fact 1hat forthc past several years. As your president, I have se1 smaller 1han that of last year. this one year of assignment given me by the 
Howard University has been spending more strengthened academic programs and Even so, other measures must be iaken Board of 'lruslees, I do not intend that we 
money 1han it has been taking in. Perhaps improved services 10 students as my top as well. These will include all-out efforts shall be weak. 
in our cffor1 to be all 1hings 10 all people, priorities. S ince becoming president three 10 increase the enrollment, similar efforts Instead, we expect to build on our past 
we have overlooked a simple fact of months ago, I have said- and you will hear to increase productivity 1hroughou1 1he strengths and 10 prepare for a tomorrow that 
economic life-one can not spend beyond me say it again and again- education is university, the elimination of waste at all is even more illustrious. That means 
one's means and remain solvent. our product, and studenlS are our client. levels, 1hc acceleration of automation in our making the required sacrifices NOW and 
Compared to other institutions of I have seen 10 it, and I shall continue 10 various systems 10 improve efficiency and continuing 10 live our lives within our 
Ho1\.irJ Universily is special. It is no1 
mercl) an cduca1ional in,1itu1ion, but also, 
and more impor1an1ly, a na1ional lrcasurc. 
II ha~ meant much and conlinues 10 mean 
a grea1 dea l 1hroughou1 1his ci1y, this 
country, and indeed, in 01hcr parts of the 
world. This ins1itu1ion must be preserved. 
comparable size, our work force is much insist, that the Howard University budget cffec1ivcncss, the training of employees means in the days ahead. 
100 large. There is a great deal of wa,1c a1 renect 1his philowphy. Thus, in the series wi1h the same end in mind, the selling of I invite you to join me in what is no less 
I loward, including duplication of service,. of "restructuring'' measures we arc forced sclcc1cd disposable assets, 1hc building of than a crusade to assure tha1 we lei Howard 
for example, supplies, goods and even 10 iake 10 insure survival, student services high performance teams at all levels, and be Howard! 
courses. There has been 100 liule will NOT be curtailed. Students who arc "rcs1ructuring".,... that is, the down-sizing 
produc1ivi1y for the money spenl. wage employees of the University will be of 1hc Howard University workforce. 
And there is 1he lingering problem of cxcmp1ed from 1hese reductions. Yes, like other institutions, we shall have Joyce A. Ladner is Howard Universitys 
Interim President. the surcharge on foreign students, which On the 01her hand, we have iakcn several to el iminate staff positions as a means of 
lls impor1anc,: is such that I have often 
said 1ha1 if Howard did no1 exist, ii would 
be necessary 10 crea1e it. 
has meant a decrease in 1his population at ini1ia1ives 10 improve 1hc lot of students, the reducing the size of our workforce. This, as 
the same lime of a general enrollment goal being 10 provide an optimal well as the other measures outlined above, 
decline. Most of all, our federa l cnvironmen1inwhichs1uden1scanrcceive is the first step in a series of budgetary ) 
Climbing family tree for knowledge 
Shahnaaz Davidson 
I lcr face brought 10 mind the 
facc,oflhe \\Omen on 1hc Egyptian 
parchmcn1 paintings that we buy 
from art galleries and s1rec1 ,endors 
accro" this countr), Je1 black hair. 
almond-shaped eyes, and a 
confident Mrul that conjured up 
bolh jealousy and admiration from 
those who would come in contact 
wi1h her. 
She told the talc of how she left 
a s1rie1 East Indian family and her 
home in East Africa so 1ha1 she 
could find herself and her roots in 
India. This was no small feat for a 
young woman of 1wenty in 1960. 
"I knew that I was Indian, but I 
never fell 'Indian'," she said. "I 
wanted to become a doc1or. so with 
encouragement from my older 
sister, I attended 1he University in 
India." 
'What a strong woman," I 
thought. 
Rarely do we hear such stories 
of strong women in our studies or 
in our daily li,es. especially those 
about strong women of color. This 
is the stuff great novels are made of. 
I couldn't wait to hear the rcs1 of her 
s1ory. 
She went on 10 dc1ail her clashes 
with a strict Muslim family who 
wanted 10 leave ilS histOr) behind. 
The) had fallen prey to British 
colonialists who convinced 1hcm 
that the relatives 1hey lcf1 behind in 
India were inferior 10 1hosc in 
Africa. Their Bri1ish accents and 
western clothing were a carbon 
copy of the colonialist, 
I immediately 1hough1 of 1he 
parallel, in 1he African American 
community. If we take the lime to 
explore 1hem, the similnri1ies we 
can find wi1h those of other cultures 
arc amazing. 
The woman·s name was Nargis 
Sundcrji, a name 1hat did not hide 
her heritage or her religion. which 
she was proud of. Bri1ish innuence 
had not yet penctra1cd 1hc cuhure 
enough to cause names 10 rencc1 a 
denied heritage. 
So she studied Biology in India 
and eventually 1ravellcd 10 Canada 
where she met her husband. He 
was also an Eas1 African of Indian 
descent. He had recently been 
forced 10 leave his home in Uganda 
along wi1h all other Indian, on the 
orders ofldi Amyn. Needless to say, 
he was starting from scra1ch in his 
new Canadian home but he was 
determined to make it. With hi, 
s1rong parlner, he would do just 
that. 
Their courtship was a wh irlwind 
of tame but romantic interludes. 
cross-continental plane 1rips and 
probably not enough discussion of 
compatibility. But in 1994 they arc 
still together, acting like 
newlyweds. It musl have been pre• 
Living in a facade of Black 
Consiousness at Howard 
Russell ruckford sake of knowledge, no drive towards social 
engineering for the sake of collective action. 
She wears no steel girdle. Neither gate nor Token for gramcd. Howard·s dis1inc1ly Black 
fence rims her expanse. No wall, no kraal is identity has also become diluted. So much so that 
erected along her perimeters 10 keep some in and we accept the reality of a dis-jointed and 
01hers out. Yet Howard University is a vaccuum. polarized student body. We are quick 10 applaud 
a killing noor of consciousness. and her studcnis our own diversity, nol as a challenge for 
are alive and well ... living in a box. mapping-ou1 common ground. but as an excuse 
H.U. students arc professional equivoca1ors. for complacency. 
They are soap-box radicals turned ultra- Where are the unwritten rules that collegiate 
conservative darlings. They have shrouded brothers and sisters have 10 abide by in order to 
themselves in self-serving rhetoric and wander be accepted as positive by other Black students? 
in a mist of pseudo-Blackness. These giddy What regimen of social consciousness must 
mcmbersofthcracehavenurturedamains1rcam H.U. students follow in order 10 avoid being 
apa1hy, a peculiar excuse from struggle that excommunicated by their peers? Indeed, there is 
leaves 1hem comfortably numb. none. 
The bulk of H.U. students seem to think that II is simply 100 easy to be Black at Howard. 
fixing a standard of Blackness--a set of specific I will not stand by and hear brothers and sisters 
criteria by which Blackness is judged • would sing songs of self-righteousness because they 
bar our progress. We chortle 1ha1 Blackness has have created a "do your own 1hang'' ethos here. 
no definition, that each bro1her or sister should This is a tired lyric. If you dig drugs, dig alcohol. 
have their own in1erpre1a1ion of what it means dig unsafe sex, dig gangstas, dig disrespecting 
to be Black. It is impossible, we fret, 10 assign the sisters, dig disrespecting 1he brothers. dig 
a fundamental racial analogy to a group as political apathy. dig 101ing guns, dig being loud 
diverse as ours. We declare, simply, 1ha1 Black and aggressive, dig wearing your pants around 
is Black. your ankles. dig rape, dig ignorance, dig 
This attitude is a misinterpretation at best and shallowness or dig fillh, you will find a clique 
a gross case of selling-ou1 a1 worst. al Howard 1ha1 will dig you. We are not a bunch 
We have allowed the definition of Blackness of long-haired hippies. so why do we tout this 
10 become so frayed, so ambiguous, 1ha1 it can tolerance of mediocrity? 
be of no use 10 us any longer. If a sister is wearing shorts that stop before 
TI1cre surges no ethic at Howard to fasten all her rear-end does, she is not liberated or sexy, she 
of us 10 a specific set of ideals. One feels no is undressed. When a brother is leaping in and 
pressure upon entering this institution to strive out_of near-strangers' ~~ds. he is not a ··mack;' 
for uplift. There is no culture of concerted he 1s an AIDS case waiting 10 happen. We must 
makes 1hesc kinds of behaviors unfavorable, 
unacceptable, and decidedly un-Black. 
Blackness al Howard mu,1 not be merely an 
aesthetic, either- an ar1is1ic rendering of one·s 
outward appearance or the colorful twist 1ha1 one 
puts in one's speech. Black must not be apathetic, 
with no substance 01her than its own 
glorification, and no plan 01her than its own 
indulgence. 
If we wear oils and scream 1hrough bullhorns 
and lock our hair and bring back Afros and sag 
our Girbauds and call each other"God" and wag 
our hips and pop our fingers and freestyle in front 
of Blackburn and ca1 at Popcye·s and wear 
beads, f1l!dallions. Kentc and mudclolh, and 
hike-up one pant leg and compose poetry and do 
·'the butterny" at Ouiglcy"s. it is still not enough. 
Black must be a conscience, 100. A conscience 
1hat does not delineate uniformity, but does 
dictate collec1ive ac1ion for the sake of progress. 
H.U. should not be a haven for listlessness. 
H.U. should be a place where Black is a 
quali1a1ive entity, always being questioned, 
pursued and fought for. A place where bro1hers 
and sisters spit bullets at those who are apa1hetic 
to their school and 10 the community. For if H.U. 
is 10 remain the "capstone•· of Black education, 
1hcn 1ha1 capstone must be a pu lpit of 
con,ciousness, rather than a pedestal of 
ignorance. 
Russell Rickford wrires a momhly column 
for rite HILL70P. 
struggle, no campaign for social research forthc create a protocol. a standard at H.U. which 
Solving tomorrow's problems today 
increasing exponentially around us. Personal accountabi lily is do it. The whole endeavor is Anika Simmons 
Hindsight is always 20/20, they 
say. Things arc always clearer to us 
after they happen. That's why we 
know how we should have 
answered a test question only after 
we got the fail ing grade. Or why we 
see how we could have avoided an 
accident only af1er the car is totaled. 
These are 1he kind of 1hings that 
make life interesting. And irrirnting. 
I say irri1a1ing because it bugs 
me the way our society, in general, 
and the African-American 
community. in particular, usually 
reacts after the fact (if at all). Why 
do we deal with sex, drugs, 
violence, guns, homelessness and 
illi1cracy only after things have 
gotten out of control? 
We all know 1hese problems arc 
ye1 we choose to ignore them until essential for without it, we will poin1less if no ac1ion is 1aken. 
a statistic about 1een pregnancy on never achieve unity, and wi1hou1 Check out community ou1 reach 
the news, or a story about a 13-ycar- unity, nothing will ever change. oppor1uni1ics. Tutor. Volunt_eer at a 
old murderer in 1hc newspaper jars Imagine how much better our homeless shelter. Find a child who 
us from ourapa1he1ics1ate. Then we communi1ics could be if every needs attention and give ii. The 
shake our heads in disbelief, person let go of his or her opportunities to become involved 
wonder what the world is coming preoccupation with self. are practically endless. As long as 
to. If unity sounds like a good but you are touching a life posi1ively, 
For those of you who fit this farfctched idea, then the second you arc part of the solution. 
description, all is no1 lost. There is fac1or- optimism -is crucial for Our world will never be perfect, 
a way 10 fix some of the sores that you. Think abou t it. If everyone bu1 there is no reason for it to be in 
fester in our communities. What doub1s that we can uni le to become lhe condition 1ha1 it is in now. 
we need 10 do is to take some stronger, we won't. But if everyone Shoulda', coulda', woulda'-but 
preventative measures to build up a has faith in our abil i1ies as a group didn't- will not suffice now. We 
healthy communi1y. we can. The mind is a powerful can not afford to keep solving 
This i, not an easy task. To some tool. problems with hindsight. It is 1ime 
people it may seem impossible if The third factor necccssary for 10 be focused, unified and 
certa in requirements are not a heallhy community is an obvious committed. It is time for foresight. 
fufilled-the most impor1an1 being one: personal involvemen1. 
commi1men1 from each person in Theories formed from group 
the community. discussions in dorm rooms will not 
Anika Simmons writes a mo111My 
column at the HILLTOP. 
arranged by God, Himself. I am a 
1rue believer in these things, but 
1hen, 1ha1·s ano1her column. 
Narg.is and her husband arc very 
proud Africans of Indian heritage 
who run a successfu l four star 
res1aurant called Kiliminjaro in 
Vancouver. You can find East 
African and East Indian cuisine 
1ha1 will rival 1ha1 of any res1aurant 
in the world. 
The woman with the fascinating 
history is my aunt. I met her for the 
first time on ly a year ago. I never 
actually took 1he lime to talk with 
her until this year. After speaking 
wi1h her, I was both saddened and 
elated. Saddened because I had 
missed years of stories and the 
innuencc of such a strong woman 
in my life, but elated because of the 
prospect of building a relationship 
and learning more about myself 
through her in 1hc future. 
The point I am 1rying to make 
here is simple. If you do not know 
much about your family and their 
history, take time to find out about 
it. If you are close to your rela1ives, 
lake advantage of your relationships 
and learn something. You would 
be amazed what you might find 
out. To know our history and our 
heritage just may be the key 10 
coming 1oge1her as a people. 
Sha/111azz Davidson writes a 
1110111/rly co/1111111 for the HILL70P. 
Activism stifled 
David Gaither 
Students have always been the heart of mass movements in Black 
America and throughout the world. Students were 1he spark of the Civil 
Rights movement, the Black Power movement, and other revolutions across 
the globe. 
Along with a desire 10 excel academically, I came 10 Howard wan1ing 
10 be a part of 1he historic presence of s1uden1 activism on campus. I was 
disappoin1ed after my first semester because ofthe lack of consciousness 
among Howard students. 
I was refreshed and overjoyed when hundreds of students rallied together 
at the beginning of last semester in support of African- American 
entrepreneurship and a series of other issues critical 10 this university. 
What followed later on in the year was a huge controversy which saw 
Howard·s budget, administra1ion and entire existence hang in the balance. 
Now a new year has begun. Howard's budget has suffered. There is a 
new adminis1ra1ion. The reputation has been tarnished. Moreover, the 
freedom of s1uden1s has been sacrificed. 
Since the induction of Howard·s interim adminis1ra1ion, many policies 
have been insliluled which have undermined 1he freedom of students. The 
most blatantly heinous policy is 1he curren1 moratorium Howard is under. 
By prohibiting any group or individual from reserving rooms wi1hin the 
university, the moratorium esscmially strips students of the freedoms of 
speech and assembly. 
Not only can no outside speaker come to the university, in many cases 
it is student organizations that cannot mee1. Howard has always been 
known for bringing the most admired, sought after, and scholarly speakers 
from around the world 10 this campus. 
If Howard is supposed to be the "Mecca•· and most the prestigious 
historically Black college in the country, then where docs this suggest the 
future of Afr ican-American academia is headed? 
Dr. Joyce Ladner and the Ho1vard University adminis1ra1ion arc not 
the first among those in the position of leadership who have let down their 
people 10 gain favor with those outside Black America. Many Black leaders 
have bowed down and even compromised their missions 10 appease 
external forces. 
As a young man who is striving to one day be in a position of leadership 
in the African-American community, it is very discouraging to see such 
weak leadership. 
Fortunately, there arc some strong African-American leaders who have 
vowed never to give in to the pressures of those who do not have the 
in1eres1sof Black people at heart. 1\vo shining examples arc Minister Louis 
Farrakhan and ousted NAACP Direc1or, Rev. Ben Chavis. 
In reference to certain organizations- most notably the Anti• 
Dcfama1ion League of B'nai S-r'.itli-and others who have bullied Black 
leadership into repudiating Farrakhan, Chavis said, "Never again will we 
allow any external force to the Bfock communi1y attempt 10 dicta1e who 
we can meet with." ., 
Last year, former Howard president, Dr. Franklin Jenifer, refused 
to violate Howard students and upb.eld our rights 10 freedom of speech 
and freedom of assembly. For this and for 01hcrs reasons, Dr. Jenifer was 
forced to resign. " . . 
Howard's new administration has made the umversuy resemble a 
planta1io11 rather than an ins1 itutio~1 of proper education. Howard students 
need 10 follow the example of qur, strong Black leaders and not fall prey 
10 the weak, so-ca lled leadership 1hat does nol have the best rn1eres1 of 
African Americans at heart. 
Students must uphold the legacy-of student activism and no1 allow our 
university 10 be made into a plantation. Once again, its time for Black 
students 10 accept the challenge.' ' 
' ' ' 
' " ... I ., 
David Gaither is a sophomore 'pri11(jo11malism n,ajor. 
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WHO'S WHO AMONG 
STUDENTS IN AMERICAN 
COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES 
A'.l"I'ENTION: 
All Acade n1ic Deans and 
Stude nt Council Presidents 
The first Who's Who 
Non1inating Con1n1ittee n1eeting 
is today, Septen1be r 9, 1994. 
All appointees should 
\Vho 's \x-'ho applications an:: now avail-
able in the Dean's office of you r schoo l 
or college or in the Office of Student 
Activit ies. 
; 
, 
_OJ All I! r~r~ ~=~s:~_,~,-_,·x; ~,J_H.~llAO _ 
SAVl lHl PEQ:le YOU CAll 
· _yP_tQ. 4_4% 
UIE IT EVERY TIME YOU MAKE A LONG DISTANCE COLLECT CALL. 
\\ l' < .1~ l 11i,1m·. ln1t·r1..,1ing. 
& I1~1rd-To -l'ind I>1..·,igrwr I r.1mt" 
I I I I ""' • I I I lpl I 1" 
-"HI 1,111 \ \l '\ \\ • \\ ,,1111' • n Ill 
I 11, I R1J,:11l I I I l ) { ,, II I I I 
(202) 829-2700 
1,, , 1 , I, I 1 ~ \ 1 1 I • I I or In '11 t l , ..._.,_ 
l- , ..-,,~ -Jl- -) 
I/ I )t' . , I/ < 11111;,c t lt·n, '-' I/ , 2500 OFF, I '\;lllllll,lhOll P,tl K;lj!l' 
. '1500 "9900 I (·11,1.." \\ ith 1•11rd1.1,t· or 
l ranw 
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Get 
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Places 
Meet 
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people 
and 
Do 
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things!!! 
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/ HILLTOPICS 
ALL JnLI.:rOPICS ARE DUE, 
PAID IN FULL. THE MONDAY 
BEFORE PUBUCJXl'ION. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAM• 
PUS ORGANIZATIONS FOR 
MEETING, SEMINARS OR 
NON-PROFIT EVENTS ARE 
FREE FOR 10 WORDS OR LESS 
AND $J FOR EVERY ADDI-
TIONAL FIVE WORDS. CAM• 
PUS ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR 
t>ROFIT ARE CHARGED $5 
FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL 
FIVE WORDS. LOCAL COM• 
PANIES ARE CHARGED $10 
FOR THE FIRST 20 WORDS 
AND $2 FOR EVERY FIVE 
WORDS TIIEREAFTER. PER· 
SONAL ADS ARE S2 FOR THE 
FIRST 10 WORDS ANDS I FOR 
EVERY ADDTIONAL Fl VE 
WORDS. 
ANNO0NCEMEN I'S 
Lomsana c lub Mectmg, 136 
Douglas Hall , September 15, al 
5:00 pm. Elections will take place. 
h nancial Ofi,cers Workshop, 
Blackburn Center Forum, Sept. 
14th, 4:00. 6:00 pm. Attendance 
is MANDJU'ORY. 
There w 1il 6e an 1mpommt Stu• 
dent Ainbassador meeting on 
Tuesday, Sept. 13 at 6:30 in the 
Hilltop lounge. Please be prompt. 
I his 1s your chance 10 showcase 
your talents. The Bisonettes Dance 
squad is holding try-outs from 
September 14-16 al Burr Gymna-
sium. Please wear dance a11ire. 
Health Professions Club meeung. 
September 14, 1994 al 5:30 pm in 
105 Locke Hall. 
l'he annual Blackburn Party ,s 
TONIGHT a1 I0:00 p.m. Be 
There! 
I he Wil ham J. Seymour Pente• 
costal Fellowship welcomes your. 
Thursday al 7:30. Info. 234-8883 
Finac1al OU1cers Workshop, Sep-
tember 14, 1994, 4:00pm • 6:00 
pm. Blackburn Center Forum. 
All Student Council Treasurers are 
requ ired 10 attend. 
Anyone mtcres1ed ,n wntmg lor 
the Campus Plus sec1ion-1here will 
be an important meeting on Mon-
day, Sept. 12 at 6:30 in the Hilltop 
Office (West Towers Building). 
Any questions, please call Monica 
al 806-6866. 
Fine Aris presents M 1ss h oc Arts 
Pageant 1994 "The Ari or Perfec-
tion" Tuesday. September 13. 
7:30pm, Ira Alridgc Theatre. 
Admission $2.00 
06,quuy 1s •••.• 
'I he A.O. Chapter 011he NAACP 
will conduct a voter regis1ra1ion 
drive, September 12th• l61h from 
9am -6pm on the ground floor of 
Blackburn. Come and register 10 
VOie! 
MAH ,s HO I; SWEA'I Y, and 1s 
about to explode with Old School, 
Reggae, Hip Hop, Miami Bass. 
Rap. Open-Mic Session, and a DJ 
on Friday, September 16th at 
10pm at Meridian's Extravaganza 
Under the s1arz in Meridians 
Courtyard. $3.00 to enter with HU 
ID. No HU ID! No enlerance. 
You know nowhere does ii like 
da m LL. 
SERvlCEs 
VCR Ser vice 
Free estimates. 
Pick-up & delivery. 
One day weekend service. 
Call John at (202) 234-0840. 
Pager#: (202) 801-7099. 
RECP wAN'I ED 
WAN I ED!l AMERIC'fi:S 
FASTEST GROWING TRAVEL 
COMPANY SEEKING INDIVID-
UALS TO PROMOTE TRIPS. 
JAMAICA, CANCUN. 
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA! EASY 
FREE TRAVEL. FANu\STIC 
PAY CALL l-800-426-7710 
Child Care Wanted. M-F, 3:b. 
6:00, my house, pick-up a1 school. 
Must have a car & references. 
S20/day. Call Carol a1 723-6955. 
Help Wiimed! 
The Soul Food J oint is looking 
for energet ic individuals. must be 
customer oriented. 986-SOUL. 
I-on SALE 
DISCO0N'I' 
USED FURNITURE. 
Beds, Dressers. Desks, Sofas. & 
more. Phone orders. Delivery 
available. Call Friendly Furniture 
Company. 30 1-699-1778. 
301-294-1384 for directions. 
Bedroom Set tor sale 
Call 301-847-1609 ASAP 
Condition • Good. Price • LOW. 
~-  t t· ~il~{ , 
• ,,ff'["rnr , 
.. '.~::: .. 
i <··.'"'' .,, 
$5 ALL YOU CAN EAT i 
FRUITI 
U1 
THROWDOWN!!; 
.--,----._;::-,~ ' ,· "'"'\·. . .. """·' ' ' ' ~~'::~"'"'·''·'·" ""'"' . 
'r---.:. ~ r I 
for more info call 202.628.6097 
RENT 
House for Rent, Renovated, clean, 
five bedrooms, 2 I /2 baths, 9 clos-
ers, washer/dryer, dishwasher, new 
counter tops and kitchen floor, 
securil)· bars, off street parking, 
Sl300 plusutil ities lease, deposit. 
Available 9/15. Call 882-
7451. 
Rooms !or Rent. 2 lclt, large & 
medium. Harvard & Georgia Ave. 
area. Par I ially renovated, quiet 
convenient w/w, w/d. $300 & $325 
uri li1ics included. (301) 445-7573. 
REN'i : l·urmshed bedrooms 
shared bathroom & kitchen all 
u1ili1ies included $300 each 797-
9626 or 745-0417 across form 
School of Business. 
Modern oll1ce for rent. 9th and 0 
St. Approx. 850 sq. ft. $850 per 
month (202) 234-2300 
Rooms: renovated apartment 
duplex, WO, OW, CAC. WW, 
cable, walking distance 10 Howard 
1/3 utilities, $370.00, $3 10.00. 
PERSONAL 
I he R.A. Don't let anyone take 
advantage of you. 
Sincerely• Goofy. 
BoNAl·IDE ... I can I lake II any-
more. I'll pay for a 
1u1or .. .l'll ... l'll ... l' II do ANY-
THING ............ BEAUTIFUL!! 
'I he Orban League & Coca Cola 
present I he Cap1ol Classic1 Greek 
Step Show al the DC Armory. For 
information. call 1-800-589-
GAME 
'I hanks Campus Reporters ... h 's 
going to be a great year• DD 
4th Floor East Annex • Sorry I ve 
been missing in action ... Keep on 
the lookout for me! Your R.A. 
lb the Most Gracious Ladies of 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc .. 
Your Brothers of the Black and 
Old Gold wish you 1he best for the 
•94. '95 school year Peace and 
Love A Phi A 
I he largest Creek Step Shon ,n 
America will be held at the DC 
Armory, following 1he Howard v 
Hampton Game. All sororities 
and fraternities will be represent-
ed. Official afler party at Cit) 
Lights featuring Biz Markie. 
Hosted by Selma. 
Bros, let's hold the light of' 
Alpha high and make this }Car 
another Ice Cold year. 
PS. How about that wild Beta 
Heat. Ashante Ill . 
Beta Bros. Your light is already 
shining upon us! Can' t nail to 
be FULLY illuminastcd • Good 
luck with Alpha Week. Our 
Prayers are with you. 
II you missed Ou,gley 's on Ht· 
day. don't miss Biz Markie on Sat• 
urday al City Lights Nightclub 
(New York and Fenwick N.E.). 
Five minutes from campus. Shut• 
tie bus will be running all night 
starting at 11 :30 p.m. from the 
Quad. Lad ies $5 before 11 p.m .. 
for more information. call (202) 
529-4820. 
Mush. 
Hey you, glad you enjoyed your 
birthday. -Pr incess 
Steph, Kerry, Ronkc. 
Thanks for helping me pull every• 
thing off last weekend for Mush. I 
really appreciated i1. -Princess 
3.:£0-Aappy Belated Birthdays 
to sorors Denise Spruill (9/4) 
and lhlcey Austin (9/5). 00-
0 0 Pl! 
CONS I EN i lNL, HEY MAN. I 
JUST WANT TO LET YOU 
KNOW THAT I AM VERY 
PROUD OF YOU. YOU MAKE 
ME PROUD TO CALL YOU LIT-
TLE BROTIIER. WAYNE-TITO 
8113/73 You know, wh) ..... 
Cause 1·111 a player! Mudbone 
Homecommg Steermg Commtl• 
1cc. Can't we all just get along'!?? 
P-H 
16 all greck le11ercd orga111za-
1ions, Le1·, work it out together 
this year. A Ph i A, Bew Chapter. 
lo the Lovely Ladies ol AKA, 
DST. Z Phi Band SG Rho's and 10 
the Sigmas. Kappa,, and Omega,. 
Together. we can achieve all!!!! 
13-Bera-•93 
lo Dimples. Hey! what', up? 
Love Stinker. 
N1k1 and Ki: 'I he htlle house 
party was okay. but where·s my 
ONYX CD??? Your girl. M.L. 
16 the Ladies ol Alpha chapter. 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. Inc.• 
.. Funkdified" was live (of cour-e!). 
hut "c ,rill have quite a "distance" 
lo go! I love }OU! 30-A-94 
V1ck1. I sec that the ·,k111s are at 
kasl be ing consi,tent when it 
I'm sorry. ii won·t happen again baby. \\'ill you forgin;: mt:. 
Lo\·c Your Swt:Ct & Sorrv Lo\'cm1an 
. . 
CHappy Birthday R~! So you're finally 21 ! ! an you buy me a drink? Love Your Roomie 
To Mike C., Cqngratulations 5112 years and you finally got 
~qi!C d~lomall Nau comes tbe ha~~ 
'vVha ,n th h@$# are you gonna QQ wi it Alex 
Wl1atever yot1 want to say 
say it w itl1 style. ' 
Place a p ersonal ad in 
the Hilltop. 
Corne by the Hilltop Office on the 
Plaza level of the West Towers. 
To get your shouts out. 
_On(}'. 5~-~ for the fi!SI 10 word~ and a dollar for vc1_1• 
,1dd1uon,ll ) words. J·or more info., l~lrl us at 806-6866. 
The Soul Food Joint 
·Fooo YOUR MAMA WOULD MAKE ... " 
9TH AND U ST N.W. 
986✓• $0UL 
~~ 
BUSI ~ ·~~::-OURS 
·~~:&A'LJ•A~ .DAY 
11:00 AM - 12 MIDNIGHT 
FRIDAY 11:~~~R~~~ AM c? 
1 :00 PM - 2:00 AM 
comes 10 losing!!! Monica. 
ALL IIICCIUl'ICS ARE DOE. 
PAID IN FULL, Tl HZ MONDAY 
BEFORE PUBLICATION. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY C.-\M· 
PUS ORGANIZATIONS FOR 
MEETING, SEMINARS OR 
NON-PROFIT EVENTS ARE 
FREE FOR 10 WORDS OR LESS 
AND SI FOR EVERY ADDI-
TIONAL FIVE WORDS. CAM• 
PUS ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR 
PROFIT ARE CHARGED $5 
FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL 
FIVE WORDS. LOCAL COM· 
PANIES ARE CIIARGED S IO 
FOR THE FIRST 20 WORDS 
AND S2 FOR EVERY FIVE 
WORDS THEREAFTER PER-
SONAL ADS ARE $2 FOR THE 
FIRST 10 WORDS AND SI FOR 
EVERY ADDTIONAL Fl VE 
WORDS.TO THE L.A. 
CONN/CREW THE NEW YEAR 
IS HERE AND IT IS TIME TO 
GRADUATE. WE ARE FINAL-
LY SENIORS SO LETS STUDY 
HARD AND S'I UDY I !ARD 
OUR LAST Yl,AR. KB 
UATING SENIORS OF MAY •95 
IT IS FINALLY OUR l'IMI·. SO 
I ETS All MAKI II OU f 
TOGETIIER. 
CooD LOCK IU ALL OF I HE 
BISON TEAMS Tl IIS SEASON. 
BRING I IOME Tl IOSI: MEAC 
TROPIIIES 
LE IS lloPE II IE RES'I OI· 
THE YEAR IS NOT LIKE TIIIS 
PREVIOUS WFEK I IILITOP-
PERS 
"c come ac · everyone. iave a 
safe and ha P> ,cme,tcr. 
now 11 , ,een roug guys. ut 
hey. ii just can·t get any worse than 
this. The only way from here is 
up! So keep up 1hc good \\Ork and 
posi1hc attitudes.The bc,1 is yet to 
come (and l><l arc the paycheck.s) 
Thanks 10 Dijon,lhe HU Prez, the 
Office of Student Activities and 
!SAS for your support. PB 
**************** 
************ 
{/)(J/1 '{.fo{yet to /{th'e(!/rJtt/' 
/Jt<.'/tt/•e,[_fij/. /he f211:S"O/I c?fect/'-
OfJOh'. ~ fl(!/r,11 /1eetl lo tlrJ 1:s• 
(yr, to tfte 6,,,re/11e/1/ le1.1el 
!!ftlte ~ f✓y11rJtt/'c1/ l-lJ!t1ch' -
611/'/l 6"e/1/e/ ' a/1,l,r/11ile. 
*************** 
************* 
CAPITOL CLASSIC 
GREEK STEPSHOW 
